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Abstract

Scandals regarding the handling of data and manipulation of voting behavior through digital channels

and social media have increasingly affected the companies operating in this space in recent years, with

Facebook being the most prominent example. All major platforms reacted to this issue by increasing

their transparency efforts and some today expose political advertising data through an application

programming interface (API).

Following an action design research (ADR) framework, this thesis project tries to solve data acces-

sibility issues of the Facebook Ad Library API for its identified core user groups by building an IT

artifact that provides the data as a simple file download instead of a complex coding challenge.

The author argues that the main audience for the exposed data set are researchers and journalists, two

groups that do not have the resources to access data in the way required by the API. This hypothesis

is confirmed using semi–structured interviews with subject matter experts and elevated to a larger set

of problems by analyzing digital literacy in the social sciences and the quality of research APIs more

generally.

A skills gap with regard to computer science capabilities in the social sciences is confirmed and, based

on the creation of the IT artifact and the data collection process, several solutions are suggested.

(1) Increase upskilling efforts in the social sciences and teach researchers how to code. (2) Improve

the accessibility and quality of research APIs by adopting universal standards and (3) demand from

platforms to build more no–code solutions for researchers and journalists.

Finally, an updated ADR framework is suggested that includes the stakeholders and collaboration

in a researcher–practitioner–user–API provider environment and a more general argument is made

regarding who should be the arbitrator of truth with regard to digital political communication.

Keywords: API, Digital Political Advertising, Facebook, Ad Library, Transparency, Data Journal-

ism, Action Design Research, Computational Social Science, Azure, Node
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

In recent years, application programming interfaces (API) have created tremendous business value by

facilitating the exchange of information and business data between formerly unconnected data silos

both within individual companies and across entire industries (Myers & Stylos, 2016).

At the same time, many public institutions are leveraging APIs to provide access to information that

is routinely collected by government services and could potentially provide value for businesses or

insights for interested stakeholders. Think of e.g. economic data provided by central banks, climate

data provided by national weather services or data on the human development index by the United

Nations as examples for applications of this type of API.

It is therefore only natural that APIs are widely considered drivers not only for economic growth but

also for greater transparency and oversight (Sugimoto, 2017), two attributes that would suggest that

the technology could potentially help solving one of the biggest challenges in both global and local

politics today.

Exemplified by numerous reports (e.g. Rutenberg, 2017) about election interference, voter manip-

ulation and fake news campaigns, said challenge consists of political actors abusing the ubiquitous

presence of social media and digital ad platforms like Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Google in

our day-to-day lives to influence public opinion and voting decisions by spreading a wide array of

manipulative, altered or outright fake information. The issue is so prevalent that even non-political

actors have discovered that there is money to be made by spreading false yet engaging political news

stories to generate traffic on their web pages (Subramanian, 2017).
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

As a consequence, the emergence of social media platforms and online advertising is slowly eroding

trust in information and has reigned in a new paradigm for how the voting public educates themselves

and forms political opinions and decisions.

The largest companies in this market all the while have been slow to react to this development.

Alternating between pointing to their role as platforms, technology companies or internet service

providers they have denied responsibility for the content that is shared on their sites and largely

avoided scrutiny from regulators and lawmakers (Castillo, 2018).

However, the ongoing reports about Russian interference in the American presidential election of 2016,

the spread of right wing fake news and conspiracy theories during the 2017 migrant crisis in Europe

as well as continued investigative reports by news outlets like the New York Times, The Guardian,

German magazine Der Spiegel and others recently seem to have led to a strategy shift for the big

platforms.

Google, Twitter and Facebook today all offer transparency websites that allow users a look into who

is behind the ads that they are exposed to. The approach to how the data is presented varies from

company to company, with some opting to provide entire data sets as a downloadable file and others

choosing to offer curated ”transparency reports”. Facebook specifically offers an API that allows

access to all data on who publishes posts about and promotes political and social issues on their

platform (Facebook, 2019).

In this specific case, it can be argued that the most relevant data is only exposed via the API, since

in-depth analysis of the information is only possible based on access to the individual post-based data.

Facebook’s web interface on the other hand does not allow for e.g. the creation of time series analyses

because the data that is presented is not computer readable, meaning that it cannot be automatically

ingested or processed by other software applications, or at least not without extensive coding efforts. It

follows that people without software development capabilities are effectively excluded from scrutinizing

the data, which has consequences for two of the main groups that are interested in doing exactly that.

Researchers, or social scientists more specifically, and journalists traditionally play an important role

in analyzing this type of information, and given their often lacking coding abilities they are currently

not able to access crucial data due to Facebook’s approach to transparency. By looking at those two

target groups, this thesis will therefore analyze whether the Facebook Ad Library API is the right

approach to truly increase transparency in digital election advertising or whether there are better

suited tools to tackle this issue.

2
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Based on this inquiry and the subsequent development of a dedicated software tool, a more general

analysis will then be made with regard to how APIs need to be set up in order to maximize trans-

parency, or, in other words, if there are preferable ways to share data that do not exclude users who

are non–technical individuals.

In exploring this subject, this thesis project will make use of the principles proposed in the action

design research framework, meaning that the creation of an IT artifact in close cooperation with users

and practitioners will in this instance be used to derive general principles for the overarching problem

class of transparency in digital election advertising and usage of APIs as is suggested for general ADR

projects by Sein, Henfridsson, Purao, Rossi, and Lindgren (2011).

The ultimate purpose of the IT artifact is to provide access to Facebook’s data on political advertising

to users who have a vested interest but are blocked from accessing the information due to a lack of

technical expertise.

1.2 Motivation

The need for such a tool and the motivation for this thesis do go hand in hand. The global political

process is threatened by nefarious actors who use loopholes in regulations and laws to spread false

information and manipulate voters. Increasing transparency into who is doing what on which platform

can only help to reach a better understanding of what is going on and how to potentially fix the issue.

At the same time, a critical look at the role of APIs is necessary to better understand and improve

their role in providing transparency with regard to information that should be publicly available.

Looking at the issue from a business perspective is also promising because providing access to data is

already a huge market today. Finding new and valuable data sets and making them available for a

wider audience could therefore have enormous business potential.

Finally, the issue presents a great learning opportunity both in terms of the technical challenge with

regard to how Facebook’s political advertising data can be retrieved via their API and because of the

fact that the data itself touches on topics with big societal implications. Developing technology that

increases transparency into digital election advertising will hopefully play a part in restoring a fair

political process that is free and protected from manipulative outside influence.

3



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.3 Objective & Problem Formulation

The following section will outline the specific problem formulation, goals and objectives that this

thesis is built around. Working with each one of those challenges also uncovered additional research

questions, which will be listed below.

1.3.1 Problem Statement

Based on the situation described in the prior section, the starting point of the project is the creation

of an IT artifact that solves the following problem statement:

While the Facebook Ad Library API has great potential to increase transparency with

regard to political advertising on the platform, people with limited technical expertise

only have limited access to the provided data and will likely not be able to use it as

intended.

In response to this, the final IT solution will consist of a web-based download portal that allows access

to the data provided by the Facebook Ad Library API by simply clicking a button on a website. As

a consequence, access to the provided data will become possible for everyone, effectively eliminating

the current technical skill requirements.

For consistency purposes, this web-based solution will hereafter be referred to as the IT artifact.

Following the same action design research principles, the learnings from the creation of this IT artifact

are then used to formulate and solve a problem statement for a more general class of issues as proposed

by Sein et al. (2011).

The first key objective of the thesis is therefore to find answers to this general class of problems related

to APIs and transparency:

Are APIs leading to more transparency by providing access to information or do they

act as technological gatekeepers that exclude less technically adept people from partici-

pation?

By answering this broader question, the thesis aims to reach its second key objective, which is the

creation of a set of principles that maximize accessibility for data that is exposed via an API and

which has relevance for researchers, journalists and really all user groups without a strong technical

background.

4
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1.3.2 Additional Research Questions

Working on these two key objectives has also revealed several minor adjacent areas of research that

are represented by the following sub research questions or topics:

– What is the current state of digital literacy in research domains affected by the

switch from offline to online communication?

– How will the current discussions around digital election advertising shape social

media platforms in the future?

The process through which the aforementioned problem statement, objectives and research questions

were derived will be described in greater detail in the research design section of this paper.

At this point it should suffice to say that they are the result of extensive secondary research which

included both scientific literature and news sources. Several exploratory interviews were addition-

ally conducted with subject matter experts in order to validate the problem statement and test the

proposed solution.

Together with the actual design, coding and testing of the proposed IT artifact, this led to the insights

and solutions necessary to discuss the topics stated in this section.

1.4 Research Scope

The scope of this thesis was carefully chosen to solve the stated problem, reach the key objectives and

answer the adjacent research questions. Scope at this point also only refers to the research scope of

the project. The more specific technical scope of the web-based solution will be outlined further in a

dedicated chapter describing the design and development process of the IT artifact.

In terms of the actual research scope, the focus lies on creating an IT artifact that enables non–technical

users to access data from the Facebook Ad Library. Creating in this context means designing, pro-

gramming and testing of a software prototype.

This in turn is the foundation for finding answers to all subsequent research topics in this paper. That

being the case, the research also focuses on transparency with regard to digital political advertising.

While it is acknowledged that a large portion of political advertising still occurs on more traditional,

analogue channels like billboards and television ads, the ubiquitous nature of digital channels today,

5
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as well as their tendency to produce a wide variety of data points led to the decision to focus on digital

over analogue political advertising.

For the purpose of this paper, non–technical users specifically refers to researchers and journalists, a

limitation made based on the initial secondary research which revealed that, considering their role as

political analysts within society, the available data seems to be most valuable to those two groups.

While other users might also benefit from easier access to the data, their requirements and needs are

not the focus of this project and have been set aside for future research. It can however be assumed

that the generated learnings are applicable to virtually all non-technical user groups and will benefit

them as well. It should also be noted that all major social media companies and digital ad platforms

investigated for this project offer ad transparency services at this point in time.

However, this thesis focuses on Facebook as a platform because of its unique global reach and the fact

that the company is at the center of many of the recent election interference and fake news related

stories. Similarly, while there is a great variety of APIs available today, this thesis focuses primarily

on APIs that are intended to provide transparency with regard to political advertising spending and

messaging.

The general findings that are part of the action design research outcome can however also be applied

to other platforms in this sector, and findings related to API transparency can additionally be used to

better understand the API ecosystem as a whole. In other words, companies like Google, Twitter or

Snapchat can use the findings that apply to Facebook to further improve their transparency platforms.

At the same time, API transparency is a relevant topic for every stakeholder that is involved with

APIs since the frictionless sharing of data is one of their main purposes.

1.5 Research Structure

The structure of this paper aims to reflect the action design research process described by Sein et al.

(2011) and as such has key chapters introducing the problem formulation, describing the development

of the IT based solution as well as generalizing the findings and discussing their implications.

This introductory section is followed by a review of the literature that is most relevant to understand

the context of the discussed topics.

After then briefly introducing the main technologies and concepts that were used to develop the IT

artifact, the methodology section introduces the research philosophy and design that are the foundation

6
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of this paper. The same section also introduces the principles of action design research with the goal

of creating a common understanding of the ADR approach.

The following section includes the findings from the interviews that were conducted as part of the

validation of the problem statement and how they relate to the issues at hand.

Using the findings from both the secondary research and the exploratory interviews, the next chapter

then describes the development of the IT artifact. In doing so it mainly focuses on the technical and

procedural steps necessary to create a solution for the initially stated problem, however a brief analysis

of possible business cases for the tool is also conducted.

The discussion chapter then condenses the findings from the prior sections and, as suggested by Sein

et al. (2011) in their ADR framework, elevates them to more general principles. At the same time,

the implications of the findings for the research area as a whole are discussed.

Finally, potential future research will be suggested together with a discussion of personal learnings from

the research process, followed by a conclusive section that wraps-up the entire paper by reiterating its

major findings and results.

7



Chapter 2

Literature Review

The literature that was identified and used to inform this paper can be broadly categorized into three

different research areas which will be discussed in the following section.

Firstly, there is relevant literature based on the emerging field of computational social science that

deals with the consequences of using information, web technologies and (big) data sets for research

projects in the social sciences. The definition of social sciences for this purpose is “the field of human

knowledge that deals with all aspects of the group life of human beings” (Hunt & Colander, 2016, p.

2).

More specifically, its subcategories political science, sociology and economics (Hunt & Colander, 2016)

are the areas most connected to this work. That is because the political, as well as the economic and

societal implications of digital election advertising are subject to research mainly from scholars in

these fields.

In short, it can be said that a skills gap was identified and later confirmed by subsequent interviews

with experts from those fields. This gap in turn supports the assumption that there is a need for the

proposed IT artifact.

At the same time, looking at this area of the scientific literature also underscores the importance of

the data set in question and uncovers potential uses cases in the respective fields of study, especially

in political science and sociology.

Secondly, literature regarding the use and implications of digital data and APIs in a social media

context will illustrate the contradiction between researcher’s interest in the data and Facebook’s, or

really all social media platforms’ interest in exploiting the available information. While commercial

platforms are by default trying to exploit their user’s data for business purposes, researchers have

8
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a very different perspective in that they often depend on access to the very same data in order to

conduct meaningful scientific inquiries without financial interests.

Lastly, a more technical view will be introduced in order to allow for the findings of this specific case

to be generalizable. This perspective is based on literature that is concerned with how APIs and data

sharing schemes need to be designed in order to be effective at what they set out to achieve. A minor

part of this section will also be dedicated to literature about the action design research process and

how it applies to this particular case. Even more so than the other two fields, the ADR section of the

literature review informed the design of the IT artifact and provided guidelines for the programming

process, while also helping to make the finished tool accessible and easy to use for as many people as

possible.

Ultimately, the goal of the literature review is to show the need for the proposed tool by creating a

common understanding of the relevance of the available data. At the same time, it seeks to illustrate

the shortcomings of Facebook’s existing solution both in terms of design and with regards to the skills

that are required to use it in a way that would be valuable for researchers and journalists. Beyond

that, it also sets the theoretical foundation on which the technical design and implementation of the

IT artifact is built.

Finally, it should be noted that the section of the literature review discussing the skills gap in stakehold-

ers that are interested in the data focuses on social scientists at research institutions. The existence

of a similar gap among journalists was assumed by the author at this early stage of the research

based on the close relationship between journalism and e.g. political science. During the interview

stage of the ADR process, the assumption was eventually confirmed based on comments made by the

subject-matter experts.

2.1 The Digital Skills Gap in the Social Sciences

To reiterate, the proposed tool will provide data from the Facebook Ad Library as a simple file

download in order to eliminate the complexity of actually working with the API, which requires

intermediate to advanced software development knowledge, technical resources and a significant time

investment in order to critically assess the available documentation.

That being the case, the research project can be classified as being part of the emerging field of

computational social science, which is generally described as “a field that leverages the capacity to

9
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collect and analyze data at a scale that might reveal patterns of individual and group behaviors”

(Lazer et al., 2009, p.721).

Even though the research field is still in its infancy, its value is acknowledged more and more as

exemplified by e.g. a statement made by Heiberger and Riebling (2016, p. 1) that “in the in the most

influential journals of the social sciences, the potential of Internet data and computational methods

is only starting to take off, although large companies (e.g. Google, Facebook, Twitter) are worth

hundreds of billions of dollars mainly because of their understanding to utilize “big (social) data”

and state institutions are using similar techniques for the better and worse of their citizens”. They

additionally state that “the question is whether it (the realization of internet data’s potential) happens

with or without social scientists” (Heiberger & Riebling, 2016, p. 1).

While monetary value obviously does not always equate to value for scientific projects, researchers

tend to compare the emergence of computational social science with the transformation of research

in e.g. biology and physics, two domains that have greatly benefited from the datafication of their

research designs (Lazer et al., 2009).

However, the specific characteristics of research in the social sciences poses a set of challenges that

is unique and different from e.g. physics, which due to its proximity to mathematics and the basic

principles of computer science has always been more easily susceptible to disruptive digitization and

later datafication of research approaches (Lazer et al., 2009).

Lazer et al. (2009) also describe this observation as an issue of infrastructure, which, for the social

sciences, is further away from the two aforementioned research areas mainly because of requirements

regarding distributed monitoring, permission seeking and encryption, as well as for the simple fact

that the social sciences departments at universities typically have fewer financial and other resources

at their disposal (Lazer et al., 2009).

Finally, they state that “perhaps the thorniest challenges exist on the data side, with respect to

access and privacy. Much of these data are proprietary (e.g., mobile phone and financial transactional

information)” (Lazer et al., 2009, p. 722).

What this means is that while a mathematician or physicist can easily run an experiment without

prior approval, the social scientist almost always has to engage in discussions regarding availability

and access to data. That is because the social sciences at their core deal with understanding human

behavior, which implies interacting with human subjects and all the challenges that this entails. Most

other disciplines are far more removed from and often even completely independent of humans other
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than the researcher participating in a research project and therefore do not have to deal with the same

set of issues.

The frequent interaction with human centric data that is often proprietary to an individual research

subject or data source creates several additional challenges for social scientists, especially since there

usually are multiple dimensions to proprietary data. Among those are e.g. the structure of the data,

data ownership and general data availability as per Lazer et al. (2009), however it can be argued that

the technical aspect of how to access the data is the most important one.

That is because without access there is no data to analyze in the first place, and getting access to

digitally stored data frequently requires skills in programming and software development, which are

arguably hard to acquire on an individual level. This means that one has to invest a lot of time in

order to sufficiently master them and that they are expensive to purchase externally since the cost

associated with bringing on external developers can be very high.

However, in order to get access to digital data in the social sciences that is owned by third parties,

researchers really only have two options. They can either decide to learn the required skills, which

are typically foreign to their field of research and which takes away time from their original goal of

finding answers to questions in their area of expertise, or they can pay someone to provide them with

the data, which obviously has an adverse effect on the typically very limited research budget.

The foreignness to their field of research is also a key difference when comparing the need for program-

ming skills to e.g. having to understand regulatory or organizational requirements for data access,

since these are ultimately still within or closely related to the social scientists educational background

and research framework of trying to understand society and the relationship between individuals and

organizations as described by Hunt and Colander (2016).

Think of e.g. the mobile communications and financial sector, which will have differing requirements

with regards to data sharing opportunities, privacy, data quality and so forth, but ultimately it is the

technical issue of how to access the data that presents the major obstacle to accessing data from those

industries.

This divide between the social sciences and skills and techniques that are rooted in computer sciences,

is anecdotally described by Columbia University professor Duncan Watts, whose comments on the

relationship between social scientists and computer scientists at his institution and how they are very

far apart both in terms of skill sets and even their physical location are cited in Giles (2012). In his

words, “it was abundantly clear that these two groups could really use each other: the computer-
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science students had much better methodological chops than their sociology counterparts, but the

sociologists had much more interesting questions” He goes on to state: “And yet they’d never heard

of each other, nor had it ever occurred to any of them to walk over to the other’s department” (Giles,

2012, p. 450). The severity of this divide is illustrated further by the amount of available research by

e.g. Heiberger and Riebling (2016) or Giles (2012) stating that social scientists either do not have or

struggle to acquire the skills necessary to perform research in this changing environment.

While these accounts are often anecdotal or mentioned as a side note to actual research projects in

the social sciences, there are two key papers by Heiberger et. al. and Edmond and Garnett that take

a closer look at this issue of lacking programming skills among social science researchers.

Based on an analysis of the use of a research API that was supposed to provide data from the

Europeana Cloud project (“Europeana Cloud — Europeana Pro”, 2015), Edmond and Garnett (2015)

interviewed several social scientists and concluded that what researchers ultimately care about is the

data itself. The question of how to access it on the other hand is given no significant regard, as long

as the quality and validity of the data can be sufficiently established and it is of acceptable quality.

Both the potential advantages of API usage with regards to accessibility and updateability, as well

as the ability to actually write computer code were irrelevant to the interviewees. Looking at the

issue based on a research question about how social scientists use APIs and if they are interested in

programmatic access to data, they realized that there is a larger issue at hand, because, as they put

it based on a comment made by one of their study participants: “researchers don’t seem to use APIs”

(Edmond & Garnett, 2015, p. 288).

Heiberger and Riebling (2016) add to the understanding of the issue with a more forward-looking

perspective. Having already observed the lack of programming skills in the social science domain,

they propose the programming language Python as a new standard in the social sciences because

of its distinct advantages with regard to data analysis, code readability and a relatively good code

accessibility even for beginners (Heiberger & Riebling, 2016).

While this may ultimately be a desirable goal that would enable and empower social scientists to

embark on new and different research inquiries in line with modern technology, it can be argued that

it is a solution that does not fit everyone nor one that can be quickly achieved by any stretch of the

imagination.

While it certainly makes sense to educate social scientists that are pursuing a degree in the education

system today, it is questionable if established social scientists, who for the most part have invested
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years and years into their education and are used to a certain research approach, will be able or are

even willing to participate in a comprehensive software development education, especially since it is

conceptually far away from their original profession.

As a consequence, it can be assumed that for the current intermediary period of an observed skills

shortage, more easily accessible tools are required that provide researchers with the data that allows

them to conduct relevant projects without requiring them to invest an excessive amount of resources in

order to properly learn how to code or purchase programming capabilities from third party developers.

The findings of this first section of the literature review can therefore be summed up as follows:

1. Accessing and working with digital data sets is transforming the social science research domain

and requires a new approach to conducting research projects, much like it has done already with

other research fields like biology or physics.

2. The inherent characteristics of the social sciences have led to many researchers currently being

ill equipped to deal with these changes, which,

3. has led to a digital divide or skills gap in the field. There are vast amounts of relevant data

out there, but researchers are unable to access it in cases where coding or software development

skills are required.

Given this identified skills gap, the following section will look at literature regarding the use of APIs

in the context of social media platforms. Their prevalence as a method to exchange data in this field

will put further emphasis on finding short- and long-term solutions to this problem.

2.2 The Social Media Data API debate

In order to better understand the need for the proposed tool, one has to take a step back and look

at how the topic of APIs in the social media platform space has evolved in recent years. Generally,

it can be said that as these relatively young companies have grown in importance and matured with

regards to their business model, access to data has become more restrictive. Facebook and Google

specifically today generate most of their revenue and profits from advertising, which in turn means

that they have to exploit user data and the value it provides for the specific targeting of ads in order

to continuously reach their staggering profit margins (Smyrnaios, 2018).
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At the same time, the initial creation of APIs historically often was a result of the fact that social

media companies wanted to increase the appeal of their platform environment to users by allowing third

party software developers to leverage data and existing functionalities through providing programmatic

access to their platforms. Facebook’s Graph API for example emerged as a tool for developers that

enabled them to build applications for the platform and collect data on its users. The company even

engaged with large scale research projects and allowed almost unrestricted access to its user data

(Acker & Kreisberg, 2019).

Now that business models are mature there is much more scrutiny on these platforms due to the

number of daily active users and the amount of revenue they generate. At the same time, recent

data related scandals have led to more restrictive policies with regard to data sharing and growing

concerns about transparency with regard to harmful activity and unwanted political influence as well

as increased calls for more transparency both by regulators and activists. In an article in the American

magazine The Atlantic, the author and digital entrepreneur Eli Pariser is for example quoted with

saying: ”One simple solution [...] would be to require campaigns to immediately disclose all of their

online advertising materials and to whom each ad is targeted.” (Madrigal, 2017, p. 7). While he does

not address the platforms directly, his call for transparency still illustrates the need for more access

to data on digital election advertising from the stakeholders that are involved.

The discussion around this topic in the scientific community is probably best illustrated by two articles

published in the journal “Information, Communication and Society” in the summer of 2019, in which

a debate regarding data access and the regulation of APIs for scientific purposes unfolds. In his article

“After the APIcalypse: Social Media Platforms and their fight against critical scholarly research”

Queensland University of Technology researcher Axel Bruns argues that there has been a “longer

and more gradual process of disconnect between platforms and scholars” and specifically refers to the

decline in access to formerly publicly available data through e.g. the Facebook Graph API (Bruns,

2019, p. 1546).

However, he argues that it is not the more restrictive API policies that are the main problem, but

rather the fact that many third-party tools providing access to data have stopped working due to their

reliance on API access. His reasoning is based on the observation that social scientists heavily rely

on these third party tools because of their lack of programming skills, an assessment that is in line

with the literature summarized in the previous section and does underscore again the importance of

developing tools that enable researchers to conduct research.
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According to Bruns (2019), this reduction in data access could potentially wreak havoc in the social

science research community and, in his words, researchers “should be profoundly concerned about

being locked out of studying in detail what happens on social media platforms at this critical point in

world history, and we must hold to account those who have locked us out, and expose their reasons

for doing so” (Bruns, 2019, p. 1561).

It should be noted that tools like e.g. Netvizz (Rieder, 2019) ceasing their operations was taken

into account for this project, because changes to the underlying API pose a constant threat to the

operational integrity of an API based software solution. However, Facebook’s public commitment to

provide the data for seven years (Facebook, 2019) makes it less likely for major design changes in the

API to occur and more likely for the tool to keep functioning as intended.

That being said, changes to e.g. the available data during the development process have led to

additional work in order to keep the IT artifact operational and frequent minor updates to the code

should be expected even once the tool becomes publicly available.

The opposing argument to Bruns’ position is made by fellow researcher Cornelius Puschmann in a later

edition of the same journal. From his point of view, the lack of regulation, rapid speed of technological

development and increase in reach of social media platforms has led to a sort of wild west situation

that gave researchers access to data without the necessary regulatory scrutiny. Puschmann (2019)

argues that this development calls for drastic changes and that data access for researchers is in fact in

dire need of regulation. He goes on to state that many research projects which have been conducted in

relation to social media platforms were based on data that possibly should not have been in researcher’s

possession in the first place due to ethical and privacy related concerns (Puschmann, 2019).

He also argues that it is disingenuous of researchers to argue for maximum data availability while at

the same time criticizing the companies for data breaches.

His closing argument is that “the bottom line here is that we need a combination of data access options

that are widely available to anyone with no restrictions, but that only cover very limited offerings” and

that the call for truly open APIs is unrealistic, because “I apparently lack the imagination to conceive

of an API that would be open in the way that Bruns demands and that would at the same time

honor user privacy [...]. Instead, the argument seems to be that platforms should both openly provide

data and take the blame for the resulting abuses when they occur. At the very least, the academic

community should contend with the rebuke that this attitude is self-serving and interest-driven, rather

than critical “ (Puschmann, 2019, p. 1586).
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While the merit of both Bruns’ and Puschmann’s claims will be analyzed in more detail in the dis-

cussion section of this paper, it should suffice to say at this point that the proposed tool, as well

as Facebook’s ad library itself is more in line with Puschmann’s argument for collaboration between

researchers and platforms with clearly defined boundaries for data access.

That is because the IT artifact uses only data that is made available through the API, which is an

interface that is under the total control of the platform that owns the data. The purpose of the tool

is explicitly not to extract every conceivable data point without taking into account the restrictions

that are put in place by Facebook, a strategy which would arguably be more in line with Bruns’ view

on how social media data should be accessed. His approach can in fact be considered hacking, yet it

should be noted that it has been used by other researchers and tool developers in the past.

Following the discussion of these two scholars again reveals that the research community today is stuck

in a sort of intermediary state when it comes to questions of data access and social media platforms.

While the companies have restricted access and are, maybe rightly so, criticized for that, they are also

providing tools like the Facebook Ad Library API that provide a form of controlled transparency.

Those tools however are often arguably not of great utility to researchers because of the prevalent

technical skills gap. This again suggests that additional easy-access tools are needed to bridge this

gap and create a better understanding for how data exchange processes should be designed in order

for both sides to be able to effectively conduct their work.

In any case, what clearly emerges is the fact that the days of unrestricted access to social media data

appear to be over. Facebook, as well as social media platforms more generally, will have to come

together with interested researchers in order to find new models regarding the exchange of data for

research purposes. Researchers at the same time will have to accept the fact that they are dealing with

corporations and business interests that will not let them have the unchecked access to information

they used to have previously.

For now, the result of this development seems to be that the social media companies publish more

controlled data exchange tools like the Facebook Ad Library and its corresponding API, which allow

access to very specific data set by means of using proprietary technology. Based on the previously

identified skills gap among social scientists, this creates a new set of problems for researchers, which

are arguably the most relevant target group for these efforts.

While the proposed IT artifact will solve the existing issues with regard to the need for programming

skills and solve accessibility issues, it can also be considered a suggestion for a new way of collaboration
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between researchers and platforms. Among other things, the identified shortcomings revolve mainly

around the fact that the API does not seem to be designed for maximum usability for its most relevant

user group.

At the same time, providing programmatic access to data is by no means a new phenomenon and

research with regard to best practices for API usability and data accessibility has been conducted in

other contexts. The following section will therefore look at what existing research suggests would be

the best approach to designing an API in such a controlled environment.

2.3 Building a transparent and accessible API

Because the proposed tool is designed as a stepping stone for social scientists and journalists without

programming abilities, literature on API design was taken into account to assess the quality of the

underlying Facebook Ad Library API and the requirements that needed to be fulfilled in order for the

tool to provide maximum value to its users.

That is because it has been established in the previous sections that social scientists do typically not

use APIs, a reality that should be explored further in order to make clear how it came about. While

the literature around computational social science points mainly to the lack of speed in adopting the

necessary skills (Heiberger & Riebling, 2016), it can also be argued that the available APIs today are

not accessible enough even for people that know how to code. Evidence for this as well as potential

remedies will therefore be introduced in the following section.

The creation of the IT artifact was guided by the FAIR principles proposed in the Wilkinson et al.

(2016) paper “The FAIR guiding principles for scientific data management and stewardship” (Wilkin-

son et al., 2016). The FAIR acronym represents a paradigm under which scientific data should be

”Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reproducible” (Wilkinson et al., 2016, p. 4).

In the context of this paper, we can assume that the data from the Facebook Ad Library API is indeed

findable, since a simple google search for ”facebook election data” will lead you to the web portal with

an initial overview of what related information is available.

The data is also interoperable with regard to information that is programmatically accessed via the

API, since the JSON format it is provided in has been specifically created to exchange information

between different web enabled systems (Myers & Stylos, 2016).

The data presented in the web portal on the other hand is in no way interoperable, since it is only
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presented as isolated HTML elements without the possibility to query a complete dataset. As such,

it can only be viewed on a per post basis. This means that each individual post has to be clicked on,

which subsequently changes the view of the portal in a way that all other posts are no longer visible.

This approach to visualizing the data prevents aggregations or time series analyses and makes the

existence of the Ad Library API necessary in the first place.

The API data is also reproducible, since, setting aside a sizable number of bugs, making the same

API call will by design result in the same resulting dataset.

The data is also in some ways accessible, since anyone with a Facebook developer account, a registered

state issued document of identification and an access token which can be obtained in the Facebook

developer portal can access the API programmatically. Yet it is here that it can be argued that the

existing API violates the FAIR principles and where the proposed IT artifact offers a solution.

While accessibility is provided on a technical level, the fact that many interested stakeholders do not

have the programming abilities to actually access data shows that accessibility is only provided in

spirit, but not in effect. If Facebook were really interested in providing the data according to the

FAIR - principles they would have followed the example of e.g. fellow internet giant Google, who

provide their election advertising transparency data sets as simple CSV download files.

The violation of the accessibility tenet is also the most serious one, since it in turn leads to a violation of

parts of the other principles. If someone who is interested in the data cannot access it programmatically

via the API, they have to fall back on the web tool provided by Facebook, which is neither interoperable

nor does it provide reproducible queries. Presenting the data as a grid view of posts makes it impossible

to transfer the information to other systems in a meaningful way, and every query in the search bar

will produce different results based on the fact that some ads are only displayed while they are actually

active, while political and social issue ads are displayed permanently (Facebook, 2019).

By providing a complete set of these kinds of ads as a CSV file, the proposed IT artifact will restore the

FAIR principles and, as a consequence, make it easier and more efficient for researchers and journalists

to analyze the data. It can therefore be said that the tool will increase the FAIRness (Wilkinson et al.,

2016) of working with Facebook related political advertising data.

As stated in the introductory section of the FAIR guidelines, good data management is not a goal in

itself, but rather the “key conduit leading to knowledge discovery and innovation“ (Wilkinson et al.,

2016, p. 1), and the tool is aimed at accomplishing exactly that.

The medium data, meaning data that is “provided and structured in ways that are unfamiliar to social
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scientists” (Heiberger & Riebling, 2016, p. 4) will be transformed into easy data in a sense that it is

accessible to researchers “regardless of their level of technical knowledge and expertise” (Sugimoto,

2017, p. 216). This will allow researchers within the social sciences as well as journalists to focus on

asking the right questions about the data content without having to exhaust their available resources

on learning how to code.

Ultimately, the tool is aimed at solving the discrepancy best described by Sugimoto (2017) as the fact

that “Open Data is meant to be used by as many users as possible” (Sugimoto, 2017, p. 216) making

it “of crucial importance to make it as easily usable as possible for users” (Sugimoto, 2017, p. 216).

However, at the same time “it is mostly developers who generate APIs (if they are on the data provider

side) and use APIs (if they are on the data consumer side), but it is data experts or curators who

identify and examine the data to be used for their (research) purposes” (Sugimoto, 2017, p. 216).

Bridging this gap and providing the data experts with “easy” data will therefore greatly empower all

sorts of inquiries.

2.4 The Proposed Tool and the Action Design Research paradigm

The concluding section of this literature review will describe where the proposed tool is located in the

researcher and practitioner tools matrix originally proposed by Sugimoto (2017) and how, based on

the FAIR guidelines, its design principles and development process have been built around additional

literature dealing with action design research.

Given the previously described struggles of researchers to work with data that is provided using APIs,

it follows that ADR is a well-suited research paradigm for this class of problems. That is because it

has been originally designed to facilitate the collaboration between researchers and practitioners (Sein

et al., 2011).

However, the three-sided relationship between researchers, practitioners and users typically described

in ADR literature needs to be expanded in order to reflect the research process for the proposed tool.

For this purpose, the Sugimoto (2017) matrix of developer, data owner, non–owner and user will be

merged with the existing ADR stakeholder model.
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Figure 1: Digital Humanities Researchers and Institutions in Relation to Data Owning Culture (Sug-

imoto, 2017), edited to reflect the specific project relationships

The figure above plots the digital humanities researchers as data points on a graph with the members

of the data owning culture as the axis labels. The new element introduced to the ADR framework is

the role of the data owner, which is an integral part of the extended ADR stakeholder model but

not the original ADR core team imagined by Sein et al. (2011), which only consists of researchers or,

in this case, the author of the thesis, the practitioners or, in this case, the researchers working with

the Facebook data and the end-user, which in the case at hand are again researchers, journalists and

other stakeholders with an interest in the data.

Extended ADR Data Owning Culture Humanities Researcher

Researcher (Author) = Developer = Service Providers

User (Social Scientist / Researchers) = Non-Owners / User = Individual Researcher

Practitioner (Data Journalist) = Non-Owner / User = Individual Researcher

New Role (Data Owner / Facebook) = Data Owner = Data Provider

Table 1: Extended ADR stakeholders based on Sugimoto’s mapping of Digital Humanities Researchers

to Data Owning Culture

In the context of this project this means that neither the practitioner nor the researcher had direct

access to information or project support from the data owners (Facebook), other than what was
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provided in the publicly available API documentation. It can therefore be argued that this relationship

significantly differs from the practitioner – researcher – user relationship typically described in ADR

literature and therefore requires an extended model.

In ADR, all stakeholders typically work together under a formalized collaboration agreement which

ensures a constant flow of information between everyone involved (Sein et al., 2011).

In this case, however, Facebook would not respond to inquiries made to public relation officials, product

managers or in their developer support forum, effectively leaving the practitioner – researcher tandem

to create a solution independent from input from the data owner.

The resulting creation process of the IT artifact is therefore only inaccurately described by the “Generic

Schema for IT-Dominant Building, Intervention & Evaluation (BIE)” proposed by Sein et al. (2011)

and needs to be extended as follows.

Figure 2: Generic ADR Schema for IT-Dominant BIE (Sein, Henfridsson, Purao, Rossi, & Lindgren,

2011) extended by Data Owner Stakeholder Role (extended by author)

This model is necessary because the present ADR approaches are mostly limited to intraorganizational

projects and do not take into account occasions where projects take place in an interorganizational

context, something which is often the case with APIs due to their prevalent use as automated data

exchange interfaces.

In their paper explaining the fundamental principles of ADR, Sein et al. (2011) for example use a

collaboration between researchers and Volvo as their example to illustrate the necessary ADR steps.

In contrast to that, one can think of the project at hand as a collaboration between researchers, social

scientists / journalists as both practitioners and users and Facebook, even though the latter is merely
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a silent third party and does not actively contribute resources other than through published API

documentation.

Given the existence of a passive third party, there are also additional legal, technological and infor-

mation related implications that need to be considered when looking at the exchange of data that are

not included in the original ADR principles.

For example, the existence of sufficient information in the form of openly available documentation

offered by the stakeholder company is the only way successful data access can be achieved. Restrictive

or missing information on the other hand would mean that the researcher-practitioner team in most

cases cannot build a satisfactory tool.

Likewise, there are legal implications, in this case specifically the fact that accessing data is only

possible after giving consent to operating under the umbrella of Facebook’s terms and conditions for

the Ad Library API. Doing so means that Facebook dictates the purposes for which the data can be

used, and while the current wording is very permissive it is not hard to imagine how a more restrictive

policy could limit the value of the service for future research projects.

Lastly, the API, being the key technology in this type of project, obviously needs to function constantly

and consistently in order to successfully complete the researcher and practitioner building, intervention

and evaluation process of the ADR framework.

While the current literature focuses on the different procedural stages of the ADR process with regard

to their actual activities (Mullarkey & Hevner, 2019), it can therefore be argued that the current view

of a three-layered stakeholder model needs to be expanded to reflect the fact that researchers, at least

when looking at solving more complex technical challenges, typically need to work with additional

parties in order to get to a viable solution.

Those additional parties can include the creators of an API, the provider of a software library or

third-party software solution or simply the information technology community and their contributions

on web sites like GitHub1 or Stack Overflow2.

Today, information systems and technology projects are rarely conducted by isolated teams without

any outside input other than from practitioners, researchers or end-users. The reality is that many

projects are very collaborative, and researchers need to involve stakeholders that are outside of the

1https://www.github.com
2https://www.stackoverflow.com
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historical ADR framework in order to eventually get to a significant research outcome.

Given the limitations of the existing literature and based on the experiences from the creation of the

proposed IT artifact, it therefore seems valid to suggest this slightly enhanced ADR model which

reflects the existence of these additional parties.

2.5 Summary of Findings

In summary, it can be said that the literature review has shown and confirmed the following key

points:

– There is in fact a skills gap in the field of social sciences. According to multiple sources, re-

searchers often do not have the necessary programming skills to programmatically access the

data that is offered by the Facebook Ad Library API. While there are efforts within the research

community to close this gap by e.g. teaching social scientists relevant programming languages

like Python, additional user-friendly tools will be necessary for access to social media data to

continue.

– The transparency tools offered by Facebook, namely the Ad Library and its corresponding API

do violate several dimensions of the principles for FAIR data as defined by Wilkinson et al.

(2016), making the data harder to access for non-technical user groups.

– The two aforementioned findings support the assumption that a tool is needed that provides

access to Facebook data without requiring the need for coding abilities and effectively restoring

the FAIR principles as intended by Wilkinson et al. (2016).

– Current ADR models do not accurately represent the stakeholder relationship and collaboration

necessary for this kind of project. An expanded model which includes all four roles is therefore

proposed and elaborated upon.
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Key Technologies & Concepts

In order to establish a clear understanding of the technologies that have been used to develop the

IT artifact as well as the concepts that informed the more theoretical parts of this paper, the most

relevant are explained in greater detail below.

3.1 Technologies

3.1.1 Application programming interface (API)

Among other things like reusing existing pieces of computer code, an API allows two or more computer

systems to communicate with each other. For the purpose of this research, communication between

systems refers to the exchange of data, e.g. the Facebook Ad Library API is used to extract data from

Facebook’s servers and store it in a database that is part of the IT artifact for the purpose of then

making it available to researchers and journalists (Myers & Stylos, 2016).

3.1.2 Microsoft Azure

Refers to all cloud-based services that are offered by the global IT corporation Microsoft. The range

of services that are used for this project are, among others, virtual machines, a cloud based relational

database and several of the cognitive services AI solutions (“Microsoft Azure: Cloud Computing-

Platform and -Services”, 2019).
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3.1.3 Microsoft Azure Cognitive Services

A range of services that allows the analysis of unstructured data. With the help of machine learning

algorithms, cognitive services can e.g. detect the language of a Facebook post, extract keywords and

entities as well as determine whether the sentiment of a post is positive, neutral or negative in nature.

Cognitive services are used to enrich the provided dataset and provide added value to the researchers

that have access to the tool (“Microsoft Azure: Cloud Computing-Platform and -Services”, 2019).

3.1.4 The Facebook Ad Library

The Facebook ad library is an online tool that was programmed and published by the social media

company Facebook as part of their transparency efforts in the field of political and social advocacy

advertising. Its goal is to provide researchers, journalists and generally everyone with an interest in

the data with a high-level overview of what issues are being posted about on the platform and who

is behind posts that try to influence the conversation around political and social topics (“Introducing

the Ad Archive API — Facebook Newsroom”, 2019). The web interface is public and can be viewed

without actually having a Facebook account. The following views are provided:

1. A basic search page that allows the user to search for topics, pages and keywords (see appendix

A for screenshot).

2. An overview page for the search results which shows the total number of search results, as well

as each ad posting that matches the search criteria in a grid view (see appendix A).

3. An overview page with high level information on each individual country (see appendix A).

In addition to the search and search result page, an additional “Ad Library Report” CSV download

file gives a high-level overview of all information regarding advertisers on a per country basis.

3.1.5 Facebook Ad Library API

The Facebook Ad Library API serves as an extension to the ad library and ad library report for

individuals that want to run their own analyses on the available data.

Building on Facebook’s Graph API, which is the established interface through which developers in-

teract with all functionalities and analytics data of the Facebook, the API can be used to retrieve

political ad related data points from Facebook’s databases by calling a predefined set of endpoints.
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These endpoints are documented and represent information regarding e.g. the content of individual

posts, who posted them or a range value for the amount of money that was spent to promote them.

Because of the greater level of detail that is available with regard to the individual data points

compared to the ad library page, accessing the data via the API allows researchers to analyze the data

on a larger scale by performing e.g. time series analyses or keyword extraction (Facebook, 2019).

3.1.6 Third Party Social Media analytics tools

Third Party social media analytics tools are tools that use the Facebook Graph API to provide their

users with data related to e.g. Facebook pages or the reach of a specific page.

While they typically do not offer data that goes beyond what would be available through calling the

Graph API, their value proposition is rooted in a visually appealing presentation of the data in a web

interface. In many instances following a subscription or freemium business model in which users get

initial access for free and then have to pay for a more detailed look at their requested data, they are

targeted at customers that use social media platforms for commercial purposes. Examples include e.g.

Talkwalker1, Meltwater2 and Hootsuite3.

3.2 Concepts

3.2.1 Digital Political Advertising

Digital Political Advertising refers to all content and advertisement placements online that are paid

for by political actors such as candidates, parties, political action groups and non-government organi-

zations.

These advertisements can be e.g. paid placements for certain search terms on Google, pre- and mid-

roll video clips on YouTube or paid posts on social media channels like Facebook, Instagram and

Snapchat.

For its ad library, Facebook considers political advertising to be ads about social issues, elections

or politics that are posted by advertisers regardless if the they are politicians themselves or their

political affiliation. The definition of a social issue varies from region to region and does include e.g.

1https://www.talkwalker.com
2https://www.meltwater.com
3https://www.hootsuite.com
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posts about civil and social rights, environmental politics or security and foreign policy (“Facebook

Ad Policy”, 2019). For cases where posts are promoted with an actual advertising budget, Facebook

requires the advertiser to register with the company using a state issued form of identification, like

e.g. a passport or national id card.

3.2.2 Facebook Ad

For the purpose of this research, a Facebook ad is defined as a post on the social network Facebook

that is paid for by a third party and would otherwise not organically appear in a user’s news feed. Due

to limitations in the available data, the paper does explicitly not look at all posts that are circulating

on the social platform and that are political or social in nature. Additional relevant concepts like

action design research and computational social science will be introduced as part of the following

methodology section of this paper.
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Methodology

4.1 Research Philosophy & Approach

This thesis project is based on a mixed research philosophy with both pragmatist and positivist

attributes as described by Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill (2009). According to them, taking a

pragmatist position is characterized by the fact that the choice of methods for a particular project is

based on the goal of answering the research question in the best way possible, and given the nature of

the underlying action design research paradigm with its close collaboration with practitioners, semi-

structured interviews and a tangible outcome in the form of an IT artifact, as well as the fact that it

is ”aiming for constructive knowledge that is appreciated for being useful in action” (Goldkuhl, 2012)

makes it a good fit for this project.

The author also uses positivist methods and positions once the specific findings of the individual

ADR stages are elevated to general principles. The positivist approach in this context is applied by

the author following an ontology that is attempting to be an ”external, object view independent of

external actors” (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 119) and an epistemology that accepts only knowledge

that is observable and potentially can lead to generally applicable laws (Saunders et al., 2009). The

epistemology of the research additionally follows the methodological framework of ”intervention and

interpretation” proposed by Braa and Vidgen (1999), who coined the term ”action case” for mixed-

method projects that combine ”action research and a soft case study.” (Braa & Vidgen, 1999, p.

44).

While pragmatist characteristics are firmly embedded in this research project, the same cannot nec-

essarily be said for the project axiology of positivism, since it is difficult to argue that the author
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strictly follows the ”value-free way” for positivist research projects dictated by Saunders et al. (2009,

p. 119). The reason for this lies in the political nature of the topic and its relevance for current

political events. Given the fact that the author is himself an individual that engages in the political

process it is difficult to argue that one can come to conclusions that are entirely independent of one’s

personal world view. While having an open mind and taking on an objective position was the goal

throughout the research process, it should be noted that preexisting values with regard to political

transparency potentially have lead to the author taking a more critical view point than others might

have chosen to do.

As dictated by Saunders et al. (2009), the deduced general principles are however intended to be

objective and applicable independent of the social actors specific to the case at hand. In other

words, the general principles for providing data transparency and APIs with good usability apply

to a multitude of social media data API providers and not just to Facebook, its Ad library and the

corresponding Ad Library API. It could even be said that they apply to all API providers even outside

these industries.

The mixed nature of the project is further underscored by the multitude of methods that are used in

the course of this research. Following the inductive research approach described by Saunders et al.

(2009), relevant literature and observations from action research are combined with interviews and

learnings from the software development process to formulate new and generally applicable laws for

dealing with digital political advertisement transparency and APIs. At the same time, existing theories

regarding API and digital advertisement transparency are tested in a real-world setting, which would

indicate a simultaneously deductive approach (Saunders et al., 2009). Given the extensive collection

of data in the form of interviews and experiences from the software development process, the author

would however argue that the overall research approach of this thesis can be characterized as inductive,

or theory-generating more than the testing of existing theories.

Finally, the thesis is written following the functionalist research paradigm, meaning that the organi-

zational challenge of how to use APIs to deal with transparency issues is analyzed in order to then

develop a set of recommendations and principles that can be applied in practice (Saunders et al.,

2009).
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4.2 Research Design

The research design of the thesis was chosen to best support achieving the goals lined out in the

introductory section. To reiterate, the main aim of the thesis is to solve the problem of limited access

to data from the Facebook Ad Library for some of the key interested users due to a lack of technical

skills among those groups. This section will detail how the research tries to solve the issue at hand by

using a mixed approach based on the principles of action design research.

That being said, it should be noted that while this section outlines the general research design and

principles that guided this thesis, the specific actions and results that were undertaken as a consequence

of the research design decisions will be touched upon in the following section describing the actual IT

artifact. This approach was chosen to create clarity for the reader and avoid having to jump back and

forth between the two sections.

Broadly speaking, the research follows a mixed approach that is both exploratory and descriptive in

nature. As is suggested by Saunders et al. (2009), the exploratory secondary research and literature

review led to creating an initial prototype and concurrent further expert interviews. Further literature

was then analyzed to put the interviews in an appropriate context and inform the subsequent iterations

of the IT artifact.

At the same time, a descriptive approach is used to characterize the Facebook Ad Library and API

technology more generally with the ultimate goal of merging the findings and applying them to a larger

set of problems. The graphic below illustrates how desk research and interviews form the foundation

for both the ADR process and the creation of the IT artifact, which then are all synthesized into the

final research write–up.

Figure 3: Thesis Structure
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This mixed approach is also reflected in the specific methods that are being used as part of this thesis.

The underlying paradigm is action research, or action design research specifically, since it is ideally

suited to, in collaboration with practitioners, develop a solution for a specific real world problem and

derive general learnings in the process. More specifically, the research method of action design research

is used to develop and evaluate the IT artifact, with this process eventually leading to the emergence

of general learnings and principles. (Sein et al., 2011).

The starting point of this research consists of extended secondary research regarding the prevalence of

both legal and illegal election influence on social media and the current state of transparency efforts

by the large social media and digital advertising platforms. This then resulted in a comparison of the

transparency websites of Google1, Twitter2 and Facebook3 with regard to the amount of information

provided and the general user friendliness of the transparency service in question.

While it quickly became clear that the approach used by those three key players in the industry was

fairly different, it remained unclear at that point which strategy was more effective in supporting the

ultimate goal of creating transparency around election advertising and reducing unwanted influence

by stakeholders with bad intentions.

At the same time, the secondary research showed a very apparent disconnect between the very technical

approach used by the tech–platforms and the rather non-technical target group of journalists and

researchers that would have to end up working with the provided data. Given today’s prevalence

of API technology and the often-postulated opportunity for greater transparency because of it, this

pointed to a larger problem at hand.

The decision was then made to use ADR to solve this data accessibility issue specifically for the

Facebook Ad Library API and get a better understanding of the underlying principles in the process.

In order to illustrate this choice and how ADR informed the development of the IT artifact, the

following section will therefore line out the general principles of action design research and how its

steps and stages apply to this research project.

1https://transparencyreport.google.com/?hl=en
2https://transparency.twitter.com/en.html
3https://www.facebook.com/ads/library/report
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4.3 The Four ADR stages

In describing the individual steps and principles of ADR, the paper relies mainly on the “Action Design

Research” paper by Sein et al. (2011) which simultaneously lays the foundation for the entire research

framework. The reason for this in–depth look at ADR practices is the fact that an updated approach

to ADR is proposed as part of this paper, making it necessary to have a shared understanding of the

basic steps of this research framework. Building on these original building blocks, the updated ADR

framework will attempt to additionally take into account the more complex stakeholder environment

in API related projects.

The four major stages that Sein et al. (2011) suggest should be part of every ADR project are described

in detail in the following section.

4.3.1 Problem Formulation: The limited Accessibility of Facebook’s Ad Library

API

The first step in the ADR process is the problem formulation stage. At this point, a specific, real

world problem with effects on practitioners is formulated and ideally already shows signs of potential

with regard to being part of a larger class of problems (Sein et al., 2011). In the context of this paper,

this step resulted in the following problem statement:

While the Facebook Ad Library API has great potential to increase transparency with

regard to political advertising on the platform, people with limited technical expertise

only have very limited access to the provided data and will likely not be able to use it

as intended.

In oder to formulate a problem that advances the research in a particular field, the ADR guidelines

created by Sein et al. (2011) suggest the following two general principles. Researchers should “conduct

practice inspired research” (Principle 1) and “create theory inspired artifacts” (Principle 2).

The first principle refers to the fact that field problems, or in this case the issue of the Facebook

Ad Library’s limited accessibility for non–technical people, are knowledge-creation opportunities that

should be tackled in a way that the process of creating a solution in the form of an IT artifact leads to

more universally applicable principles. In other words, building the artifact should generate knowledge
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that can be applied to a general class of problems and that this class is in turn exemplified by the

problem at hand (Sein et al., 2011).

In order to validate the formulated problem and ensure knowledge creation, exploratory interviews

were conducted with subject matter experts from research institutions and journalistic organizations.

Those two target groups were chosen based on the initial secondary research, which suggested that

the value of the information or data available through the API was greater for transparency related

purposes than its actual monetary or business value.

That being the case excluded potential other interest groups like advertising companies or third party

social media analytics services which typically seek to monetize data. Given its low monetary value,

it was therefore concluded that it is very likely that the data would be most valuable for those

aforementioned research and transparency oriented groups.

In addition to the exploratory interviews and based on the availability of the participants and their

willingness to further review the available data, additional feedback sessions were agreed upon and

conducted during later stages of the ADR process.

As illustrated by the literature review section of this paper, the second ADR principle was followed

in the sense that relevant theories and prior research did at all times inform this project and were

applied throughout the process. The concept of computational social science and accessible APIs were

especially important in that regard.

4.3.2 Building the IT artifact in collaboration with researchers & journalists

The second stage of action design research projects consists of building and evaluating of the actual

IT artifact that is designed to solve the initially stated problem and conducting several interventions

while doing so (Sein et al., 2011). More specifically, the iterative approach suggested by ADR was

used such that design ideas were tested and validated with the subject matter experts. Their feedback

and suggestions were then again evaluated for feasibility in the context of this project and influenced

the next version of the IT artifact.

The final set of interviewees eventually consisted of the following experts, which in the ADR interviews

section (chapter 5) will be abbreviated as R (researcher) and J (journalist) followed by a number

to indicate the specific person that is quoted. The reader may also refer to the appendix for a more

detailed overview of who was interviewed.
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Interviewees:

– A professor in the “Organizing Communication and Digitization” department at Roskilde Uni-

versity (R1) who, among other things has co-authored an article about Novo Nordisk’s online

communication that was based on Twitter data.

– An adjunct professor at the center for big data and department of Communications & Humanities

at Roskilde University (R2) who studied the scientific value of social media data as part of his

PhD dissertation.

– A postdoc researcher in the department of communication at Copenhagen University (R3), whose

research revolves around the philosophy of information and how information, misinformation and

disinformation is connected to big data and privacy.

– An interactive data journalist for the London based (online-) newspaper Financial Times (J1)

who has written several articles based on data from the Facebook Ad Library API and used

it e.g. to collect information about advertising during the 2019 parliamentary election in the

United Kingdom.

– The head of data journalism for the Hamburg based German magazine “Der Spiegel” (J2) who

has written an article about Facebook advertising during the 2019 elections for the European

parliament that was based in part on data from the Facebook Ad Library API.

In selecting this group of experts, special emphasis was put on the fact that their research and work

was not only connected to political communication on social media but that they also represented a

broad range of experience in the field of digital communication and political science.

Additionally, interviewees were chosen with the intent of representing differing technical skill levels.

As the goal of the proposed IT artifact is to enable access to non–technical people, it seemed obvious

that some of the experts had to be less technical as well as long as they deal with the issue at least

on a conceptual level.

With regard to the researchers, the skills gap identified in the literature review was reflected by the

fact that only one out of the three participants had coding experience, even though all three of them

worked with topics rooted in technology and data. While this cannot be considered representative for

the entire field due to the small sample size it might be an indicator for a larger issue. However, it
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should also be reiterated that social scientists naturally have social science skills first, or at least for

the most part do not let acquiring programming expertise get in the way of accumulating knowledge

in their original research area.

The data journalists on the other hand both knew how to code and regularly are involved in projects

that required coding. What was interesting here was that neither of them had a computer or data

science background, which could also be considered an indicator for the existence of a skills gap. It

should be mentioned at this point that a skills gap can exist despite the general ability to program,

because acquiring the necessary skills in one’s spare time would generally not be considered a desireable

path to achieve professional proficiency in software development. While it is certainly possible to get

to a decent level of proficiency without undergoing a formal computer science education, one cannot

expect a self-taught programming journalist to produce the same quality and consistency of code a

computer scientist or someone that has learned coding at a university level is able to do, much like a

computer scientist cannot be expected to write journalistic articles of the same quality a professional

media person that graduated from a journalism school is capable of producing.

In the case of the researchers, credibility and reliability of the interviewees was inferred based on

their academic credentials, whereas the quality of the journalistic sources could be established reading

articles that J1 and J2 authored or were involved in.

Based on these sources and their feedback, the findings can be considered fairly generalizable despite

the relatively small number of conducted interviews due to the consistently emerging patterns and the

interviewees solid experience in their fields.

The actual interviews were scheduled for 60 minutes each and followed the same general structure.

Three stages of questioning were grouped by topic and individual time was left to explore relevant

issues that emerged from the conversation.

After a general introduction of the interviewees that included their field of research and some ex-

ploratory questions with regard to how they work with data and APIs on a day to day basis, the

interviewees were then asked to talk about their knowledge regarding Facebook’s handling of politi-

cal advertising and data, which segued into the final stage of answering specific questions about the

Facebook Ad Library, the corresponding API and providing feedback for the proposed tool and the

available data.

A detailed catalogue of the questions used during the interview process can be found in the appendix.

While conducting the interviews, the third, fourth and fifth principle of ADR were followed to ensure
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a successful research outcome. ”Reciprocal shaping” (Principle 3) was applied by e.g. choosing

the initial design principles for the IT artifact in close collaboration between the author and the

practitioners, leading to ideas that were shaped equally by both sides.

At the same time, explaining the theoretical reasoning for making those design decisions to practi-

tioners informed and expanded their perspective on the issue as well.

The principle of ”mutually influential roles” (Principle 4) was integrated in similar ways. Whenever

the author’s view on issues became too technical, the subject matter experts were able to provide more

clarity with regard to what was actually needed from a user’s perspective, while at the same time

learning more about what was possible and feasible from a technology perspective. It can therefore

be said that both sides benefited immensely from structuring the project in this way and engaging in

a process of reciprocal knowledge sharing.

”Authentic and concurrent evaluation” (Principle 5) was used throughout the project by making

sure that a continuous feedback loop existed between the author and the subject matter experts and

that suggestions for further improvements could be shared at all times.

4.3.3 Reflection & Learning

Reflection and learning makes up the third stage of the process and occurred in parallel with stage

one and two. Ideas, findings, programming challenges and suggestions by practitioners where, among

other things, constantly analyzed for their potential of turning them into a generalized learning for

the class of problems identified in the problem statement.

This is reflected by the eventual outcome of the project. Starting with the very narrow issue of

providing easy access to data from the Facebook Ad Library eventually lead to a higher level of

reflection. The additional sub research questions as well as the distilled general principles can be

applied to a larger set of problems and should lead to more transparency and accessibility with regard

to APIs even for non-technical people in general. The research also presents a general update of the

ADR framework for projects that involve APIs and data providers in a similar way.

”Guided emergence” (Principle 6) again to a large extent informed this stage of the process. The

final IT artifact concurrently includes the initial design, the alternating feedback from practitioners

and the researcher as well as additional theoretical background information that was discovered while

working on the project.
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4.3.4 Formalization of Learning

The fourth and final stage of the ADR process is used to formalize the learnings that emerged as

a result of going through the other stages and lead to the discussion and conclusion section of this

paper. ”Generalized outcomes” (Principle 7) are the key objective at this stage, and those have been

achieved by finding a solution for the initial problem statement and answering the adjacent research

objectives and questions in a more general way.
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ADR Interviews

The following section will walk through the findings that could be extracted from the interviews

that were conducted with subject matter experts from the research community and journalism. As

dictated by the ADR principles, those findings are mainly related to (1) sharpening and confirming

the initial problem formulation and (2) gaining feedback that can be used to incrementally improve

the IT artifact during the iterative development steps. As such, it can be said that the data gained

from the interviews informed the ADR process during all four of its main stages.

In addition to the two main objectives, the interviews also led to (3) a better understanding of the

overarching topic of digital election advertising, its connections to political communication and theories

regarding the nature of information in that context.

Since the actual development of the IT artifact is described in a separate section of this paper, the

interview findings that led to improvements of the tool design can be found in each of the specific

sections describing how the individual components of the IT artifact were developed. This section

will focus more on how the gained insights are related to the initial problem statement, the literature

described in the literature review section as well as how they add context to the topic of election

advertising and political communication online.

As already explained in greater detail in the previous section, the subject matter experts were chosen

mainly based on two key factors. Given that the tool is targeted at a user group consisting of

researchers and journalists, the interviewees had to be representatives of these groups. At the same

time, they were chosen to reflect different technical skill levels in order to simultaneously fulfill the

criterion of easy accessibility for non-technical users and provide a better understanding of how the

tool will eventually be used by its users. The findings can be summarized as follows.
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5.1 Confirming Demand for the IT Artifact

The first crucial finding of the expert interviews is the fact that the feedback regarding the proposition

of an IT artifact that provides easy access to election advertising data on Facebook was positive and

its added value over the solution currently provided by the social media platform easily understood.

Feedback in this regard was given for a conceptual description of the proposed tool as well as for an

exemplary dataset that could be provided after finishing the first prototype.

All five interviewees stated that they see the potential of the proposed IT artifact and would consider

it a valuable addition to the tool kit currently available for research and journalistic analysis of social

media election advertising. R1 stated that “A good tool would be really helpful so I thought if in

any way I can help with that (I will do it).” R2 likewise compared it to tools that are already on the

market by stating “I definitely think there is a demand for it. I think for instance if you take NetVis.

It has been insanely popular; it’s been creating so many research projects over the time”. J1 and J2

similarly stated the need for such a tool, explaining that “(If it allows) More people to scrutinize the

data (that) can only be a good thing” (J1) and “Yes, I really liked it. If the data would be published

in this format it would definitively be a good step” (J2).

At the same time, no general concerns regarding the overall concept of the solution were expressed.

However, the participants provided valuable in-detail feedback regarding the data set and pointed the

author to potential legal hurdles that were initially not considered in-depth.

Based on this feedback it can be concluded that the demand for the proposed IT artifact was confirmed.

At the same time, additional comments regarding the reasons for said demand indicated further that

the skills gap assumed in the problem formulation does exist.

5.2 Confirming the Skills Gap in the Social Sciences

Much like the need for the proposed IT artifact, the skills gap identified in the literature review

could be confirmed. Even though a lack of computer science or software development skills among

researchers was not specifically asked about in the line of questioning, comments made regarding the

handling of data can, although somewhat anecdotal in nature, be considered as describing the same

issue.

R2 stated that “some people (referring to researchers) have statistical ability but not coding ability,

so they will benefit greatly from this (The proposed tool). But a lot of people do not have either.
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[. . . ] And I think the more complex the output is the more difficult it is to use it.”

R1 supported the argument along the same lines by answering the question: “Do you think people

generally know how to extract data?” by stating that “No. That varies of course [. . . ] but we,

especially people like myself who are a bit older, given that that (digital methods) was not part of our

initial training it was like, oh – now I have to go back to school”.

At this point, it also should be noted that similar to the findings regarding the skill set of researchers in

the social sciences in the literature, none of the three interviewees from that field viewed the extraction

of data from social media channels as part of their main research focus. Given the reduction of freely

available data sets from these platforms, it seems to therefore be of even greater urgency to provide

tools that ensure continued data access, or, at the risk of researchers losing the ability to ask questions

based on a solid social sciences foundation, rethink the training of social scientists altogether. This

observation is in line with the finding that “computer science students had much better methodological

chops than their sociology counterparts, but the sociologists had much more interesting questions”

(Giles, 2012, p. 450).

This comment should always be kept in mind when thinking about retraining social scientists, since

increasing the focus on time consuming methodology improvements and technological skills will likely

reduce the capability to “ask the more interesting questions”. It should also again be noted that not

all researchers need to actually extract data sets in order to advance their projects. This is reflected

by R3, who states that “I have not withdrawn data from any social media platform [. . . ] I work more

on the theoretical and conceptual level.”

Instead, one can for example think of a project setup where the researcher works in collaboration with

a colleague from the computer science department, a digital methods lab or simply brings on a more

tech-savy assistant or junior researcher to their team.

The statements made by R3 about being fairly removed from the technical and methodological specifics

of data extraction show that it certainly is a valid approach to focus on the philosophical intricacies

of data and information instead of training towards better computational skills. However, widely

available and easily accessible data sets will in no way impede this level of analysis but instead might

empower more researchers to validate their theoretical concepts with real world data. In any case, a

balance will need to be found between computational skills and subject matter expertise, and a tool

that provides easy access to relevant data could be a good compromise that enables both theoretical

and more practical research approaches.
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5.3 The Resource Gap in Journalism

The skills gap in the research sector is mirrored by a lack of resources in journalism. Although the field

of data journalism was described as being an emerging one, resource constraints do prevent journalists

from working on stories even at the big media platforms that are known for their investigative work.

The journalists interviewed for this project are part of arguably two of the biggest European media

organizations as per Ipsos (2019) and Balda (2019), yet they both state that their organizations do

not have sufficient resources to pursue all relevant data related stories. Quite alarmingly, this problem

even seems to be exacerbated when looking at smaller publications with inevitably smaller resources

to engage in these types of investigations.

In a time where the number of data-based stories will only increase, it seems therefore possible that

news organizations will not be able to successfully perform their trustee role (Schudson, 1999) anymore,

effectively limiting the public’s ability to stay informed and engage in productive discourse.

However, even though the lack of resources appears to be a general issue based on the conducted

interviews, it should be noted that large media organizations like the New York Times, Washington

Post and the aforementioned Der Spiegel and Financial Times do have data journalism departments

specifically tasked with investigating data-based story leads. Yet the same thing cannot necessarily

be said for smaller publications. According to J2, even newspapers the size of Der Spiegel have to rely

on cooperations with other news organizations in order to work on larger stories.

Given the shrinking revenues in the overall media sector, it therefore appears to be a tough future

challenge for news organizations to maintain access to data and write well informed stories that

are based on it, especially since, as exemplified by J1 and J2, many data journalists are currently

self-taught and purchasing external computer or data science expertise is expensive even for regular

businesses.

5.4 Assessing Social Media Platforms & their Transparency Efforts

Based on the interviews, the transparency efforts by social media companies are generally considered

to go into the right direction by both researchers and journalists. At the same time, those efforts were

also described as falling short due to bad implementation with regard to technology choice and data

accessibility.

However, before taking a closer look at how the interviewees evaluated these efforts it is important
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to understand the changing role of social media platforms and the evolution of legislation and self-

regulation in recent years.

From a legal standpoint, social media platforms were and are considered information society services

under EU law (European-Parliament, 2000). Among other things, this means that they are essentially

not liable for the content that users publish on their timelines, profiles and across the platform in

general and only have to delete posts after being notified of justiciable activity. Historically, Facebook,

Twitter, Google and others have used this position to deny responsibility for content even though they

simultaneously all have put their own usage policies into place. These policies regulate what users can

and cannot post, the difference to governmental legislation being that they are not legally enforceable

in the courts, with platforms deciding on a post’s policy compliance on a case by case basis.

As a consequence, the platforms for a long time did not provide any insights into who posted which

type of content on their pages and tried to reach users with political communications on a larger scale.

Information on individual pages and posts was provided through services like e.g. the Graph API, but

a holistic analysis was impossible due to limitations of the available data.

However, in light of the recent series of scandals with regards to fraud, fake news and nefarious

influence by state and private actors especially during the 2016 American presidential election, public

pressure has increased to improve transparency related to what content is posted and who is behind

each post.

While no new legislation or tougher regulation has been introduced as of yet, social media platforms

have reacted by introducing different types of transparency platforms. Today, all major platforms

have dedicated transparency services, albeit with different focuses and level of detail.

– Google offers a transparency report page that allows the user to download a detailed CSV file

with all political advertisements promoted on its ad services Google Ads, Google Display and

Video 360. The page also has a curated section that presents transparency related topics and

answers questions related to data security and privacy.1

– Facebook offers the Facebook Ad Library, The Ad Library Report and Ad Library API, which

allows programmatic access to data about all promoted posts and ads that are of political nature

or discuss social issues. While there is also a more curated page similar to the Google report, it

1https://transparencyreport.google.com/?hl=en
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presents less information.2

– Twitter likewise offers a transparency report page with lots of curated content similar to Google

and, in addition to that, programmatic access to content via its Twitter API3

– Snapchat’s efforts go into the same direction. They also offer a transparency report page with

a download section that provides all paid political ads that were published on the platform

together with more curated content around advertising transparency.4

From an accessibility perspective, Google and Snapchat offer the most comprehensive transparency

tools because of their easy download function. Facebook and Twitter are lagging in this area due to

usability and accessibility issues for people without a certain level of programming expertise.

Aside from these differences in providing data access, all four companies efforts are fairly similar and

constitute an improvement over the prior environment.

As noted in the literature review and based on the described existing services, there currently is a

debate among researchers about the transparency efforts of social media platforms and the access to

their data.

One side argues that the decrease in publicly accessible APIs is a concerted effort to stifle independent

research (Bruns, 2019), while the other emphasizes the unsustainable, weak level of regulation and

promise of a more structured, corporate–research partnership driven approach (Puschmann, 2019).

This debate was also reflected in the interviews, with all participants stating that they had heard

about Facebook shutting down its public API or experiencing the decrease in data access first-hand.

While R1 expressed regret about the fact that access to data was now more limited, R2 stated that “we

(researchers) are starting to question how much you should even rely on these APIs because commercial

companies can, from one day to the other, just decide to shut it down.”. He also noted that new types

of more controlled data exchange partnerships are currently emerging, with the cooperation between

Facebook and the Social Science One research network being the most notable example (“SOCIAL

SCIENCE ONE”, 2019). The goal of this network is to channel data access requests by researchers

through a centralized review process, during which a board of academics from a variety of prestigious

universities from around the world pre-assesses the value of research in order to reach a conclusion

2https://www.facebook.com/ads/library/report
3https://transparency.twitter.com/en.html
4https://www.snap.com/en-US/privacy/transparency
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with regard to if the request should be granted or not (King & Persily, 2019). Notwithstanding

these comments, they both were fairly appreciative of the Facebook Ad Library API as a new way of

accessing information for their research.

The journalists J1 and J2 on the other hand argued that Facebook’s decision to minimize data access

was a mainly business driven decision and that it prevented necessary transparency and oversight.

With regard to fraudulent election advertising, J1 e.g. stated that “while I don’t expect them to kind

of fundamentally change how they do business. I think it’s reasonable to expect a level of transparency

that will enable us to kind of at least understand the scale of the problem“. Similar to the researchers,

they were appreciative of the Facebook Ad Library as a tool, yet contrasting the comments made

by researchers and journalists revealed that they view the ongoing transparency efforts somewhat

differently. While the researchers did not seem to be too critical about the contraction of access to

information and more appreciative that Facebook was allowing them to perform research on their

data in the first place, the journalists were much more critical, effectively stating that social media

platforms have a duty to allow oversight by outside parties.

At the same time, R3 specifically made a more fundamental case based on her research in order to il-

lustrate that all stakeholders involved in this space are facing not only transparency related challenges

but that some of the issues in the relationship between social media platforms and people demanding

transparency are much more fundamental. Her comments regarding the nature of information, misin-

formation and disinformation therefore justify a more detailed analysis and are explained in greater

detail in the following section.

5.5 The Key Challenge when assessing Election Advertising

While the transparency efforts of social media companies with regard to election advertising certainly

are helping researchers and journalists to better understand the issue, the comments made by R3

pointed at a more fundamental challenge that needs to be solved in order to effectively hold them

accountable for activities on their platforms.

Her work focuses on defining information, or rather the concepts of information, misinformation and

disinformation and how they relate to digital communications. That being the case, she stated that

”bad” influence of actors on social media platforms can only be dealt with once there is a common

understanding of what these concepts mean.
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That is because according to her, misinformation and disinformation as the two negative parts of

communication are often viewed too simplistically, which in turn leads to people underestimating the

challenge of solving online misinformation. This simplistic view could in turn lead to decisions that

have unintended consequences once applied.

According to R3, information, misinformation and disinformation are all actions of communication,

meaning that the solution to what today is perceived as misinformation or disinformation campaigns

is not as easy as saying “We should make disinformation and misinformation illegal or force platforms

to ban it”.

The sharing of e.g. misinformation, meaning sharing wrong information without the explicit intent of

misleading someone, can happen because one is genuinely working with false information. Banning

this kind of post from social media could therefore negatively impact the likelihood of people being

corrected and learning that they were operating based on false information.

Similarly, an arguably important form of communication like satire could be considered disinformation,

or the sharing of false information with the intent to deceive. She argues that most people will agree

that the goal of mis- or disinformation bans should not be to silence satiric or comedic voices, or that

it should stop genuinely ill-informed people from being corrected. Yet even if one postulates that

satire would be exempt from this rule, it seems difficult to imagine how satire could be objectively

and consistently separated from true disinformation.

This has further implications for the development of algorithms as well, since computer code is noto-

riously bad at handling ambiguity. Looking at the work of Bakliwal et al. (2013), who used a simple,

lexicon based algorithmic sentiment analysis model to analyze political tweets and arrived at an accu-

racy of only 59 % of tweets that were correctly detected as positive, negative or neutral compared to

human annotation, one can conclude that computer systems still have a long way to go before being

able to extract meaning from a text. This is underscored by the fact that their analysis was looking at

sentiment only, whereas algorithmic classification of content as information or misinformation would

additionally require an understanding of the arguably more complex concepts of truth and false in a

political context.

R3 therefore argues that in order to make algorithmic detection of mis- and disinformation work,

one needs to first have a clear-cut definition of what those different classes of information actually

are. As of today, it does not seem like such a definition exists, and given the complex intricacies of

communication it is doubtful if there ever will be a definition that is algorithmically digestible.
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Relating this back to transparency efforts by social media platforms reveals obvious challenges. Given

the specific example of the Facebook Ad Library API, a potential key value would be the identification

of mis- and disinformation in political advertising on the platform. Yet without a clear definition of

what these terms mean exactly, one has to ask who will be the arbitrator of which posts will be tagged

as misinformation and therefore unwanted and which get to stay on the platform.

5.6 Suggestions for further Iterations of the IT artifact

Finally, the interviewees provided valuable input regarding not only the incremental improvement of

the tool, but also potential future iterations of similar technical solutions.

The comments made by R1 for example indicated a need for the development of additional tooling for

researchers that mainly try to understand the propagation of social media debates from a visual per-

spective. While the feedback by the other respondents confirmed that the provision of a downloadable

comma separated (CSV) or Excel file was the right choice for most analytical research approaches,

R1’s statement that “how that’s exported into Excel for me doesn’t do anything better than this (The

Facebook Ad Library)” shows that there is also a need for tooling which supports research projects

aimed at a more visual representation of information. In addition to the current IT artifact, such tools

would have to allow the researchers to store Facebook post data including all visual information that

is available in the original post like graphics, images and videos.

While such a tool would exceed the scope of this study, the findings could form the basis for future

ADR projects in this area. However, it should be noted that such a solution at this point in time would

be impossible given the technical resources provided Facebook, or at least not possible until Facebook

provides the required additional data via its Ad Library API. Taking all currently existing limitations

into account, the proposed solution therefore seems to be the ideal one for the given situation and the

data set that is available through the API.

To sum up, it can be said that the interviews confirmed the need for the proposed IT artifact based on

the very real skills gap in the social sciences and resource constraints in journalism. At the same time,

comments about the lack of consistency with regards to the definition of information, misinformation

and disinformation lead to a critical assessment of the transparency efforts on the part of social media

platforms and the various challenges the companies are facing in this space. Finally, discussing the

specifics of the IT artifact lead to several valuable potential future iterations of the IT artifact that
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exceed the current scope of this thesis.

Building on these findings, the following section will now go into detail with regard to how the

IT artifact was designed and developed. The conducted interviews will continue to be relevant as

sources of information for the individual ADR stages and were used to incrementally improve the tool

throughout the process.
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The IT Artifact

The following section will describe the choices made while designing and building the proposed IT

artifact from a technical perspective and explain the reasoning behind those decisions. In short, it can

be said that all choices were made to ultimately provide the user with an easy to use solution to the

issues that were identified in the problem formulation stage of the ADR process.

To reiterate, the stated problem is the fact that the Facebook Ad Library API is not accessible enough

for people with limited technical capabilities. The tool therefore aims to provide the user with a simple

comma separated file that can be used for further analysis in scientific or journalistic projects.

All subsequent decisions with regard to the design of the tool and the technologies used where then

made to achieve that goal and ensure the ease of use for the user. Following ADR principles, feedback

from the interview partners was additionally taken into account to improve the tool with every iteration

of the development process. Interviewing the subject matter experts greatly expanded the authors

understanding of how the data would be used and resulted in a more user centric design of the

provisioned data set and while the design of the tool was not the focus of the interview, the comments

regarding the structure of the downloadable file influenced how the data pipeline and backend were

set up, ultimately improving the usability of the IT artifact for its potential users.

For clarity, the decisions will be grouped thematically in this section and then explained in greater

detail.
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6.1 Initial Setup and Project Management

The initial design of the tool was mainly influenced by the overall goal and the requirements dictated

by the need to work with Facebook’s Ad Library API, a web-based application programming interface.

In order to visualize the design and keep track of the project progress, a feature backlog was created in

Azure DevOps, a Microsoft tool for project management in software development projects. Following

agile development principles, each generic feature was then described in detail using user stories

describing the desired end result for the user (Ford, 2019).

These user stories were then broken down into developer centric tasks that needed to be completed in

order to make the story work from a technical perspective.

Where appropriate, user stories and tasks where linked in order to reflect which underlying features

in the application needed to be completed in order to present the user with information. Issues that

emerged in the code and could not be fixed in a timely manner were additionally tracked as bugs and

then fixed at a later point.

While agile development principles were generally followed, there was no strict structure with regard

to sprint iterations or progress reporting on a fixed timeline. That is because the development of the

tool relied on feedback by subject matter experts with limited availability for interviews. Feedback

interviews were conducted over a stretch of three months, and the code was updated based on the

suggestions for improvement after every new interview.

All coding was done in Microsoft Visual Studio Code on a MacBook Pro, while a virtual machine was

used to run Windows only applications that were necessary to do sanity checks on the data.

Finally, GIT source control tools were used to track changes in the code and ensure version control.

The popular development platform GitHub served as the remote storage for the code repository in

order to ensure continuous access and a regular, secure backup of the code.

6.2 Design of the IT artifact

The technical design of the IT artifact can be roughly broken down into four functional areas with

the following high-level purposes:

1. The user facing frontend, which enables the user to download data and presents information

regarding the project and available data sets
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2. The backend & database, which handle the transformation and storage of data that is extracted

from the Facebook Ad Library as well as the exchange of data between the database, the frontend

and the user

3. The data extraction module, which makes calls to the Facebook Ad Library API in order to extract

data sets, transform them to fit the application’s data model and store them in the database

4. The data enrichment module, which interacts with Microsoft’s Azure Cognitive Services (Analytics).

The module uses the extracted data and Microsoft’s AI services for sentiment analysis and keyword

extraction to enrich the data set that is available to the user.

A high level visualization of the IT artifact’s components is presented below.

Figure 4: High level architecture of the IT artifact

6.2.1 User Facing Frontend

Since the goal of the tool is the easy provisioning of data for non – technical users, the frontend

aspects are fairly simple and straight forward. The user is presented with a responsive webpage that

introduces him to the overall project and lets him choose which dataset for which country he would

like to download. To make the usage of the site as easy as possible, all key interactions and features

like the file download are presented on the homepage.

There are also additional pages that provide a definition of the included data and legal and privacy

notices in order to comply with the existing legal requirements for publishing websites. In order to

get to this final version, an initial mock-up was created and then coded in HTML and CSS, with

additional JavaScript elements taking care of animations.
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Figure 5: Screenshot of IT artifact homepage

6.2.2 Backend & Database

The backend consists of a Node JS application that is connected to an Azure MySQL database and

runs on Azure app services. As such, both the app and the database are hosted in Microsoft’s Azure

cloud, meaning that they are consistently available for users and easily scalable in times of higher or

lower demand for the data. Node JS and the Express framework were chosen because of their high

performance in web environments as well as the availability of well documented third-party libraries

that are used to enhance the application’s capabilities.

While data analytics projects today are typically coded in the Python programming language because

of its built-in data and statistics related functions and libraries, JavaScript seemed to be the more

logical choice for this project because the tool was supposed to be entirely web-based.

This led to several technical challenges with regard to data transformation during the development

process, for which JavaScript was indeed not ideally suited. Future iterations of the application should

therefore look at separating the code into a Python powered backend that is connected to a JavaScript

/ Node JS frontend, or try to build a solution entirely coded in Python and using the languages web

app enabling libraries.
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6.2.3 Working with the Facebook Ad Library API

The Facebook Ad Library API is a service provided by Facebook since March 2019 (Shukla, 2019).

Building on the company’s existing Graph API it allows access to political campaigning related ad-

vertising data and shares many of the Graph API’s long-established access principles and concepts.

However, there are some crucial differences between the two that are worth mentioning, especially with

regards to access rights. These differences were also pointed out by two of the interview respondents,

who characterized them as potentially limiting for transparency.

That is because where with the Graph API, all you need to make calls to the API is a token that

can be generated by everyone that has both a regular Facebook account and a Facebook developer

account, the token necessary for accessing Ad library data can only be retrieved after providing the

company with a copy of one’s personal national identification (e.g. a passport or driver’s license)

(Facebook, 2019).

The company states that the identification is the same that is required for people that want to post

ads on the platform, yet while it seems reasonable to require people who intend to post political ads

to provide identification for transparency and liability issues, the reasoning behind requiring the same

information from people who only attempt to make use of the transparency tool is not so obvious.

This is underscored by the fact that both the ad library itself as well as the more high-level ad library

report website can be accessed by anyone without identifying themselves at all.

In addition to these questionable access rights practices, the Ad library is also reportedly very buggy.

Both the Mozilla Foundation (“EU Ad Transparency Report - Methods”, 2019) and the Office of the

French Ambassador for Digital Affairs (“Facebook Ads Library Assessment — Disencyclopedia”, 2019)

have concluded that various persistent bugs render the results of API calls unusable or questionable

at best. While the conclusion of those two organizations with regards to the API being somewhat

useless in its current state are debatable based on the experience made during the development process,

several bugs could be observed as well.

Among the key issues encountered during the creation of the tool were:

– Inconsistencies between the official documentation provided by Facebook and actual API behav-

ior. Facebook e.g. states a 5.000 ads per API call limit when making queries, but the API tends

to crash if more than 500 to 1.000 ads are requested at a time. There is also no specific number
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of ad requests that produces consistent results, meaning that developers have to find the right

number of requests on a trial and error basis.

– Inconsistent data: Identical API calls at different points in time do not necessarily produce the

same resulting set of ad data.

– Faulty Pagination: API calls will frequently produce faulty pagination links, which eventually

leads to data queries failing before being completed or not all available data being accessible.

The reason why Facebook is not fixing these seemingly basic errors is certainly up for debate, however

it feels safe to say that lack of resources, both in terms of engineering talent, financial and otherwise,

cannot be blamed for this.

In addition to that, it can be said that the data resulting from API calls is not structured in a way

that is easy to process even for software developers. Instead of providing flat rows of data with

every post–related data point accounted for in a dedicated column, Facebook returns data in a nested

Javascript object notation (JSON) structure, which requires a fair bit of data transformation when

trying to store it in a structured, relational database like MySQL, which is necessary for subsequent

data analysis.

That being the case, the Facebook Ad Library API has to be called from the application backend

and the query results subsequently transformed and stored in the database. It does so by sending

HTTP GET requests to the API that include required parameters referring to information like if the

requested ads are supposed to be active or inactive ones, what pages they were published from and

what search terms to look for in the body of the ad.

In order to eventually query all ads on a per-country basis, the list of available page ids provided

in the ad library report was therefore iterated over in steps of 10 (the maximum allowed number of

page ids per query at a time). This approach differs somewhat from Mozilla and J1, who tried to

query an extensive list of keywords (Mozilla), a dot (Mozilla), “just a blank space” (J1) and seemed

to achieve plausible, albeit somewhat limited results. Querying in this case refers to sending the

aforementioned different types of information to the API as search parameters in order to produce

the highest possible number of data points. Again, these widely different approaches suggest poor

documentation on Facebook’s part since there seems to be no clearly defined way to query the entire

available dataset.
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Finally, while some requests did indeed fail or abort before sending data, complete data for individual

countries could successfully be queried, meaning that the issues described by other stakeholders was

not as severe as anticipated.

6.2.4 Extract, Transform, Load

In order to allow the user to download a simple CSV file from the frontend part of the application,

an extract, transform and load process (ETL) had to be programmed, meaning that data had to

be extracted from the data source by requesting it from Facebook’s servers, then transformed from

provided original data format into one that fits the purposes of this project and finally loaded into

the database that was created for the IT artifact to permanently store the results.

This process was necessary because of the nested structure of the data provided by the Facebook

Ad Library API, which uses the JSON format to transmit data. The JSON format uses a nested,

hierarchical data structure by definition, while both relational databases as well as the eventual CSV

output file require the data structure to be flat, thus making it necessary to flatten the incoming data

in the backend before storing it in the database.

Given that the desired functionality of the tool would be impossible without this feature in the code,

it can be considered one of the key outcomes of this project. As such, the ETL process shall be

explained in more detail than other parts of the code. Essentially, the ETL code flattens the incoming

JSON object and splits the data into three separate flat structured query language (SQL) tables that

can be connected using the unique post link as the primary key. For a detailed visualization of the

data model, please refer to the appendix, which also includes an example of a nested JSON response

typically provided by the Facebook Ad Library API as well as an exemplary flat output file after the

completion of the the ETL process.

Given the structure of the nested object, these tables are split into one table containing all post

information that is not related to demographics and geographical distribution of reach and two tables

containing the demographics and geographical data respectively. That is because while there are other

nested data points (e.g. spending), it is only those two that have a nested hierarchy with three layers,

which requires this advanced processing. The hierarchy of those two objects is flattened once so that

the resulting tables can later be joined using the SQL JOIN operator.

The end result is a flat SQL table that uses posts as the main data entity and the post related data

points as the entity related attributes. In other words, every post corresponds to a row in the table
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while every attribute of a post corresponds to a column entry. This relational table format is consistent

with what is needed to produce a simple CSV file for further analysis and can be easily queried using

standard SQL commands.

6.2.5 Cognitive Services Interaction

Microsoft Azure cognitive services are a collection of data related services that use artificial intelligence

to enrich existing sets of unstructured data like text files. For the purpose of the tool, the text analytics

service was used to extract keywords and sentiment for each post.

The purpose of this was again to give researchers and journalists access to relevant information without

requiring them to learn how to code. Sentiment analysis data can e.g. be used to identify commu-

nication strategies with regards to the aggressiveness of political messaging, while a list of identified

keywords can lead to a better understanding of which topics and people are the most talked about at

any given moment.

Given its nature as a commercial API offering, the use of the Cognitive Services API is fairly straight-

forward. Data from the application’s database is packaged into data objects with a predefined JSON

structure and then sent to the respective API endpoint. The returned values then include the re-

quested data as calculated by the service’s algorithm. For greater detail on how the service analyzes

the data, the reader can reference Microsoft’s service description and the corresponding API reference

(“Microsoft Azure: Cloud Computing-Platform and -Services”, 2019).

6.3 Business Case

Given the intent to eventually deploy the tool and make it available to users, calculations had to be

made to better understand the potential business case of the project. That is because notwithstanding

opportunity costs for not being able to work on other projects, substantial costs will be accrued for

hosting the website and database as well as querying the cognitive services API.

While it should be noted that more free and open source components could be used in order to reduce

the application’s operating cost, a tool providing this kind of functionality cannot be offered on a free

to use basis or at zero cost, respectively. For a rough estimate of future operating costs, please refer

to the table below.
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Service Cost per Month Comment

Azure DevOps Free
Basic Subscription

Free for up to 5 users

Cognitive Services 843,09 e
Includes 500.000 transactions,

enough for e.g. all Danish Posts

Azure Database for MySQL 120,84 e
5GB SQL Database &

Backup

App Service 47,06 e Hosting of Node application

Miscellaneous 5,00 e
Minor additional costs for hosting

the website

Total Cost 1020,80 e

Table 2: Estimated monthly costs of deploying the IT artifact for a data set equivalent to e.g. the

Danish Ad Library

After looking at the available options, several potential business case scenarios were identified, of

which the four most feasible will be briefly introduced below.

6.3.1 Research Grant Financing

Many tools that provide social media data to researchers and journalists today have been created at

and are maintained by public institutions or university departments like the Digital Methods Initiative

at the University of Amsterdam1. Those organizations typically finance development and maintenance

of those tools by tapping into their research budget or applying for specialized grants in the field of

social media research.

While substantial time needs to be invested in order to find and win such research grants, this financing

model would ensure the type of independence and transparency typically required for a tool of this

nature. At the same time, transferring ownership of the tool to a research institution would be

preferable over letting it be run by news platforms or other stakeholders with commercial interests,

since affiliation with e.g. an individual newspaper or journalistic organization could potentially lead

to data only being made available to that particular news outlet. While sharing of sources between

1https://wiki.digitalmethods.net
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otherwise independent news organizations has been observed as part of this project and was described

by J2, it seems like the competition for revenue would make this solution less viable compared to

a pure research focus. Financing the tool through research grants and education funding therefore

seems like a potentially good option.

6.3.2 Sponsorship / Donations

Users could be asked to donate an amount of their choosing after or before they access their requested

dataset. While this model has been successfully used by non–profit and research organizations such

as Wikipedia, the unknown size of the initial user base and average amount donated poses substantial

business risks. While the data provided is certainly relevant and valuable, there is a real threat of

running out of financing before a substantial amount of donations starts rolling in, rendering this

option less ideal.

6.3.3 Pay per use

Interested parties could be charged a per-download fee for access to the data. While a feasible price

per download could surely be established, it remains questionable if this approach would still allow

the tool to increase transparency. That is because research budgets for individual researchers are not

indefinite and they might choose to not spend money on this data set. Similar to the donation model,

it is also questionable if enough revenue would accumulate fast enough to maintain the tool. At the

same time, introducing additional financial stepping-stones would have similar effects compared to the

already existing technical hurdles implemented by Facebook.

6.3.4 Subscription Service

Similar to the pay per use model, researchers and journalists could be offered a monthly paid plan to

receive unlimited access to the data. Very much like the aforementioned option however, this model

would take away from the purpose of the tool to provide unlimited and unrestricted access to the data.

Finally, it should be said that the most desirable outcome would be for Facebook to implement the

proposed tools as part of their ad library themselves.

This does not refer to the popular build to sell model, in which software is developed without revenue

objectives but instead solely with the goal of it being acquired by an established company. Instead
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of the author finishing and publishing the application in order to e.g. sell it to Facebook, tbe social

media platform should be urged to develop the technology to provide their data as an easy to access

download themselves. Given Facebook’s financial and engineering resources, building a similar feature

based on their existing service should not be too great of a challenge.

This fact is further underscored by the observation that competing digital advertising firm Google

offers the proposed easy download of a CSV file as part of their political advertising transparency

platform, effectively showing that it can be done given the commitment to doing so.
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Discussion

After having presented the literature review, interview findings and tool design that form the foun-

dation of this paper, the following section will now introduce the key discussion points that can be

deduced from tying those parts together. In doing so, the focus will be on the significance of the

findings as well as the theoretical and practical implications of the research.

Practical issues in this case shall refer to findings of the research that have the potential to advance

transparency in digital political advertising. Remaining issues with regard to programming or im-

plementation of the IT artifact should be considered technical bugs instead of starting points for a

discussion and can be fixed in later iterations of the tool. That being said, it is more important to

look at the concepts and topics that emerged during the literature research and interview phase and

relate them to the creation of the tool in order to deduce relevant discussion points. Based on these

observations and connections, the following topics come to mind.

7.1 An Updated ADR Approach

The action design research framework has historically relied on a collaborative research agreement

between researchers, practitioners and users of a proposed IT solution (Sein et al., 2011). In the age

of APIs, it can be argued that this model needs to be extended to also include the providers of data

or data exchange technology, and, given today’s collaborative approach to programming, potentially

even tool providers, engineers and the general software development community.

While the researcher–practitioner–user relationship is invaluable to find, discuss and establish problems

with potential IT solutions on an academic level, querying APIs and accessing data sources would be
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very difficult without a constant knowledge exchange between all parties involved.

Taking this thesis project as an example, the creation of the IT artifact would not have been possible

without the API documentation by Facebook and prior programming efforts that have been made in

this area, some in the form of existing attempts to retrieve and store data and others in the form of

third party code libraries.

At the same time, it can be argued that the time required to finish the project would have been much

shorter if Facebook had been actively involved in the software development process. That is because

questions regarding technical specifications and methodology could have been answered more consis-

tently and with less research if feedback from the actual API developer had been available. Likewise,

Facebook could have actively confirmed or denied assumptions made about the data set, thereby again

increasing the reliability of the results and protecting the data from being misrepresented. This role

is comparable to collecting feedback from users or practitioners in classical ADR projects, but the

characteristics of a data provider are arguably different enough to warrant their own dedicated role in

the ADR stakeholder model.

These findings are also not at all unique to Facebook, since the owners of data and providers of

APIs naturally possess more information about their data sets and technical processes that can be

valuable for research projects. Researchers should therefore always at least try to engage with these

stakeholders even though a valuable response to inquiries is in no way guaranteed. Facebook for

example was contacted for feedback on this project by means of their public relations contact, product

managers on LinkedIn and the official support forums without success.

The author therefore proposes an updated ADR model, the characteristics of which are explained

in greater detail in the literature review section of this paper. The model will take the additional

stakeholders into account, leading to a more accurate representation of the realities in these kinds of

research projects.

7.2 The Skills gap in Social Sciences

Both the literature review and the in-person interviews have confirmed the postulated skills gap in

the social sciences.

While it is certainly true that not all social science related scientific projects require coding or advanced

computer science skills, the ones that do are currently not pursued often enough because there are not
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enough scholars qualified to do so. At the same time, projects that are being conducted could benefit

from advanced computer science and data analytics skills and methods to yield even more meaningful

results.

Creating digital research methods centers like the Digital Methods Initiative in Amsterdam1 at uni-

versities is certainly a step in the right direction, however every social scientist that is involved in

projects related to digital or social media data, or really any data related subjects in general should

consider upskilling by learning at least one programming language and the basics of statistics and data

analysis as suggested by Heiberger and Riebling (2016). That is because data related subjects are

very difficult to grasp to their full extent without understanding the inner workings of the underlying

data set and having a firm grasp on statistics and data science related techniques.

While this issue continues to exist today, there is at the same time a clear trend towards greater

amounts of data being accumulated, meaning that more data of interest is generated from a greater

variety of sources and that there are more ways to analyze it. This leads not only to an increase in

the quantity of data-related projects in the social sciences but also to an increased complexity in the

projects that are performed. In order to produce meaningful research results, social scientists will

have to keep up with this development.

The challenge for the field will be to stay with or ahead of the technological curve without losing the

ability to ask relevant questions that are inspired by deep knowledge of the social science field. It

will be interesting to see how these fairly different skill sets of computer and social science will be

balanced, or if it turns out that increasing computational skills will even elevate the field of social

sciences to new levels of research quality and depth. After all, social science projects that are based

on a solid theoretical and methodological foundation can only bring more value to the field.

While the increasing importance of data for research in the social sciences can hardly be denied, it

should also be kept in mind that the promise of using digital or “found” data sets might be exaggerated

to a certain extent (McFarland & McFarland, 2015). Before heading full steam into the computational

social science field, researchers should always make sure that their given area of interest can actually

benefit from introducing more digital data and methods.

That is because the social sciences cannot be summarized or fully appreciated by only looking at found

data or digital data sources. Other, more analogue research methods will always have place in a space

1https://wiki.digitalmethods.net
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that looks at matters concerning human behavior, since humans seldomly follow the binary, black and

white logic of computational analysis. To deliver significant work in this field, researchers will have to

ultimately decide which area they want to pursue on an individual basis and choose the appropriate

methodology.

There is no question that social media channels specifically offer great potential to access data sets and

drive social science related inquiries. However, issues like bias, lack of validity and ignoring relevant

target groups like the elderly or people without access to technology need to be acknowledged and

accounted for in order to consistently produce meaningful results.

At the same time, social scientists without the proper skill set should ideally not engage in projects that

require sophisticated technology skills, since this would surely negatively impact the study outcome

and quality. Instead, they should rather look into upskilling, working with more technology adept

research partners or stick to projects that do not require a deep understanding of technology related

methodology.

7.3 The Value of APIs for Research & Journalism

As exemplified by the Facebook Ad Library API and the positive feedback by the interviewees regard-

ing the provided data, APIs can potentially provide great value for research projects and the work of

journalists. However, several criteria need to be fulfilled in order to make this work.

1. The API needs to be consistent, well documented, continuously maintained and generally adhere

to the FAIR standards for scientific APIs proposed by Wilkinson et al. (2016).

2. There must be full transparency with regards to what data the API provides and how it might

be pre–processed before publication.

3. The data owner must provide a dedicated contact person that can answer questions regarding

the underlying dataset. Researchers must be. willing to ask questions in the process of analyzing

data and not make assumptions based on the available documentation alone.

4. All parties involved must be technically skilled and aware of the context they are working in.

5. The API cannot be built for commercial purposes or grant preferential treatment to paying

users.
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Given these characteristics, APIs can and will greatly advance many research projects. Their potential

is further underscored by the increasing efforts to make as much public data available as possible around

the globe.

One current real-world example of this is ex-Microsoft CEO Steve Ballmer’s project usafacts.org2,

which aims to create transparency with regard to the effects of government activities and policies

in the United States by collecting digitally available data from government agencies and making it

available via a public API (“USAFacts — Non-partisan Government Data”, 2019). Other examples

where APIs create huge research value are e.g. the United Nations data API3 or NASA’s API portal4.

Given ongoing financial support, they will continue to be great assets for researchers and journalists

alike, especially since more and more data is collected every day both in business and by public

institutions. As a consequence, one can only expect the importance of APIs to increase in the future.

At the same time, it can be argued that there is a market gap with regards to third party social media

API services that focus on research and users from the education sector. While there are plenty of

business focused analytics solutions like the aforementioned Talkwalker or Meltwater platforms, many

research services have historically been developed independently by scholars and students as part of

university projects.

It is debatable if this happened because of lack of funding, which would mean that there is no com-

mercial market for research analytics solutions, or if it is because no commercial enterprise has yet

realized the existing market. In any case, the end of many university funded tools like NetVis will

lead to a shift in the market and could potentially create a need for commercial tools to adapt and

step in. That is because a working relationship with the social media company in question, as well

as advanced programming skills are required more and more if one wants to interact with a social

media analytics API. Centralizing these development efforts at a few selected private companies could

therefore result in better products than in the current model, where, apart from research communities

and the increasing number of digital methods centers like the one at Amsterdam University, each

research institution and scholar follows their own proprietary approach to accessing data.

It seems not too far fetched to assume that both data quality and consistency will improve if the data

is provided by more specialized services, even though it will undoubtedly also change the way these

2https://www.usafacts.org
3https://data.un.org
4https://api.nasa.gov
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kinds of projects will need to be funded. University funding will have to more realistically reflect the

importance of social media data and the potential learnings that can come from its analysis if they

want to keep engaging in this field of research in a meaningful way.

7.4 University & Commercial Research Partnerships

That being said, research institutions should be careful about engaging in partnerships with commer-

cial enterprises and the increasing number of such partnerships must be regarded with skepticism.

That is because even though they are aimed at promoting research by providing access to company

owned data, the fact that this access if often exclusive to a few chosen partners can actually lead to

research in a particular field being discouraged.

Funneling all research requests through an additional party such as the university partner introduces

a new potential bottleneck for the flow of information. The issue was exemplified in this paper

by attempts to work with Social Science One5, who were contacted with questions regarding the

Facebook Ad Library API but never responded or even acknowledged that they received the list of

questions. Neither did Facebook itself, meaning that there was no support from the two parties that

are supposedly the most knowledgeable about the dataset, the API and its features.

In the current setup, Social Science One acts more like a gatekeeper for, than a facilitator of research

and future collaboration projects should be aware of this challenge. A balance has to be found between

ensuring that researchers who access the data are actually qualified to do so and not blocking interested

parties from scrutinizing the data.

This finding is in line with the main arguments of the Puschmann – Bruns debate, and it remains to

be seen which side will eventually turn out to be right. In the current situation, engaging in research

– corporate partnerships has both positive and negative aspects and only the future will tell which of

those will eventually prevail.

In the specific case of Social Science One, Puschmann (2019) does in fact argue that institutionalizing

the relationship between Facebook, its API and researchers will lead to better outcomes because a

framework of rules and best practices is introduced and has to be followed.

Bruns (2019) on the other hand argues that the introduction of Social Science One as the exclusive

5https://www.socialscience.one
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research partner will stifle interesting and relevant research and that it should be seen as a deliberate

act by Facebook to reduce transparency and research into what is happening on the platform.

From a methodological standpoint, screening interested researchers for relevant digital skills by requir-

ing them to submit research proposals seems like a good way to ensure quality research. At the same

time, favoring one project over the other based on intransparent criteria does not contribute to fair,

independent and unbiased research. Since there are currently no specific criteria on how to evaluate

the quality of a Facebook data related research project, this could eventually lead to discrimination

against critical voices and, more generally, favoritism for positively framed research outcomes.

This would be terrible for independent research into Facebook data, yet it seems inevitable that both

Facebook and Social Science One will develop relationships with individual researchers that will get

preferential data access. This in turn poses the threat of researchers conducting commerce friendly or

biased research projects in order to maintain their relationship with the entity that owns the data.

Moving forward, these types of conflicts of interests surely need to be considered when evaluating

any project of this kind. At the same time, it seems questionable if a project of this magnitude

and technical complexity can be done without at least basic support from the API provider. That is

because programming is typically a very collaborative activity, and issues can often only be solved using

information from the owner of the technology or experts in the field. Without Facebook reviewing the

code and approving its validity, there is always a danger that mistakes or assumptions on the data

were made that are incorrect, thereby threatening the integrity and validity of the presented research

outcomes.

In addition to the discussions around these types of partnerships it should also be noted that it is

debatable if there even is an inherent right to access the data harnessed by social media platforms as

postulated by e.g. Bruns (2019). The reason for this is that because contrary to government or other

public data, it is collected and owned by these platforms solely for the purpose of exploiting it for

business value. As such, one could consider it property of the companies much like trade secrets in

other industries.

It seems obvious that information of this kind will not end up in the public domain, but that companies

instead will put great restrictions on who can use the data and for what purposes in order to maximize

its value. Facebook for example publishes the dollar value of a user as part of its annual financial
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statement6 and market valuations of social media platforms are frequently a multiple of the value of

their user base.

At the same time, research projects based on data harnessed from social media APIs happen by

definition without the consent of the users of those platforms, unless explicit consent is collected as part

of accepting the terms and conditions, or after the fact by reaching out to people whose information

was part of the analyzed data set. The increased focus on data privacy as exemplified by the recently

introduced general data protection regulation (GDPR)7 in Europe or the California consumer privacy

act (CCPA)8 in the United States will make projects of this kind increasingly complex.

As a consequence, one could make an argument supporting the creation of some sort of personal digital

identity or profile. Having such a profile and controlling ownership of all data associated with it would

mean that each individual legally owns all the information that is collected about them in a private

database. This would empower people to take their information wherever they choose to, including

selling it to advertisers or exposing it to research projects. While social media companies would still

have to reveal how they connect people on their platform in terms of technology, this would in turn

also enable researchers to get direct consent from research subjects without any way for companies to

impose constraints.

However, it seems more realistic that research and commercial partnerships like the Social Science One

project will occur more frequently in the future. That is because many research institutions simply

do not have the means to run large scale projects based on data that first needs to be acquired or

extracted from an API, or directly collected from users. This kind of resource pooling in the form of

research collaborations or centralized research efforts can already be observed today in instances like

the Digital Methods labs at Roskilde9 and Amsterdam University10.

It must also be acknowledged that companies who own these kinds of data sets have an interest in

controlling how they are exploited for information and by who, simply because analyzing data for

insights is becoming an increasingly lucrative business model. It therefore makes sense for them to

collaborate only with a few selected partners and impose their preferred terms of use in order to

make sure that their business is not negatively impacted. In any case, researchers should be aware

6https://investor.fb.com/financials/default.aspx
7https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-topic/data-protection en
8https://oag.ca.gov/privacy/ccpa
9https://forskning.ruc.dk/da/projects/open-media-lab

10https://wiki.digitalmethods.net
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that companies can also try to use this collaboration model as a public relations strategy. In this

example, Facebook will undoubtedly promote the collaboration with Social Science One as showing

the company’s commitment to transparency. At the same time, the persistent quality issues of the

Ad Library API put that commitment into question given the technical and financial resources that

the company could deploy. Much like green-washing in environmental public relations, social media

companies should not be allowed to transparency-wash their data and advertising strategies with token

transparency initiatives.

7.5 Transparency in Election Advertising

The research results also allow a clearer look at the state of transparency in digital election advertising

in 2019. Transparency in this case means insights into and an understanding of who is promoting which

political messages and topics on the most prominent social media platforms.

The benefits of transparency seem obvious. Since political communications is a complex field where

the intentions behind a post can only be understood in the full context in which they are made,

recipients of such communication need to have as much information about the sender of political posts

as possible in order to form an informed opinion about what they are exposed to.

The promotion of a political topic can be typically observed in the form of simply posting something

about a political topic on e.g. a Facebook page (organic post) or by actively investing money into paid

posts, meaning content that is pushed into a user’s timeline or social feed in exchange for a payment

to the social media platform. The social media platform then uses algorithms that distribute the

posts among a predefined audience, leading to more people being reached than if the post had only

been published on a Facebook page (Fumagalli & Lucarelli, n.d.). Those two approaches have to be

analyzed independently because the motivation and intentions behind them can differ greatly.

Whereas paid posts are usually a tool used by political parties, action groups or non-profit organi-

zations to actively promote their viewpoints and reach a larger audience on a given channel, organic

posts can be published by any individual that wishes to discuss a topic of political and social relevance.

Based on this distinction, the political intention behind a paid post is typically easier to understand

since the policy positions of a party or social action group is usually part of the public domain.

Transparency efforts in this area will therefore mainly show if those groups communicate “on message”,

meaning if the posts they publish and promote are in line with their publicly stated policy positions.
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They will simultaneously reveal how much these groups are spending during what time period and on

which target group. The level of transparency will obviously depend on the amount of information

provided by the social media platform, however even a minimum level of information should already

be usable for a basic analysis of behavior.

Creating transparency with regard to organic posts on the other hand is far more difficult because

of the diverse group of people that are involved. While official parties do also work with organic

posts, the majority of them is published by individual people who want to voice their opinion. Given

that posting online typically does not require a registration process that involves some sort of official

identification or providing one’s legal name, everyone can basically post about anything without the

recipients of such communications being able to understand the motivation behind it or even knowing

with certainty who published this post. Interestingly, the data provided in the Ad Library did not

indicate that Facebook tracks this kind of postings, even though they state that the database includes

all posts that are political in nature or deal with social issues.

However, the overarching problem of election advertising and really political communication on social

media in general is the fact that we do not know what we do not see, or that we have to take

the presented information at face value, respectively. This means that even if the platforms publish

transparency reports and allow access to raw data via their API’s, external auditors have no real

way of knowing if the data that they are seeing is really giving them the full picture. This is the

case for both the information provided by tools like e.g. the Facebook Ad Library, where researchers

and journalists have to rely on Facebook’s good intentions to assess if the company really shared all

relevant information and for more curated reports as well.

The fact that every institution that has worked with the library so far has encountered issues and data

inconsistencies illustrates how this problem plays out in reality and the situation is further complicated

by the fact that all current transparency efforts are targeted at paid posts. Organic posts are not part

of the provided data sets as of now, and it seems hard to imagine how the diversity of both content

and publishers of these posts can be analyzed and understood in a way that all relevant information

would be captured and shared in reliable manner.

While it seems believable that the Facebook Ad Library API data reflects, or at least aims to reflect,

all sponsored and organic posts related to social and political issues despite the inconsistent API query

results, there is simply no way of knowing that for sure without getting access to the entire database,

or getting access to all Facebook user data really. In addition to that, it seems unlikely that even
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access to all hypothetically existing data would solve the problem since there currently is no common

approach to judge the validity of online information on even the most basic level.

Based on R3’s work on the characteristics of information, it becomes clear that there is no easy solution

to solving election influence or manipulation, because there is neither a shared understanding of what

information should be available, nor can there be a single, unbiased institution that can make such

decisions. Ultimately such an institution would become the arbitrator of some illusive form of objective

truth, and it seems questionable if private corporations or even governments should be trusted with

judging what is objectively true. While private, profit-oriented corporations might be tasked with

monitoring political content, it seems ill-advised to let them also police what can and can’t be said

politically. That is because while one might argue that commercial platforms like Facebook have a

duty to implement protections against negative influence, the question will always be who gets to

decide what negative means in a given context. At the same time, social media channels because of

their commercial nature and private ownership cannot really be considered public spaces, so should

free speech laws apply here? And if they do, which free speech laws should be applied?

The global scale of these platforms causes substantial problems with regards to jurisdiction and differ-

ing attitudes towards the notion of free speech, which is interpreted differently in almost every country

on the planet, where even seemingly comparable regions like the United States and Europe have very

different views on what can and cannot be said in a public forum. While the first amendment to the

American constitution allows for nearly unlimited free speech, even in cases of dis- or misinformation,

the European legal tradition leans much more towards protecting the rights of potential victims of

speech (Banks, 2010).

Ultimately, very basic questions with regard to the meaning of information in a digital, globalized

society will therefore need to be answered before meaningful legislation or regulation can be introduced.

The role of social media platforms in this environment will potentially have to be redefined, in that

they will be forced to, or voluntarily take on, a more active approach in moderating content on their

platform. Alternatively, their current role will be confirmed, meaning that they will be able to continue

denying responsibility for content posted by their users.

Transparency in the short run can only help to better understand the dynamics of political com-

munication on social media, however it will not be able to solve the underlying issues of truth and

integrity with regard to political advertising and communication. Given the long history of false and

manipulative claims in this field, it might even be questionable if those issues can ever be solved in a
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meaningful and substantial way.

This does, however, not release social media platforms from their responsibility to provide a healthy

public forum for discussion. In order to get there, transparency efforts need to be further increased

and also potentially encouraged more by drafting government legislation.

As a consequence of such increased efforts, one can expect the business model, or at least the profit

margins of social media platforms to change substantially. Their operating costs will inevitably increase

if content has to be monitored and moderated with more intense scrutiny than is the case today.

This appears to be inevitable because as shown by Bakliwal et al. (2013), algorithmic detection of even

blatantly false claims is nowhere near developed enough to be used in a real-world scenario, making

it questionable if reliable automated content moderation can even be accomplished from a technical

perspective. Facebook users, for example, publish and share billions of posts per day, a number that

seems impossible to monitor manually with the goal of finding and deleting malicious posts or false

claims. Taking all of this this into account, three potential future developments for social media

platform regulation come to mind:

1. Keeping the status quo: Both regulators and social media platforms could come to the

conclusion that the current state of election influence is manageable, and that transparency is

sufficient. In that case, the existing dynamics would remain the same and current trends with

regard to election influence and fake news would most likely continue or worsen. However, given

the increased scrutiny on the topic and rising public pressure on policymakers and platforms to

improve their content, this outcome is not very likely. The transparency efforts presented in this

paper can be seen as the first signs that the dynamic is shifting towards more transparency and

regulation might follow soon.

2. Increased regulation: New legislation and regulations in the form of updated laws and or

internal guidelines could be created that target misinformation and transparency in political

communication, e.g. by mandating social media platforms to provide access to all data that

they control. As mentioned above, this would almost inevitably lead to higher operating costs

on the part of social media platforms, either because they have to hire scores of content moder-

ators, invest heavily in the development of detection algorithms or pay a tax in order to finance

governmental action in this area. One could for example imagine a public institution that has

access to all data and performs regular audits, very much like it is done for financial data or
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marketing practices in order to protect the consumer.

3. Transforming Social Media Platforms: A more speculative third option could be the trans-

formation of social media platforms into public goods that are controlled and operated by some

form of government institution. Much like the energy grid, roads, or wireless communication

networks at some point in time, social media channels or even the internet as a whole could be

transformed into a utility that can be used by anyone either free of charge or for the equivalent

of a small fee.

Participation would require a formal sign up including a check of eligibility that includes pre-

senting one’s official identification. While this would fundamentally change the nature of social

media and the dynamics of the world wide web, it can be argued that being able to hold people

personally accountable for what they share would eventually lead to a much healthier discourse

and a reduction in extreme fringe opinions that seep into the mainstream.

As a consequence of a socialization of social platforms of this kind, Facebook, Twitter and others

would then have to transform into pure advertising companies and compete on the basis of their

advertising product instead of their user data. As for other public services, a tax could be levied,

or usage fees imposed on commercial stakeholders that want to use the social media “grid”.

However, at the end of the day, it appears that transparency with regard to political advertising falls

short because it does not address the root cause of the problem. Studies have repeatedly shown that

exaggerated fake news, conspiracy theories and right-wing political commentary spreads much more

organically than other content (Madrigal, 2017). It is therefore necessary to curb misinformation as a

whole and not just focus on properly registered political actors who, because of the restrictions already

put into place by the platforms, will have a hard time engaging in a large scale, paid disinformation

campaigns anyway.

In addition to that, transparency falls just short of true action, which is probably the only way the

propagation of malicious content on social media could ever be stopped. However, this would put the

platform owners in the position of content moderators, which is something they want to avoid at all

costs in order to stay clear of liability issues and the continuation of high profit margins on online

advertising. Holding them responsible for the content on their platform would also require mechanisms

like e.g. human review or official identification of every user, which are courses of action that have

been untested at this scale and would probably change these platforms and their core business model
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forever.

It remains to be seen what the future will bring in this regard, however it appears unlikely that

malicious actors will stop trying to influence the voting public around the world. More than self-

regulation and a couple of half-baked transparency tools is clearly needed in order to address the issue

in a meaningful way.

7.6 Personal Reflection

The experiences made by the author during the duration of the research project can be broadly

separated into three parts. Learning about different research frameworks and comprehensive scientific

methodology, as well as writing a paper of this scale will be hugely beneficial moving forward. Tying

the research, the interviews and the software development together into one coherent project has

additionally greatly improved existing project management skills.

Secondly, programming the proposed IT artifact has extended the author’s technical capabilities and

understanding of the challenges faced by API developers on a daily basis. In hindsight, more face-

to-face interaction with professional developers could have helped to get to a better solution in less

time. However, this only underscores the issues in the field of digital political advertising transparency

with regard to the lack of resources deployed by the digital platforms. The author would therefore

consider teaming up with experienced computer scientists for future projects of this kind, much like a

researcher-computer scientist relationship is suggested throughout the paper.

Lastly, the author has gained valuable insights into the fields of journalism, academic research and

software development with regard to transparency in political advertising. In future iterations of

similar work, engaging with an even greater variety of sources from this field would be strongly

suggested. While the interview partners for example were spread across different research institutions

and publications, a more international perspective could be achieved by also engaging with sources

from e.g. North America or Asia. Given the global relevance of the topic, it can be assumed that this

would further enhance the quality of the results.

Another fascinating aspect of this research project was the constant evolution of the analyzed topic

while the thesis process was still ongoing. Not only did Facebook constantly change the technical

aspects of its Ad Library API, several news stories and comments made by the company itself also

lead to the author having to constantly stay engaged with the topic in order to keep up with every
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development. The most recent news of e.g. Twitter (Conger, 2020) and Spotify (Flynn, 2020) entirely

banning paid political advertisement from their platforms can be taken as indicators that the relevance

of the topic will not decline any time soon, especially given that Facebook continues to take an

opposing position by claiming to protect free speech rights (Paul, 2019). Based on all of these factors,

the author was able to first-handedly experience the complexity of research at the intersection of IT,

politics, business and society.

That being the case, future research will be crucial for improving the understanding in this field and

based on the findings of this thesis project, several other future research opportunities come to mind.

7.7 Suggestions for Future Research

A thorough comparison of social media companies and their transparency efforts both with regard to

election advertising and advertising in general for instance will result in a better understanding of how

these relatively new channels of communication are used to influence the voting public. Likewise, it will

be important to have a better understanding of the market of research focused social media analytics

solutions and how they can advance the field of computational social science. More research into the

technical skill set of researchers and journalists could potentially lead to a more focused approach to

educate these two groups with the necessary skills. This will be important moving forward because

data related projects and all of their implications will only become more and more relevant in the

future.

Researchers and journalists have historically played a crucial role in creating transparency and pro-

viding checks and balances for economic and political power and they will only be able to continue to

stay relevant in those roles if they go with the times and learn the necessary skills to continue putting

out relevant research and carry out investigations.

Finally, a solid methodological framework will have to be developed on how APIs can provide value

in research.

That is because they typically vary greatly in how data is represented and has to be accessed, making

it necessary to have a general set of principles that govern a valid research approach. While the

proposed extended ADR model of this thesis is a first step into this direction, more targeted research

will have to be made about different types of APIs and how their creators should implement the FAIR

Wilkinson et al. (2016) principles for scientific data in order to make them accessible and transparent.
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Conclusion

To reiterate, the key result of this research paper is the creation of an easy to use tool for researchers

and journalists which allows them to access data from the Facebook ad library without having any

prior software development or programming knowledge.

Following ADR principles, the tool was successfully created and the individual stages of the process led

to further learnings and several general principles for future ADR projects in this field, how researchers

in the social science field should update their skill set and, more generally, how APIs in the advertising

transparency space should be structured in order to create the most value for their users. The paper

therefore successfully solved the initially contemplated and subsequently confirmed problem statement

that the existing implementation of the Facebook Ad Library API does not significantly improve

transparency because the most relevant user groups lack the technical expertise to use it as intended.

At the same time, the findings from solving this problem can be generalized to say that APIs can in

fact be transparency tools if they are built to work consistently, reliably and data can be accessed

without unnecessary technological hurdles. However, this is only the case if researchers and journalists

invest more resources in the field of computational social science and acquire the software development

and general technology skills necessary to interact with APIs on a more regular basis. As long as this

is not the case, even well-designed APIs can be considered gatekeepers, especially given the fact that

many APIs were not built with researchers and non–technical people in mind. Until the shift to

computational social science and data driven journalism has advanced further, companies who are

interested in creating transparency with regard to their data should therefore consider data sharing

methods that do not require any coding skills in order to maximize the impact of their efforts.

In the case at hand, this would mean that similar to the efforts of competitors like e.g. Google, a
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better solution for Facebook would be to provide the data currently available through the API as a

simple CSV download.

The adjacent research questions regarding general principles for transparency APIs and the current

state of digital literacy in formerly non-digital research domains were also answered, although more

large-scale research needs to be done interviewing or surveying social scientists in order to better

understand how much additional computer science skills actually need to be acquired. Likewise,

an interdisciplinary team of computer and social scientists could perform additional research and

formulate a general set of principles for transparency APIs that is inspired by the core principles of

both disciplines.

The research has also revealed that the ADR framework needs to be updated to accurately reflect this

kind of more layered researcher, practitioner, user, data provider environment and proposes a new

model that would accomplish this.

Finally, based on these research results and the fact that data will only become more and more relevant

both for companies and researchers, both sides can only be encouraged to collaborate and ensure a

strong and healthy relationship and constant flow of data and information. Doing so will improve

not only the quality of research in the future but also help companies maintain public trust in their

actions. In an environment that is increasingly calling for regulation of technology and data, this

collaborative approach will turn out to be mutually beneficial for both sides.
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Appendix A

Appendix

A.1 List of Abbreviations

Abbreviation Meaning

API Application Programming Interface

ADR Action Design Research

IT Information Technology

Ad Advertisement

FAIR Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reproducible

JSON JavaScript Object Notation

HTML Hypertext Markup Language

CSV Comma Separated Values

BIE Building, Intervention, Evaluation

AI Artificial Intelligence

ID Identification

R Researcher

J Journalist

ISP Internet Service Provider

GIT Version Control System

JS Javascript

CSS Cascading Style Sheets
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Abbreviation Meaning

SQL Structured Query Language

EU European Union

ETL Extract, Transform, Load

DevOps Software Development, IT-operations

App Application

CEO Chief Executive Officer

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration

GDPR General Data Protection Regulation

CCPA California Consumer Privacy Act

A.2 Link to Github Repository

https://github.com/HerrMenschenrechte/electiondata
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A.3 Screenshots: Facebook Ad Library

Figure 6: Ad Library Search Page
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Figure 7: Ad Library Search Results

Figure 8: Ad Library Report Overview Page
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Figure 9: Ad Library Report - CSV File

A.4 Interview Partners

Interview Partner Position Institution Alias Interview Date

Marcel Pauly Head of Data Journalism DER SPIEGEL J1 28.10.2019

David Blood Interactive Data Journalist Financial Times J2 14.10.2019

Sine Nørholm Just Professor, PhD Roskilde University / CBS R1 13.09.2019

Sander Andreas Schwartz Adjunct Professor, PhD Roskilde University R2 27.09.2019

Sille Obelitz Søe PhD, Postdoctoral Researcher Copenhagen University R3 23.10.2019

Table 3: List of Interview Partners and Aliases

A.5 List of prepared interview questions

The list of interview questions was the same for each individual interview, however the line of ques-

tioning was adapted depending on the comments and responses made by the interviewees during the

interview.

1. General Questions:
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• Please introduce yourself and your field of research.

• In your field of research, how are data related projects typically approached?

• Which software do you use to analyze data?

• What data sources do you typically work with when conducting research?

• Do you work with data yourself or do you have a team that handles that?

• To what extent do you have technical knowledge?

• Can you:

• Use the software?

• Write code?

• How about other people in your field that you know / are in your team?

• When thinking about data sources in a technical way, do you have a preferred format?

2. Questions around social media data:

• Have you worked with Facebook data before?

• how do you collect the data for your research? (Nvivo / Ncapture / Manually)?

• In hindsight, how would you rate the process of data collection?

• Is data accessibility generally an issue when it comes to online platforms?

• Have you done any research in the field of digital political communication /advertising?

• Do you know anything about efforts the online platforms are undertaking to increase trans-

parency?

• Do you think it goes far enough?

3. Questions about the Facebook AD Library:

• What do you think about the current state of transparency with regard to campaign fi-

nancing / online advertising?

• Do you think it should be regulated, or should platforms self-regulate?

• Have you heard of the Facebook Ad Library?

• Have you used it?
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• What was your experience?

• Would you say that the data is easy to gather / would be easy to gather for a research

project?

• Do you think it can be used for research purposes in the current form?

• When thinking about the ad library or a dataset in that form in general, how would have

to ideally be structured for you to be able to work with it?

• Draw picture / show her the data: 1 click to receive entire dataset that is available, would

this be something of interest for you?

• Show the German dataset that has been already downloaded

A.6 Interview J1

[00:00:00.270] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah maybe I’ll introduce myself first and then we can jump into

the question section. Basically I’m doing my master’s at the moment here at Copenhagen Business

School and I am kind of working under the assumption that the Facebook ad library is a great tool

but that the people who would typically be interested in it being journalists and researchers usually

don’t have the necessary technical skills to kind of access the data in a way that would be useful for

them. And so my goal was kind of to create this tool that allows them to just go to a Website to

download the data and then analyze it. And. Then what I do typically is I have done two interviews

with researchers so far and they have kind of confirmed the fact that they’re very interested in the

data but they struggle to access it. Yeah. And yes I’ve kind of structured the interview to be in three

sections one being I’m kind of asking the interviewer part about what is their experience in kind of

with data and generally what are they working with. The second being what is their experience with

Facebook data. And the third one then being like What is the specific experience with the Facebook

ad library. And so kind of two to jump right in it would be great if you can maybe introduce yourself

a little bit and what you work with on a day to day basis.

[00:01:31.200] - David Blood: Sure. So I’m one of the data reporters here at the Financial Times in

London. I Have a background in data architecture and business intelligence so developing pipelines

processing data as well as trying to find insights and stories and data is something that I was working

on before I moved into journalism actually. So I’ve been I’ve been working as a data journalist for

almost four years now. The way that the data reporters here work is we tend not to have very specific
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beats like regular news reporters because we’re here to provide Computational reporting Skills and

those can be required across across the newsroom anywhere in the newsroom at any given time. So I

often end up working with different types of reporters companies reporters Politics report and so on.

Some of the recent work I’ve done has covered electoral fraud for example. So I mean the population

of government statistics and these are the kinds of stories that are very difficult to stand up to publish

without. Access to data and the ability to analyze that data and. Make make statements about it.

[00:03:33.950] - Cedric Mensah: So typically the way it works there is a there’s a reporter from from

a certain topic but then approaches you for data related investigation or?

[00:03:46.250] - David Blood: it can work that way. Sometimes it works the other way where we

have an idea for what we think might be a good data story and we will speak to the appropriate

reporters because they spend more time on the beat they know more about what has already been

published about what the what is going on behind the scenes and this kind of stuff. So sometimes

they will approach us sometimes we approach them and sometimes we will work independently if we

have a data story that is that doesn’t really fit into any of our other reporters beats so it can vary.

[00:04:32.730] - Cedric Mensah: And do the beat reporters typically have kind of the technical

knowledge as well or they’re more interested in the general topic and then. You will be kind of in

there supporting supporting role

[00:04:46.760] - David Blood: On the technical question. I would say generally not We have reporters

who are comfortable using spreadsheets but that’s about as far as it goes. As data reporters we

generally use python and art performs statistical analysis and data transformation and visualization

or this kind of stuff. We build databases and points and. Dynamic graphics for the web as well. So

the technicals side of data reporting definitely belongs to us. Sorry, what was the second part of your

question.

[00:05:35.580] - Cedric Mensah: The second one would be you know it was basically just about if

this technical knowledge with the regular or the beats reporters as well?

[00:05:44.180] - David Blood: Oh I see. And do we support them. I wouldn’t say that it’s like a

supporting role. It’s more that there are there are not many people in the organization who do what

we do. So we have to where we’re needed across the newsroom in different places all the time. So

even though we jump from one project with one reporter to another project with another report all

the time. That’s simply because our our skills are in demand and we have to cover as much ground

as we can with what we have which is not very many data reporters there are really really only three
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of us.

[00:06:44.330] - Cedric Mensah: And would you say that’s a kind of typical setup in newsrooms or

in with with news organizations or is it unique to the Financial Times.

[00:06:54.780] - David Blood: I’d say in British newsrooms that’s pretty typical. Yeah I can’t really

think of an example where that’s very different in the UK. I mean maybe something like the Bureau

local you know the bigger local news. So it’s a it’s it’s like a sister organization of the bureau for

investigative journalism. There was a very small newsroom that most of their projects have been kind

of data driven. Projects. And as a result they probably work in a different way. But that’s because

they were specifically set up for that purpose where we’re much larger homes of very much larger news

organization. We publish the newspaper every day and so on and so forth. So it’s just a completely

different type of organization. And I think the way that data reporters work here is quite similar to

the way that they work in most British newspapers American newspapers maybe is a slightly different

story. And when I say that I think of the New York Times and The Washington Post maybe the L.A.

Times and a couple of others and they also have news outlets that are entirely data driven like 538

and some of which don’t really exist in the UK. So for the U.K. I think it’s fairly typical.

[00:08:51.340] - Cedric Mensah: And then your role as a embedded journalist. You mentioned that

you use R and Python and the data sources, what are they typically? Do you query API or do you

do you receive data sets.

[00:09:09.250] - David Blood: Yeah it can be anything. So sometimes it’s as easy as downloading

a spreadsheet from a Web site. Sometimes we are writing code to retrieve data from an API. Some-

times we are scraping the web pages. Sometimes we are receiving leaked documents containing data.

Anything that you can think of really.

[00:09:40.040] - Cedric Mensah: And then you use that is stored in kind of a financial times database

so to speak and then you know you run analysis on it and then you write an article about it.

[00:09:53.120] - David Blood: We don’t have a centralized database at the moment although we do

try to keep track of the data sets that we have worked with.

[00:10:05.810] - David Blood: We have a couple of, do you know github?

[00:10:10.000] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah.

[00:10:10.890] - David Blood: We have a couple of repos on github. Well some of our data sets are

stored but the ones which give us we think a competitive advantage we don’t make them public at the

moment always. And they’re just they’re just kept locally or they’re backed up to cloud drives this
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kind of stuff. Yeah. Say it’s quiet. What’s the word. It’s quite improvisational if that makes sense.

[00:10:46.990] - Cedric Mensah: Is that because it’s still a relatively young field in journalism?

[00:10:55.280] - David Blood: Interesting question. I think it’s more to do with the fact that. There

is more pressure on us to produce work than there is to develop a nice clean. Workflow. Or to develop.

Best Practices for. Managing our data or or open sourcing our data. They usually just is not very

much time to even think about that stuff.

[00:11:41.120] - Cedric Mensah: And that’s because I would imagine kind of the value is in the

finished stories more than in kind of having a proper storage

[00:11:53.890] - David Blood: Because we’re not ultimately even though we use code and data we

don’t work.in a technology department. We work in the editorial department so our bosses are news

editors and news editors want stories they don’t want. GitHub repos. You know if you’re

[00:12:16.840] - Cedric Mensah: Okay, with that being the case. You have a kind of favorite data

source in the sense that it’s kind of easy to work with? Because I would assume the easier kind of

access to data is the easier it is to work with the data the faster you can kind of turn it into a. Story.

[00:12:37.270] - David Blood: Sometimes it depends on. What you want. Well. It depends what

you’re going after. Sometimes that kind of the for example gets to the Twitter API is quite nice to

use in lots of ways. There are good tools for working with it. They Twitters the API is quite well

documented but it’s really hard to find stories and Twitter data because there is so much of it that

you really have to know what you’re looking for or you could spend a lot of time searching and kind

of realize that there is no needle in the haystack. Another. Poor. Of something that’s quite nice to

work with is a government agency called Companies House which in the UK is the corporate registry.

So all the all the companies have to be registered with Companies House and you can find out lots of

information about a company’s filings. The people who own the people who run them. They have an

API that you can interact with but again like. It’s not really suitable for a fishing expedition in most

cases you have to have an idea of what you’re looking for and then. Make your best guess about the

dates that you will need. Does that answer your question. I don’t know if I’ll answer.

[00:14:35.640] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah it might be. Maybe as a follow up you mentioned fishing

expeditions versus you already have this kind of a story in mind that you want to approach. Is there

kind of one of the two that’s more often the case. You usually kind of have. An idea already of what

you’re looking for and you sometimes also just receive a data set and then you kind of explore it and

find the story in the data.
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[00:15:01.600] - David Blood: Right. It’s usually preferable to at least have some questions that you

want to answer. Using the data fishing expeditions. Like I said before they can sometimes take up a

lot of your time and you don’t come back with anything which in a newsroom is not something you

really want to do too often. So. I used to spend more time than I do now just looking at interesting

data sets to see what I could find. Now I think I’ve learned that it’s it’s it’s a better use of my

time to think about. The stories and the questions that I want to ask about their stories. Before I

start looking at data especially when it’s large data sets like social media data or election results or

something like that

[00:16:18.140] - Cedric Mensah: Ok. Maybe to segway into the into the second area being kind of

general Facebook data. You’ve obviously worked with Facebook and library but have you worked with

Facebook Graph API before that as well for stories or was that the first time you interacted with it?

[00:16:39.950] - David Blood: I worked with it a little bit. But but by the time I started working

with the graph API. A lot of it had been shut down. And I think the only the only stuff that was

really available was the content on public Facebook pages. Can I sing. Can I send direct messages on

this thing. How can I can I do that. I think each function. Moments you share. No. I mean I can

just e-mail it to you. But I wrote. I worked on a piece for the last German election that was about

the RFD and we looked at the use of kind of fascistic language on some of a public Facebook pages

we used we scrape the Graph API for that but I think that’s the last time that I used it.

[00:17:56.890] - Cedric Mensah: I was actually looking into the general Graph API for the project

as well. But from what I’ve read is that they even closed the public pages endpoint. If you’re not a

manager of the page you can’t access information page.

[00:18:13.030] - David Blood: Wow OK. Yeah. It’s not great.

[00:18:21.380] - Cedric Mensah: And then when you work with the Graph API would you say was

kind of well documented. Easy to use. Or did you find issues with it in your work?

[00:18:33.560] - David Blood: The main issues that I’ve always had with Facebook API as has been

the authentication process. I find it quite confusing. To understand which keys you need and. How

how long your keys are going to be valid for all of this kind of stuff. Like. There’s kind of a ridiculous

process that you have to go through if you want to get an app key that will be valid for more than an

hour or something. And that seems really ridiculous especially if you were registered as a Facebook

developer and. Have registered for the. Ads API especially where you have to go through a whole

other level of security of identity confirmation and all that kind of stuff. Have you done this? You
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have to you had to send them your passport and everything?

[00:19:44.390] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah, I think my national I.D. card and then wait for like 10 days

or something.

[00:19:49.190] - David Blood: Yeah yeah yeah. So there’s a lot just a lot of hoops that you have to

jump through to get basic access. And the fact that you can retrieve almost no data from the Graph

API now just makes it seem really. Excessive. But other than that I think the documentation is okay.

It could certainly be better for the ads. But on the whole I think it’s okay.

[00:20:27.940] - Cedric Mensah: And then maybe specifically for the field of political advertising

transparency and the ad library. Are there other projects that you’ve them apart from the library?

[00:20:44.020] - David Blood: Yes. I mean so some of my early work the FT was all about social

media misinformation which I can send you some of the links to that stuff. If you’re interested. I

regret that I haven’t done so much of that over the last year or two. But since. Yeah I’ll send you some

of the old old links more. More recently it’s been more finance related finance and election related

stuff to me. And then.

[00:21:33.690] - Cedric Mensah: Maybe speaking about that a little bit. Would you say what is

your opinion on that. Is it a big problem and did the whole social media misinformation did you. And

then are the platforms doing a well good good or good enough job kind of in transparent about it.

That’s a big question.

[00:21:59.680] - David Blood: Is it a big problem? Yes it’s a huge problem. I guess I’m not sure

whether. I think it’s a. Platform problem or a problem of individuals. I used to think it was a

platform problem. And it’s definitely their responsibility because they’re providing this service. But.

I don’t think that. Disinformation exists because social networks exist. That’s not. That’s not what I

think. So basically it’s a more fundamental question about why people use these networks. They use

them because they want to feel or seen and they want to feel heard and they want to feel. Validated

and popular and relevant. All of these things that motivate people to use Facebook and Twitter and

Instagram. And as long as people want to feel those things there will be activities that will. Take

advantage of that in order to deliver this information. So. In a sense. You. It’s a it’s a problem that

can’t be solved without fundamentally altering the relationship between a user and a platform. And

I just don’t see that happening anytime soon because. This is the business of the platform is to keep

people engaged to keep people using the platforms as much as possible. So that they can sell your

data and sell you as a target to advertisers. So while I think that there are things that they can do
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that are useful. To add the transparency around Facebook accounts is one of those things. Twitter

shutting down hundreds of thousands of automated accounts. That is a good thing as well. This will

always be like there will always be a few steps behind the actual disinformation actors. And I think

that’s a problem that’s not going to go away until that fundamental relationship between the user and

the platform changes into something else. Which maybe it won’t ever. I don’t know. Does that make

sense?

[00:25:14.770] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah. Sure. But as you said you still think it’s the platform’s

responsibility to at least try to act as some sort of kind of moderator and then kind of provide

transparency tools that allow you to at least get a better understanding of what type of Information

campaigns are going on?

[00:25:37.090] - David Blood: I think yeah I think transparency is like you just said is is actually the

most him most important part of that because. Sure they’re not going to alter the business models

in the interest of making sure that the public is not receiving disinformation. But at the very least

what they could do is make it possible for people like us to scrutinize what is happening on their

platforms and bring it to light when shady stuff is going on. But they make that quite difficult.

Twitter not so much. Although the legal restrictions about what you can do with their data are not

very helpful. But Facebook is. It’s. Becoming just a black box. It’s very difficult to know. Exactly

the extent of misinformation or disinformation operations that are happening on that platform and

on Instagram especially because Instagram relies so much less on actual on text. The misinformation

can be encoded in images and that’s obviously much harder to detect. So while I don’t expect them

to kind of fundamentally change how they do business. I think it’s reasonable to expect a level of

transparency that will enable us to kind of at least understand the scale of the problem. Now it’s

becoming harder and harder. Yeah.

[00:27:34.410] - Cedric Mensah: When you say it’s becoming harder and harder. That’s despite

of the Facebook Like for example the ad library. So would you say it’s kind of a good step but not

enough?

[00:27:44.050] - David Blood: It’s a good step but we don’t. It’s very hard to say. Whether it’s

enough or not because we only see what they allow us to see. This is what they have categorized as

political ads. We don’t know. What other ads have been going out on the platform that may have also

been part of some kind of disinformation operation even it’s possible but if Facebook decides not to

put those not to categorize them as political and not put them in the archive then we will never know.
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So in. Principle it’s a good step but It’s difficult to draw too many conclusions from it. And I think

if you if you were someone who wanted to use Facebook advertising to manipulate public opinion and

not get caught you could probably still do that without ever. Appearing in. In the in the ads archive.

[00:29:00.250] - Cedric Mensah: I think I think the same because I think, without going too far that

it goes against the mechanism of how misinformation is typically spread or because you would assume

that if it showed up in the Facebook ad library there would have to be someone that signed up as an

advertiser that pays for a misinformation campaign. And that doesn’t seem like you would approach

such a topic because it would be very easy to get caught:

[00:29:30.320] - David Blood: Exactly. Yeah. It seems like there are plenty of loopholes. If you were

really determined to use Facebook advertising that way. The ads archive is not a magic bullet that

can stop that but it is interesting and it shows us some of the strategies that are in play by political

advertisers. For example like British political parties it’s interesting to look at. How much they are

advertising and when on Facebook that gives us an idea about. How they are planning to fight an

election or whatever. But in terms of missing I don’t I don’t know if it’s that useful as a tool for

combating organized disinformation operations.

[00:30:42.350] - Cedric Mensah: No. But you would say is it’s more a tool to kind of keep in check

political actors that kind of are already fairly open about the fact that they advertise on Facebook

and kind of parties running campaigns on there.

[00:31:00.300] - David Blood: I think so. Yeah that is that the legit political actors which are not

the ones that create the problems for the most part.

[00:31:11.640] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah. And then kind of working the ad library itself would say

maybe compared to the the regular Graph API that that is an easy to use tool? Because I read a

fairly large amount of articles and I’ve experienced myself as well that there are. Technical issues with

it. It can hard to use at times.

[00:31:38.460] - David Blood: So I found that. I have a couple of main problems with it. The first

is just understanding. How much of the data in the archive. You can actually access. So. For a

long period of time when I was experimenting with it. The. Ads Archive website was saying those

like 100000 ads in the. UK archive. But whenever I would run my. API scraper I would get 75000

results. Exactly. Every single time and I didn’t understand why that was. I checked my. App on the

dashboard it wasn’t getting rate Limited’s it was just like hitting this hard limit. That didn’t seem

to be documented anyway. And. Just: before I actually started to chase Facebook for some answers
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about that it changed and suddenly I could get. Over a hundred thousand. Results and it seemed

that seems to be the full archive. Sometimes the scrape will just disconnect for no reason. One or two

other things that just. It has behaviors that are not documented. Anyway that I can find. So that’s

confusing and you can end up wasting a lot of time trying to figure those things out when actually

they’re not in your control. The other thing is that I think with data structure itself it’s quite bad.

Especially the demographic breakdowns. Having those kinds of. Nested demographic figures alongside

all of the other top level data like advertise on a page name that comes down. Makes it quite difficult

or made it quite difficult for me to to pass the retrieved data originally. And it’s it’s still annoying.

Like I basically break out all of the demographic stuff into completely separate data sets now and work

with them individually because otherwise the data structure is just too too complex to manipulate in

any kind of efficient way. Is that your experience as well?

[00:34:30.880] - Cedric Mensah: Yes. So it’s good to hear that it was my kind of technological

inability. There was the issue but because you have to kind of at least if you want it stored in a

relational database I guess you have to flatten out the nested structure. You can’t really have a post

for example as the data entity and then have the way they provide the demographic and regional data

in the same row in the data. Exactly. Yeah I had to do the same so I have three tables now. That is

basically one with the posts one with the regional data one with demographic data.

[00:35:09.090] - David Blood: Same. Yeah I do exactly the same.

[00:35:11.130] - Cedric Mensah: And then the link. So I assign the link to the demographic and the

regional data and then you can kind of connect all three can match them the link exactly.

[00:35:25.650] - David Blood: Interesting. Yeah I think I just was assigning my own like ID number

to each ad and then matching on that.

[00:35:35.360] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah I did that in the beginning as well and yeah it’s a bit hidden

because it’s not called the.. They don’t call it post url. They call it something like the video url in

the documentation so you can kind of. If you just assign the URL. It’s kind of having your own code.

[00:35:54.060] - David Blood: That’s good to know. Okay that’s interesting. Yeah I read it because

I would prefer to use something from the data rather than assign my own idea I think. No but yeah.

So it sounds like we’ve had a similar approach to it.

[00:36:11.510] - Cedric Mensah: And how did you actually go about kind of choosing the or getting

access to the entire dataset. Because I have an approach that I think, or to start with. Oh yeah I

read on the. I think it was the Mozilla foundation’s site that they had issues because they like a set
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of 150 150 most common words used in the English language or something and then they tried to add

search terms.

[00:36:36.300] - David Blood: That’s so crazy. They don’t. They didn’t need to do anything like

that. I just pass up an empty string as my query.

[00:36:44.680] - Cedric Mensah: Oh yeah. That’s also not documented I guess. Because what I did

is there is a CV file that you can download that has the spending of every advertiser. On their site.

Yes. Yeah. And then I take those well for Germany I think it’s like six and a half thousand IDs. That

are in the file. Right with them into chunks of 10. I think that’s the maximum you can query and

then say you made some querying and that violates every idea that would be in the database. Then.

I pass those as individual calls and then get the data out

[00:37:25.680] - David Blood: That’s smart No. I literally do. I just say it give me an everything.

And then I used the paging object on the return results and you used that to find the next page

results. Grab that. Find the next page results. Grab that. Yeah. So for the UK is like a hundred and

five thousand or something ads can usually retrieve it in less than. Less than 10 minutes I think.

[00:37:59.900] - Cedric Mensah: And does that work consistently? I had I had two other issues

where one is that sometimes the paging object is just an empty object. Even though I know based on

the page ids there has to be data.

[00:38:13.220] - David Blood: Yeah. So like I said previously sometimes that there are errors that

I don’t understand. Maybe that is one of them. And sometimes like there was that period of time

where I could only get a total of seventy five thousand results. That’s. Changed now and for the last

couple of weeks it’s been working pretty consistently. Yeah I don’t think I’ve had a problem for two

or three weeks now.

[00:38:47.690] - Cedric Mensah: Then the second was kind of similar to your 75.000 posts. It was

that if I was five I think 5000 posts per page that you can read and it just wouldn’t work with 5000

would always get an error that the amount of data was too big. So I set it to 500, which makes it

slower but it still works.

[00:39:11.390] - David Blood: Let me just check my code so I actually spoke to Facebook about this

because in the first few days when I was when it became available and I was actually writing my code

I was getting all kinds of weird crazy errors but they actually told me to use limit equals 1000 and

that seemed that seemed to fix a bunch of the issues that I was having at the time.

[00:39:47.690] - Cedric Mensah: Ilimited to 500 but then that also works. OK but then given given
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all we ever had a conversation with Facebook for example of how. Like who is the target audience for

the ad library?

[00:40:07.420] - David Blood: Personally no. I mean I Well I think maybe my colleague our. Tech

correspondent has spoken to them more about their strategy with the ads API. But my so my feeling

on it this is just my opinion is that it’s something that they kind of have to do for political reasons

because of what happened in the 2016 U.S. election. The. Ads API is not terrible. But like I said

before the documentation could be a lot better. If an organization like Mozilla is struggling with it.

Then you know that you kind of have a problem because there’s no way that your regular non coding

journalist is gonna be able to access this data programmatically even even those of us who do this

stuff for a living. I had to spend quite a bit of time understanding it and experimenting with it to get

the results that we wanted. So I don’t understand why the level of technical skill is as high as it is.

Right? The requirement for technical skill is so high. It feels like they could just make a csv available

for download and update it once a day. And that would be great. So why are they not doing that. It

seems suspicious.

[00:42:09.790] - Cedric Mensah: But then what that implies is kind of that you see this kind of a

mismatch between who would typically be interested in the data, which I guess I would argue would

be exactly journalists and then researchers and then they like the way the data is provided?

[00:42:28.300] - David Blood: Yeah. And in addition to that. You know talking about transparency

and providing tools like the ads API. They are doing that on one hand but with the other hand they

are employing anti-scraping experts and shutting down, Or rather shutting out browser extensions like

you targets me and the Politico Browser extension and so on. Making it even more difficult for people

who are trying to do the work of transparency activism to actually do that work. So that seems like

a bit of a conflicting approach In my view.

[00:43:36.600] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah you know it seems like by launching the ad library they’ve

kind of taken that to allow themselves to shut down a lot in other areas so it feels a bit like they

basically opened up a window into 5 percent of the data but taking away a window into 90 percent of

the rest kind of by shutting down the Graph API for example or stopping scraping.

[00:44:04.680] - David Blood: Yeah exactly. And the ads that appear in the archive. We like it like

we were talking about before we don’t know how representative they are of all political advertising on

the platform. We also don’t get to see very much of the targeting information which is something that

certainly targets me. Used to collect with their browser extension and that’s really. Quite essential
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to understanding how this stuff works. That’s you know that’s not being that’s not been replaced by

the ads API. It’s simply just not available.

[00:44:49.770] - Cedric Mensah: Based on that I disconnect. Would you say that there is value in

kind of not so much monetary value maybe but but information value in. Yeah. Increasing access to

the data. Maybe not from Facebook side but again by a tool for example that would provide that

kind of data.

[00:45:15.880] - David Blood: I think so. I mean if it would enable. More people to scrutinize the

data can only be a good thing. I suspect the term Facebook terms and conditions will make it very

difficult for you to redistribute Facebook data. I’m not sure how that would work. I’ve never really

never really looked into it but I would imagine. It might be quite difficult legally.

[00:45:55.770] - Cedric Mensah: It is a bit ambivalent in the way it is stated. So it says you can

definitely publish publish news articles or research about the data. And you can access it for that

reason but it doesn’t talk about if you can publish the raw data.

[00:46:19.260] - David Blood: Interesting

[00:46:19.980] - Cedric Mensah: Which also I think is for a reason because then they can always

say this is not a it’s not the use that we intended for it.

[00:46:28.540] - David Blood: Yes. And the fact that you had to send them your passport and you

agree to all of these terms and conditions and I feel like they were one of the reasons that they do

that is so that they can control exactly how many people have access to this data. My suspicion is

that they don’t want any one of us to just kind of like start giving it away. That’s just not how they

do things. But I’d be interested to see what happens.

[00:47:03.710] - Cedric Mensah: I mean I don’t have any better context. I’ve posted it on the

developer forum which I guess I am not sure if anyone actually have into that. I’ve asked them if it’s

if it’s the kind of I’m allowed use of the data to publish it in that way. So.

[00:47:24.110] - David Blood: Yeah let me know if they respond to you. Thanks.

[00:47:34.570] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah. And then. I mean we already talked about a little bit but I

mean you basically stated that you do believe that the data is well maybe not interesting give you a

full picture of what is really going on on the platform. It’s more of a it’s a snapshot of those legitimate

advertisers.

[00:47:57.220] - David Blood: I mean I don’t know if I if I would say that I am convinced that it’s

not an accurate representation but what I would say is this. There’s just no way to know for sure.
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So as a as a reporter I kind of have to assume that it’s not because I don’t know what I don’t know

about it. Unfortunately.

[00:48:32.360] - Cedric Mensah: That makes sense. Only then do you know. Or do you have any

idea of how they determine if a post is political.

[00:48:41.860] - David Blood: No I don’t know

[00:48:42.780] - Cedric Mensah: if I’m a political party for example I have to I’m registered at that

as that and then if I post something I would assume that’s automatically a political polls but if you

look at the data said sometimes there’s this private enterprises in there is stuff in there that would

you would think is maybe just a regular ad.

[00:49:00.550] - David Blood: Yeah yeah. Yeah I’ve seen ads for I think like sports shoes and quite

a lot of charity stuff in there as well like charity campaigns. Even some that don’t seem obviously

political but they’re being categorized as I guess issues like climate change or. Child’s health in the

developing world. Well that kind of stuff. But in terms of I like. To answer your question about how

they are categorized I genuinely don’t know. I haven’t read anything about that. I don’t know if there

is any information about that.

[00:49:53.340] - Cedric Mensah: Now I haven’t found any either. And with with regards to the

sports shoes for example my hunch is that because technically the ad library I think is supposed

to work in a way that it shows all active ads. And an active ad can be. Political social or even a

commercial ad. So if you enter Coca Cola for example in the in the search field and they have ads

running at the moment you will see those.

[00:50:18.650] - David Blood: Is that true? Because if you look at the documentation for the API it

says that the category of political and issue ads is the only type of ad that can currently be accessed.

[00:50:38.480] - Cedric Mensah: Via the api, true. But then if you look at the ad library kind of

front and Page.

[00:50:44.930] - David Blood: Oh I see

[00:50:46.080] - Cedric Mensah: There it says that it shows you all active ads. And then kind of.

Do to the ad library for political ad shows you kind of. Also historically now inactive ads. So I have

kind of a suspicion that maybe if you kind of query in a specific point in time and there’s commercial

ads live in that time that maybe that’s why they end up in those kind of results.

[00:51:19.100] - David Blood: I see

[00:51:19.790] - Cedric Mensah: . I have no other explanation for why that would be kind of political
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ads. But more so.

[00:51:28.170] - David Blood: I mean I was I was talking only about the API. So I haven’t really

used the so the website that much but the API. Yeah. Sometimes you just get like ridiculous ads.

You know. I. Just: kind of. Plastic garbage from wherever. That doesn’t seem to have any kind of

political content. Why they are being categorized as political I don’t know. Unless it is something

to do with. How they are being targeted. And Facebook is flagging them as political because they’re

being targeted in a particular way. I also don’t know if this is an automated process, the categorization.

Do you know if it’s automated or if they actually have humans making these decisions.

[00:52:26.010] - Cedric Mensah: I would think it’s similar to their content moderation. That is kind

of a mixed approach. So that they have some sort of algorithm that looks at the content and then

when when it’s kind of whatever when it fits a white list of X amount of words that they have that

they think are political that it will push it into the database and then where it is questionable, human

reviewers will probably look at it and put it in there. But I can’t imagine that it’s fully automated

just because it’s always very. Even though they like to claim that kind of algorithms can do everything

and anything, it’s very contextual I think. It would be hard too hard to say this is political and this

is not political.

[00:53:10.510] - David Blood: Yeah for sure. If you think about some of the Internet Research

Agency Facebook ads during the 2016 election campaign. All of that crazy stuff where they had like

Hillary Clinton as the devil and she was like arm wrestling with Jesus or something, just this really

wacky shit that I like no algorithm is going to pick that up because it’s just too silly and it doesn’t

have the kind of language that you would expect for a political ad it’s it’s fantastical it’s crazy. So I

think you’re right.

[00:53:57.550] - Cedric Mensah: Especially when when when you use a vocabulary that just has no

or, yeah that is only kind of understandable for the human eye. Given the context kind of I always

find it bizarre. I already tried to enrich the data using sentiment analysis r. And there you can just

see sometimes that it totally fails in understanding if if the Post has kind of a negative connotation

or if it’s positive and it’s kind of technology built to do that. So I don’t think automated algorithms

will be able to fully understand political messaging if even people don’t understand it fully, right?

[00:54:39.780] - David Blood: yeah yeah completely true. Which is part of. Part of the reason why

I think that a lot of what is being captured or what will be captured by the ads archives is just the

legit stuff stuff that is being paid for by official political parties or individual candidates. That kind
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of stuff. Anything that is intended to avoid detection is unlikely to be easy to capture for a set of

automatic automated categorization.

[00:55:35.050] - Cedric Mensah: I mean I would be very surprised if there was a data point in there

that says Russian government, vote Trump 2020 and paid for...

[00:55:45.670] - David Blood: Yeah. My address is in St. Petersburg. I’m paying in rubles.

[00:55:53.690] - Cedric Mensah: True but that answers most of my questions or basically all of

my questions. The way I would continue for my project now is trying to get the code more robust

although I think I have it at a point basically where I get out what I can get out given the bugs that

are there which I can’t fix myself.

[00:56:22.330] - David Blood: Yeah same. Same here. Really. So whenever there are problems with

it it’s usually a problem on the on the server side not on not on my side. Yeah I’m interested to take

a look at your codes if you’re willing to share it. Just: out of curiosity. You said you said you you

wrote it for node, right?

[00:56:43.590] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah. It’s a node app. And I’m not a. So my program is kind of

a business slash technical program so I think if you look at it from a professional software developer

perspective it’s probably not the nicest written code there is.

[00:56:58.420] - David Blood: Don’t worry and I know I’m a journalist. My code is not great either

[00:57:02.650] - Cedric Mensah: but it works. Also I mean that’s something I found out later in

the project, JavaScript is not really the ideal language to write it in because you have to do. I guess

technically you would have to have some sort of data pipeline that picks up the raw data and has

some sort of transformation and then stores in the database. I’m doing all of that in code, it’s a bit

messy I think. But yeah it seems to do the trick so I’m happy to share.

[00:57:34.530] - David Blood: Yeah. I’d be interested to take a look.

[00:57:37.320] I’m not sure I’ll have to comment it a little bit though it’s a much it’s easily under-

standable without explanation. But yeah.

[00:57:48.650] - David Blood: Only if you have time. Yeah. Don’t spend too much time on it just

because of me.

[00:57:54.010] - Cedric Mensah: I’ll have to do it anyway and it helps me as well. Yeah. And then

yeah kind of build the front end for the download part of it and hopefully get an answer from Facebook

if it’s a permitted use of the data.

[00:58:09.380] - David Blood: Yeah well I hope I hope it’s a positive response. And like I say let me
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know as soon as you hear anything that might be interesting to see what they say.

[00:58:19.150] - Cedric Mensah: Sure. And then they kind of write the paper about the process and

if it’s kind of interesting data, if it’s valuable for researchers and so on. So yeah. Thanks. Thanks for

your time again and I’ll keep you updated on the process.

[00:58:35.860] - David Blood: Great. No problem. And. Yeah if you have any other questions just

just drop me an email.

[00:58:44.510] - Cedric Mensah: And if you could send me those links that you mentioned for further

articles that would be great.

[00:58:49.010] - David Blood: Oh of course. Yes. Yeah I will do that right.

A.7 Interview J2

[00:00:01.440] - Cedric Mensah: Ich habe es bis jetzt immer so gemacht dass ich mich und die

Arbeit vorgestellt habe. Und dann in die Fragen eingesprungen bin. Ich mache aktuell meinen Master

an der Copenhagen Business School und schreibe dort meine Masterarbeit, im Moment noch unter

der These dass die Facebook Ad Library zwar ein guter erster Schritt für mehr Transparenz im

Bereich Wahlwerbung im Bereich Social ist aber noch ein bisschen am User vorbei konzipiert. Meine

Hypothese ist dass die Hauptnutzer Journalisten und Forscher an Universitäten sein sollen, dass dort

aber oft nicht die technischen Fähigkeiten oder die Ressourcen gegeben sind um an der API herum

zu programmieren und die Daten herunterzuladen. Deswegen ist mein technisches Ziel das Tool so zu

erweitern dass man einfach nur auf eine Webseite gehen kann um sich den entsprechenden Datensatz

herunterzuladen. Und das Interviews habe ich in drei Abschnitte eingeteilt. Mit allgemeinen Fragen

dann Fragen zu Facebook spezifisch und dann nochmal fragen zur Ad Library im Speziellen und im

allgemeinen Teil wäre es gut wenn Sie zum Einstieg einmal kurz ihre Arbeit oder ihr Arbeitsgebiet

vorstellen könnten das Sie beim Spiegel ausfüllen.

[00:01:42.320] - Marcel Pauly: Ich leite ja beim Spiegel das Team Datenjournalismus. Wir sind

ein Team das nicht wie andere Fachressorts thematisch spezialisiert ist sondern wir sind methodisch

spezialisiert. Das heißt wir können programmieren wir analysieren Daten und visualisieren Daten.

Wir arbeiten aber auch journalistisch und schreiben Artikel basierend auf Analyse Ergebnissen und

haben da mit verschiedenen Themen immer mal wieder zu tun oder wenn ich da von mir speziell

spreche im politischen Bereich sind das Themen mit denen man immer mal wieder zu tun hat. Im
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weitesten Sinne, Wahlrecht, Wahlsysteme Parlamentarismus aber auch das Thema Algorithmic Ac-

countability ist ein Thema das seit einiger Zeit schon immer bedeutsamer wird und auch ein Feld

ist das vo Datenjournalisten beackert wird und wo ich auch sagen würde das so ein Thema wie die

Facebook Ad library mit reinspielt. Da kommen ja so verschiedene Sachen zusammen, ein Technik

Thema, Algorithmen aber eben auch die politische Dimension. Und dadurch dann auch eine sehr hohe

Relevanz. So gesehen habe ich auch schon mit der Facebook Ad Library zu tun gehabt, vor allem im

Vorfeld der Europawahlen.

[00:03:19.250] - Cedric Mensah: Wie kann man sich allgemein vorstellen von der Herangehensweise?

Ist das normalerweise vorgetrieben das jemand aus dem Politikbereich kommt und sagt er hat einen

Datensatz für den er sich interessiert oder kommt das hauptsächlich aus der Datenabteilung wenn

Themen angeschoben werden?

[00:03:35.590] - Marcel Pauly: Es gibt beide Richtungen. Ein Großteil der Themen und Ideen

entstehen bei uns im Team und wir gehen aber mit jedem Thema auf die zuständigen Fachressorts

zu. Es gibt jetzt nicht auf Spiegel Online einen eigenen Bereich wo dann Datemn stattfinden. Unsere

Stories spielen sich dann immer in anderer Ressorts, Politik Wirtschaft Sport Kultur und so weiter ab.

Das heißt bei jedem Thema ist ein Austausch mit den Fachkolleginnen und Kollegen und häufig ist

es eben so dass Ideen bei uns entstehen und genauso kommt es aber auch vor dass Kollengen auf uns

zukommen. Wie genau diese Zusammenarbeit aussieht da gibt es auch eine sehr große Spannbreite

gerade bei Themen wo wir auch thematisch tiefer drinstecken also gerade bei mir so bei politischeren

Themen, bei einem Kollegen bei uns im Team aber zum Beispiel auch Sportthemen. Also bei manchen

Recherchen können wir sozusagen ein schlüsselfertiges Stück sozusagen übergeben an das Fachressort

wo so ziemlich alles bei uns im Team entsteht, also von der Datenbeschaffung, Reinigung, Analyse

über die Datenvisualisierung bis hin zur weiteren Recherche die sich anschließt und eben auch das

Aufschreiben eines Stückes. Und bei anderen Recherchen ist es so dass die Zusammenarbeit mit

den Fachressorts ganz eng ist und dass wir dann auch die Methodik zusammen mit Fachexperten

zusammen überlegen und überlegen welche Fragen können wir hier sinnvoll stellen. Und was auch

eher vereinzelt vorkommt ist dass wir uns ausschließlich um die Daten Aufbereitung und Analyse

kümmern und dann sozusagen ein Datenpaket übergeben, also eher als journalistische Zulieferungen

und dann die komplette weitere Recherche bei den Fachkollegen stattfindet - gibt es auch,ist bei uns

aber eher selten. Meistens sind wir auch inhaltlich mindestens ein bisschen tiefer mit drin.

[00:06:02.630] - Cedric Mensah: Ok und von den Ressourcen her hatten Sie gesagt dass es Leute
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gibt die programmieren können und dass es auch Leute gibt die von der journalistischen Seite kom-

men.Würden Sie sagen dass ist speziell beim Spiegel so weil die Ressourcen eben vorhanden sind

oder ist es allgemein in deutschen Medien so dass es mittlerweile eine Datenredaktion gibt die solche

Projekte bearbeiten kann?

[00:06:25.230] - Marcel Pauly: So wie ich die Branche und die datenjournalistische Szene überblicke

ist es so dass es mittlerweile in doch recht vielen Redaktionen Leute gibt die das Thema betreuen.

Allerdings gibt es nur ein paar Redaktionen bei denen das ganze Teams sind. Das ist bei uns der

Fall, das ist bei ein paar anderen Häusern der Fall. Es gibt neben unserem auch noch ein paar

andere Häuser in denen das auch so ist, dass es sowohl Leute mit journalistischen Background gibt

als auch Quereinsteiger drin haben. Also bei uns beispielsweise habe zwei Kollegen einen Stadtplaner

Hintergrund. Was wunderbar ist sobald du irgendwie mit Daten mit Geobezug zu tun hast, da ist das

hilfreich und die haben sich dann umgekehrt das journalistische sich neu angeeignet und für uns andere

Kollegen, die mit einem journalistischen Background hier her gekommen sind, wir haben uns dann

als wir uns entschieden haben Datenjournalisten zu werden uns eben diese weiteren Kompetenzen

erschlossen. Also beispielsweise programmieren gelernt. Das ist in meine Fall passiert bevor ich zum

Spiegel kam und dass ist das was im deutschen Datenjournalismus häufiger vorkommt und genauso gibt

es eben auch Quereinsteiger die aus einem anderen Bereich kommen und sich dann diese journalistische

Kompetenz angeschafft haben.

[00:08:20.730] - Cedric Mensah: Und wie ist es mit den Datenmengen oder den Mengen an Datensätzen

mit denen sie arbeiten? Ist es so, dass wenn die Story dahinter relevant genug ist es eigentlich egal ist

wie komplex es ist es an die Daten zu kommen weil die Resourcen vorhanden sind oder muss es auch

immer eine gewisse Machbarkeit geben die an die Daten heranzukommen?

[00:08:43.620] - Marcel Pauly: Also unser Team ist eher klein. Wir haben 3,2 Stellen die sich auf

vier Personen verteilen und es gibt eigentlich immer viel Mehr ideen als tatsächlich Möglichkeiten sie

auch umzusetzen. Von daher ist es eigentlich bei jeder Idee eine Abwägungsfrage und wir müssen

überlegen ob sich der Einsatz lohnt. Und wenn wir ein großes Thema mit mehreren Leuten verfolgen

heißt das derzeit das wenn es ein Project ist das viele Ressourcen bindet und auch über längere Zeit

bindet wo wenig anderes parallel möglich ist dann bedeutet dass halt das in dieser Zeit viele Ideen die

bei uns entstehen aber auch Anfragen die von anderer Seite kommen, dass wir das abblocken müssen.

Das ist jetzt nicht so dass nur weil wir der Spiegel sind wir da jetzt ubegrenzt Ressourcen hätten. So

ist das leider nicht.
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[00:09:43.210] - Cedric Mensah: In welcher Form liegen die Daten fertige Datensätze im Regellfall

vor? Sind das fertige Datensätze oder oder schreiben Sie Programme mit denen sie Daten bspw. aus

APIs abgreifen?

[00:10:10.640] - Marcel Pauly: Das ist komplett unterschiedlich und hängt einfach vom Thema ab

wie die Datenlage ist und zum Teil arbeiten wir mit Datensätzen die so online angeboten werden

beispielsweise als Exel oder .csv Download. Manchmal nutzen wir APIs, manchmal müssen wir In-

formationen auch von Webseiten zusammen scrapen. Manchmal nutzen wir auch beispielsweise das

Presseauskunftsrecht oder wenn das nicht reicht das Informationsfreiheitsgesetz um an Datensätze

von Behörden zu kommen. Also das ist eigentlich bei jedem Projekt kann das wieder anders sein.

Es gibt jetzt nicht so den typischen Weg oder das typische Format, die typische Form in der uns die

Datensätze erreichen.

[00:11:07.960] - Cedric Mensah: Ok, verstehe. Und dann vielleicht auf Facebook bezogen haben Sie

da auch außerhalb der Ad Library Erfahrung gemacht was quasi Datensätze aus Facebook angeht?

[00:11:21.600] - Marcel Pauly: Ne, habe ich persönlich nicht gemacht. Ich habe mitbekommen dass

die Facebook API über die vergangenen Jahre immer restriktiver geworden ist und immer weniger

möglich geworden ist. Das war vielleicht auch ein Grund warum ich vorher nie darüber nachgedacht

hatte. Bei uns sind auch keine Themen aufgepoppt wo dass dann die optimale Quelle gewesen wäre.

Aber als es dann eben um die Europawahl ging war klar dass diese neue API eine wichtige Quelle

sein kann wenn wir uns dieses Thema Targeting im Online-Werbemarkt anschauen wollen. Nicht

ich persönlich aber hier im Haus haben Kollegen auch schon 2017 hätten das Thema gerne beackert

aber damals gab es das eben noch nicht. Damals gab es ja auch eine von ProPublica betriebene

Crowdsourcing-Aktion wo User gebeten wurden sich ein Browser Plugin zu installieren um darüber

den Datenverkehr auf Facebook mitschneiden zu können und sehen zu können was für Anzeigen

geschaltet werden und wer welche Form von Anzeigen angezeigt bekommt. Das wurde hier auch auf

Spiegel online beworben und der Useraufruf hat auch bei SPIEGEL ONLINE stattgefunden. Wenn ich

mich recht erinnere, das was dabei rumgekommen ist war glaube ich war gar nicht so erkenntnisreich

oder spektakulär. Ich fürchte auch das nicht so viele Leute teilgenommen haben. Zur Europawahl

haben wir dann aber gesehen diesmal ist es möglich vollständigen, wobei dahinter mache ich noch

ein Fragezeichen, aber eben auf diesen Datensatz von Facebook zuzugreifen und genau aufgedröselt

anschauen zu können wer wurde mit einer bestimmten Anzeige erreicht.

[00:13:40.410] - Cedric Mensah: Gibt es da eine Zusammenarbeit mit Facebook oder ist es quasi
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wie für jeden andere Nutzer auch? Man guckt quasi von außen auf die API und liest sich durch die

Dokumentation und schreibt dan ein Programm dazu?

[00:13:56.400] - Marcel Pauly: Letzteres, also in diesem Fall war es so dass wir mit dem gearbeitet

haben was Facebook veröffentlicht hat. Wir hatten jetzt für diesen Artikel jetzt keinen Kontakt zu

Facebook und auch nicht gesucht im Rahmen einer Konfrontation oder so weil das worum es uns

ging das zielte vor allem auf die Parteien ab. Wir haben da sozusagen die Daten die von Facebook

bereitgestellt wurden uns angeschaut, haben geschaut welche Aussagen sind damit möglich, welche

sind nicht möglich und dann haben wir sie als Quelle benutzt um Rückschlüsse auf das Verhalten

der Parteien zu ziehen. Und in diesem Zusammenhang sind wir dann auf die Parteien vorgegangen

und haben nochmal Fragen an sie gerichtet. Wir haben also mit dem gearbeitet was Facebook online

gestellt hat. In dem Fall war es so dass... Ich habe auch selbst mit der API ein bisschen herumgespielt

und habe es dann mit Hilfe der Dokumentation auch hinbekommen. Das hat tatsächlich ein bisschen

gedauert weil es nicht die am besten dokumentierte API ist von denen die ich bisher so kennengelernt

habe, aber habe es dann hinbekommen solche Anfragen zu fahren. Wir waren allerdings nicht die

Einzigen die an dem Thema waren sondern wir haben uns dann mit Partnern Redaktionen zusammen

dieses Thema vorgenommen. Partnerredaktionen im europäischen Ausland. Wir sind beim Spiegel Teil

des European Data Journalism Networks, kurz EDJ Net und da hatten dann Kollegen aus Österreich

von der Onlinepublikation Addendum sozusagen den Hut auf haben sich dann auch um das Anpassen

der API gekümmert sodass wir nicht in allen beteiligten Redaktionen sich jeder da die Daten selbst

ziehen musste. WIr haben das zentral einmal für ganz Europa gemacht und haben die Datensätze dann

sozusagen verteilt an alle beteiligten Redaktionen. So gesehen hatten wir zu diesem Zeitpunkt zwar

schon so ein bisschen mit der API herumexperimentiert und waren auch in der Lage uns Datensätze

herunterzuziehen aber die Arbeit für die Datensätze die dann für den Artikel tatsächlich genutzt

wurden haben die Kollegen aus Österreich organisiert und die waren das dann auch die mit ein paar

technischen Hürden die dann noch darin waren und mit möglichen falschen Daten was die verifizierung

angeht und das Überwinden mancher API Hürden um all diese Sachen haben sich dann die Kollegen in

Österreich gekümmert und wir konnten am Ende mit einem vorprozessierten Datensatz weiterarbeiten.

[00:16:58.230] - Cedric Mensah: Das wäre auch eine Frage für mich gewesen. Ich hatte den Artikel

dazu gelesen. Gut aus dem Schlussteil ging das so ein bisschen hervor aber der Artikel selber da hätte

man auch annehmen können dass sie quasi mit dem Frontend Teil der normalen Ad Library gearbeitet

haben und nicht mit der API, aber das basierte dann tatsächlich auf den Rohdaten die aus der API
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heruntergeladen wurden?

[00:17:23.090] - Marcel Pauly: Genau, also wir haben mit Datensätzen gearbeitet die aus der API

kamen, die uns in diesem Fall von den Kollegen aus österreich zur Verfügung gestellt wurden. Darüber

hinaus haben wir auch mit der Weboberfläche gearbeitet um dann einzelne Ads nochmal genauer

anzusehen. Beispielsweise bei der CDU war es ja der Fall dass die nahezu ausschließlich Videos gepostet

haben und wenn man sehen wollte Inwiefern unterscheiden sich die Werbeanzeigen musste man i das

Video klicken und aus dem Grund aber natürlich auch für Anschauungsmaterial wie Screenshots die

man in seinem Artikel einbauen haben wir natürlich auch mit der online Oberfläche gearbeitet.

[00:18:09.530] - Cedric Mensah: Würden Sie sagen die online Oberfläche ist für eine großflächig

angelegte Recherche nutzbar oder ist es eher so dass man eher auf die API Daten zugreifen muss wen

man in die Richtung was machen will?

[00:18:25.260] - Marcel Pauly: Naja die online Oberfläche ist natürlich ist natürlich schön wenn man

nach Einzelfällen sucht und dann auch gleich auf einen Blick sofort sehen möchte was für ein Motiv ist

in einem Bild gewählt. Das ist dann für so eine Einzelfall Recherche ganz nett aber natürlich wen sie

sowas systematischer untersuchen wollen, schauen wollen wie verteilen sich so die Zielgruppen denen

eine Anzeige ausgespielt wurde dan habe ich zumindest noch keine Möglichkeit gefunden wie ich das

mit der Onlineoberfläche machen kann. Für solche Sachen ist man darauf angewiesen einen Datensatz

zu nutzen der über die API kommt.

[00:19:21.000] - Cedric Mensah: Wie würden Sie allgemein sagen war der Eindruck von diesem

Datensatz? In dem Fall war es so dass der Artikel quasi auf Parteien bezogen war, wenn es jetzt

um Wahlwerbung oder Beeinflussung im größeren Kontext geht , wäre es dann auch ein geeigneter

Datensatz oder würden Sie sich da noch zusätzliche Informationen wünschen?

[00:19:46.030] - Marcel Pauly: Ich würde da Ihrer These die sie anfangs erwähnt haben absolut zus-

timmen. Das ist ein verglichen mit dem Zustand vorher ein Riesenschritt und ist für das was in Sachen

politische Anzeigen auf Facebook stattfindet eine massive Erhöhung der Transparenz. Aber natürlich

erfahren wir ganz viele Dinge die spannend wären die auch von öffentlichem Interesse wären wie ich

finde erfahren wir nicht. Nämlich solche Sachen wie das Targeting das tatsächlich eingesetzt wurde.

Darauf können wir versuchen Rückschlüsse zu ziehen über die Daten die da veröffentlicht werden, also

eben sowas wie die demographischen Angaben oder die regionale Verteilung, die übrigens auch nur auf

Bundesländer vorliegt. Wir wissen von den Parteien dass sie Targeting oft auf Postleitzahlen Ebene

vornehmen. Auch das geht daraus nicht hervor und ob Parteien sowas wie Lookalike Listen nutzen,
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das geht daraus nicht hervor. Ob bestimmte Interessen, gelikte Seiten oder was auch immer ob diese

Sachen für Targeting Zwecke genutzt werden geht aus dieser Library nicht hervor sondern muss man

weiterhin Anfragen und auf so einer Einzelanzeigenebene ist das natürlich völlig utopisch dass man für

mehrere Anzeigen einer Partei gesagt bekommt wie genau die jetzt getargeted wurden das wird man

von den Parteien natürlich so nicht erfahren. Und aus der Ad Library geht das nicht hervor. Das wäre

so der Punkt der wirklich Interessant wäre. Außerdem gibt es dann noch so Sachen wie diese nur sehr

groben Studen was die Zahl der erreichten Personen angeht, was auch den Einsatz von Geld angeht

und wir haben ja häufig die Strategie von Werbetreibenden das Werbeanzeigen zerstückelt werden,

also das wir ANzeigen haben die nur sehr wenige Leute erreichen Einzelanzeigen in die wenig Geld rein

fließt sodass bei denen ja sehr intransparent ist wie viele Menschen wir tatsächlich erreicht haben und

wo in dieser breiten Spanne wir uns bewegen. Das ist auf jeden Fall noch ein bisschen unbefriedigend.

Und dazu eben noch, und dass hatte ich ja auch in der Mail schon angesprochen diese technischen

Hürden zu denen ich im Detail nichts sagen kann aber wo ich sowohl von den österreichischen Kollegen

weiß das die damit zu schaffen hatten als auch in der internationalen Berichterstattung schon gesehen

habe dass wir da nicht die einzigen waren die da auf Probleme gestoßen sind. Und wenn man so eine

API wirklich zur Transparenz beitragen soll dann müssten diese Missstände eigentlich abgeschafft

werden und ich sehe einen sehr großen Bedarf und ein sehr großes öffentliches Interesse daran dass es

da eine funktionierende API gibt die auch wirklich einen relevanten sinnvollen Einblick gibt in das was

im politischen Werbemarkt passiert. Und vielleicht noch der letzte Punkt der schwer zu durchschauen

ist ist die Frage welche Anzeigen werden denn tatsächlich als politisch einsortiert und welche nicht. Es

gibt definitiv Fälle von Anzeigen, auch darüber gab es ja Medienberichterstattung. Es gibt mehrere

Anzeigen die definitiv als politisch hätten einsortiert werden müssen und da ist einfach die Frage wie

viele Anzeigen fehlen da in dieser API.

[00:24:02.020] - Cedric Mensah: Haben sie da irgendeinen erweiterten Einblick für mich? Ich kann

diese technischen Probleme auch nur bestätigen Es ging bei mir so weit das ich da ein bisschen an

meinen Fähigkeiten gezweifelt habe bis ich dann mit einem Kollegen von der Financial Times der

genau die gleichen technischen Probleme gestoßen ist gesprochen habe. Es liegt also tatsächlich an

der API das dort Bugs drin sind die aus welchen Gründen auch immer nicht behoben werden. Haben

sie Informationen wie Facebook vorgeht was diese Einstufung als Anzeige angeht?

[00:24:33.900] - Marcel Pauly: Nee weiß ich ehrlich gesagt nicht. Ich weiß nicht ob das eine reine

Selbsteinstufung von den Werbeanzeigen der Werbetreibenden sozusagen ist oder ob da auch noch
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versucht wird mit Machine Learning eine automatische Kategorisierung oder Vorkategorisierung zu

treffen. Ich weiß es nicht.

[00:25:02.350] - Cedric Mensah: Würden Sie generell sagen der Bereich Partei Werbung oder registri-

erte politische Akteure die auf Facebook Werbung betreiben dort Transparenz zu schaffen ist denke ich

sehr wichtig aber was in den Medien ist oder was auch für größere Skandale gesorgt hat ist der ganze

Bereich der Fake News oder der illegalen Wahlbeeinflussung mit quasi kriminellem Hintergrund im

Sinne von man möchte eben ja Stimmen in eine gewisse Richtung bewegen mit falschen Behauptungen.

Würden Sie sagen dass sie für mehr Transparenz sorgt oder wird das komplett ausgespart?

[00:25:57.360] - Marcel Pauly: Da muss ich sagen dass ich mich mit dem Bereich noch gar nicht

groß befasst habe. Ich weiß nicht wie gut die Ad Library dieses Phänomen abbildet. Da muss man ja

auch unterscheiden. Handelt es sich tatsächlich um bezahlte Postings die durch Geldeinsatz verbreitet

werden oder sind das Fake News die einfach nur so getextet sind das sie dazu verleiten sie einfach so zu

teilen und bei denen sich darüber eine größere Verbreitung ergibt. Inwiefern die heute schon vertreten

sind, ob das ein vollständiges Bild ergibt kann ich nicht beurteilen aber sobald solche Postings eine

politische Dimension haben gehören sie meiner Meinung nach auch in die Library rein.

[00:27:05.330] - Cedric Mensah: Und kennen sie von anderen Digitalunterehmen, also bspw. Google

oder Twitter ähnliche Bestrebungen solche Transparenz Datenbanken zu schaffen?

[00:27:18.740] - Marcel Pauly: Bei Twitter weiß ich es ehrlich gesagt nicht Aber Twitter ist auch

zumindest in Deutschland ja doch eher eine Blasen-Plattform. Von daher sehe ich da jetzt gar nicht die

größte Dringlichkeit. Bei Google ist es ja so dass sie auch in dem Bereich Transparenz geschaffen haben

also wenn auch in eingeschränktem Rahmen und das es dort leichter geht auf de Datensatzes Zugriff

zu erhalten. Das ist einfach nur ein CSV Download wenn ich mich richtig erinnere. Bei Snapchat weiß

ich auch dass es auch so was in die Richtung gibt ich meine auch als einfachem CSV Download. Also

Instagram ist ja glaube ich auch bei der Facebook API mit abgedeckt, das wissen sie wahrscheinlich

besser.

[00:28:18.190] - Cedric Mensah: Das ist soweit ich weiß mit abgedeckt aber natürlich deutlich

schwieriger zu analysieren weil es eben eine visuelle Plattform ist. Also was sie für die CDU beschrieben

hatten, das eben viel auf Videos und Fotos stattfindet, das ist bei Instagram dann noch extremer.

[00:28:38.120] - Marcel Pauly: Facebook und Instagram sind bei den sozialen Netzwerken beson-

ders wichtig wegen der Reichweite. Snapchat hatte ich auch mal reingeguckt, da ist die Bedeutung

politischer Werbung wirklich marginal. Und die Zielgruppe ist auch zu großen Teilen natürlich auch
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Menschen die noch gar nicht wahlberechtigt sind. So gehesehen, Google ist natürlich noch spannend,

auch mit Youtube, das habe ich mir aber noch nicht angesehen.

[00:29:31.000] - Cedric Mensah: Meine nächste Frage wäre jetzt gewesen ob sie bei den beiden

verschiedenen Ansätzen eine Präferenz haben und sagen würden, eine Variante ist besser als die

andere?

[00:29:35.610] Ich finde die technischen Hürden die ich Facebook aufbaut um über diese API dan

an den Datensatz zu kommen finde ich finde ich katastrophal ehrlich gesagt. So ei einfacher CSV

download wäre etwas wo ich glaube das deutlich mehr Kolleginnen und Kollegen im Journalismus

und der Forschung, bei NGOs mit klar kämen. Für so eine API braucht man halt wirklich Leute die

Coden können die was mit einer API Dokumentationen anfangen können. Das finde ich wirklich eine

erstaunlich hohe Hürde um an diese Informationen zu kommen. Noch dazu braucht es auch einen

Facebook-Account. DAs hört sich vielleicht Idiotisch an, aber nicht jeder möchte einen Facebook-

Account haben und sich über das ganze Netz tracken lassen und noch dazu reicht nicht ein einfacher

Facebook-Account sondern es muss auch ein verifizierter Facebook-Account sein wo ich an irgendeinem

Punkt meinen Ausweis einscannen oder abfotografieren und an Facebook übermitteln muss. Das halte

ich wirklich für eine absurde Hürde um Zugang zu einem Datensatz zu erhalten von dem ich sage

ich wiederhole mich dass er von hohem öffentlichen Interesse ist. Von daher würde ich auf jeden

Fall die andere Variante bevorzugen. Also einen Datensatz sehr gerne im CSV Format oder so mit

einem Rutsch herunterladen zu können. Das mag dann im Fall von Facebook eine sehr große sehr

große Datei ergeben aber da kann man sicher auch irgendwas Sinnvolles überlegen wie man das dann

zerlegt. Vielleicht nach Zeiträumen oder so. Auf jeden Fall ist so ein CSV die bessere und transparente

Alternative.

[00:31:34.850] - Cedric Mensah: Wenn Sie das große öffentliche Interesse erwähnen, wie ist es in

anderen Mediengattungen, ob da der Zugang zu Daten einfacher ist? Also rein vom Gefühl her würde

ich würde ich vermuten dass beispielsweise was TV-Werbung angeht ist da deutlich transparenter ist

wer wann welches Budget schaltet.

[00:31:59.420] - Marcel Pauly: Da bin ich mir gar nicht sicher. Ich weiß es nicht. Ich vermute dass

es nicht transparenter ist im TV oder auch Printanzeigen in Tageszeitungen.Ich glaube nicht dass das

wahnsinnig transparent ist weil da ja nicht um eine Plattform und einen Anbieter geht, sonder das

verteilt sich da ja ein bisschen. Soweit ich weiß kann man nicht sehen für wie viel Geld welche Partei wie

viele Spots geschaltet hat. Natürlich haben wir eine ganz andere Möglichkeit das durch Beobachtung
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festzustellen, dadurch dass andere Medien eben nicht personalisierte Werbung anbieten oder in sehr

viel kleinerem Maße also nicht personalisiert aber vielleicht noch regionale Unterschiede oder so. Sowas

gibt es natürlich aber nicht mit so einem hohen Grad der Personalisierung. Ich bin mir aber nicht

sicher ob es irgendjemanden gibt der sich diese Mühe macht wirklich die Fernsehprogramme im Blick

behält und dann zählt wie viele Minuten welche Partei da Werbung geschaltet hat. Die Parteien

selbst ob die das öffentlich machen bin ich mir auch nicht sicher. Da gibt es dann Angaben über das

Wahlkampfbudget insgesamt, zum Teil auch aufgedröselt machen sie das im Bereich Online-Werbung.

Das kenne ich noch, aber dass man dann wirklich erfährt wie oft vielleicht sogar nach Sendern welcher

Werbespot gezeigt wurde, wäre mir nicht bekannt das es sowas gibt.

[00:33:43.780] - Cedric Mensah: Das heißt als Recherchemöglichkeit bliebe in dem Bereich nur die

Beobachtung oder eine Anfrage bei der jeweiligen Partei wobei unklar wäre ob man eine detaillierte

Antwort zurückbekommt.

[00:34:04.160] - Marcel Pauly: Das wäre meine Einschätzung dass das die Möglichkeiten sind. Wobei

sich die hohe Relevanz bei Online-Werbung ja eben auch durch die Personalisierung ergibt. Das

es zumindest technisch möglich ist. Und wir wissen dass das in anderen Ländern passiert ist, das

die Werbebotschaft variiert werden kann je nachdem wer angesprochen wird, je nachdem wer das

Zielpublikum ist und dass sich Werbebotschaften im extremsten Fall sogar sogar widersprechen können.

Das man jedem die Botschaft zeigt die er oder sie hören möchte, das haben wir auch geschrieben.

Solche Anhaltspunkte darauf haben wir im deutschen Europawahlkampf nicht gefunden. Das einzige

was wir gesehen haben ist dass Werbebotschaften nach demografischen Merkmalen unterschiedlich

dosiert werden und das eben nach Postleitzahlen getargeted wird und das dort versucht zu erreichen

von denen man glaubt dass sie grundsätzlich so empfänglich sind für die Botschaften der Partei aber

sicher gehen möchte dass man sie aktiviert. Dass man sie davon überzeugt auch wirklich zur Wahl

zu gehen zu gehen auch wirklich die Stimme abzugeben. also sozusagen das Wählerpotenzial voll

auszuschöpfen. Und da ist natürlich Werbung Wahlwerbung in anderen Medien ist da eher so wie die

eher wie eine Schrotflinte sehr breit gestreut und versucht alle mitzunehmen und Online-Werbung hat

das Potenzial deutlich präziser zu sein und dadurch hat das immer noch einen anderen Schlag.

[00:36:01.840] - Cedric Mensah: Es geht also quasi mehr um Mobilisierung als zu versuchen Leute die

vielleicht noch nicht den Hang dazu haben eine bestimmte Partei zu wählen vom eigenen Programm

zu überzeugen?

[00:36:15.850] - Marcel Pauly: Ja darum geht eigentlich Wahlwerbung eigentlich unabhängig vom
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Medium immer. Mit Wahlwerbung wird man keinen überzeugten CDU-Wähler zum SPD-Wähler

machen sondern es geht darum Leute immer wieder daran zu erinnern nicht nur es ist Wahl, sondern

die Partei die für XY steht. Und es geht in allen Mediengattungen nach meiner Einschätzung vor allem

um die Mobilisierung und da ist das Potenzial der zielgerichteten Mobilisierung Online natürlich unge-

mein höher. Wenn man dann in Deutschland spielt dann noch das Wahlrecht eine Rolle. Reden wir da

über Erststimme oder Zweitstimme, bei der Zweitstimme haben wir, also wenn ich jetzt von der Bun-

destagswahl rede, nicht von der Europawahl, bei der Zweitstimme haben wir ein Verhältniswahlrecht

wo eigentlich jede Stimme zählt und es nicht wichtig ist wo die Stimme gegeben wird. Bei der Er-

ststimme haben wir eine einfache Mehrheitswahl sodass man sich überlegen könnte innerhalb eines

Wahlkreises in den Postleitzahlen massiv Werbung zu schalten wo ich weiß dass dort potenzielle Wähler

sitzen und da geht es dann darum denn da geht es dann darum die einfache Mehrheit aber habe ich

damit den Wahlkreis Wahlkreis gewonnen. Dieses Potenzial ist in Wahlsystemen die komplett nach

dem Mehrheitswahlrecht funktionieren ist natürlich noch viel relevanter. Aber auch hier sehen wir

dass durch die gezielte Werbung in Postleitzahlenbereichen versucht wird die Klientel maximal zu

mobilisieren von der ich vermute dass sie mir sowieso positiv gewogen ist.

[00:38:19.830] - Cedric Mensah: Was aber wiederum eine Information ist die die Ad Library nicht

hergibt weil es dann nur auf Bundeslandsgranulrität angezeigt wird. Und war es ei europaweiter Trend

das es quasi um Mobilisierung geht oder gibt es auch Länder wo quasi mehr versucht wird Themen

zu setzen oder zu überzeugen?

[00:38:44.270] - Marcel Pauly: Das weiß ich ehrlich gesagt gar nicht. Das ist jetzt auch nichts was ich

aus der Recherche abgeleitet habe sondern was meine ich Konsens in der Wahlforschung ist. Vielleicht

checken Sie das nochmal mit einem Politikwissenschaftler gegen. Also, das ist jetzt nichts was ich

mehr untersucht und dann noch recherchiert hätte.

[00:39:13.880] - Cedric Mensah: Und dann noch abschließend zu dem zu den Datensatz den ich

geschickt hatte, hatten Sie Gelegenheit sich den mal anzugucken?

[00:39:22.810] - Marcel Pauly: Ja, das hat mir echt gut gefallen und wenn das so die Form wäre

in der es veröffentlicht würde per Download dann wäre das schonmal ein guter Schritt. Mir sind so

ein paar Sachen aufgefallen die ich mir aufgeschrieben habe. Ich hab mir überlegt an wen richtet sich

das? Also an Leute denen die Weboberfläche nicht gut genug ist und dann ist halt aktuell der nächste

Schritt die API, die dann für manche Journalisten, Forscher, NGOs vielleicht aber vielleicht auch der

ein oderandere Interessierte Bürger. Für die ist dann wahrscheinlich die API auch einfach eine zu
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hohe technische Hürde. Deswegen habe ich auch gesagt im optimalen Fall wäre es so ein Download.

Ich glaube dass das dann auch alle Leute sind die mit den Daten noch weiterarbeiten wollen, sodass

sie meine ich auch mit CSV Dateien gut klarkämen. So könnte man dann das Problem beheben

das Excel Dateien dann irgendwann in ihrer Größe begrenzt sind und man sie aufteilen muss. Das

heißt da würde ich dann eher auf CSV setzen, dadurch meine ich würde es noch ein bisschen leichter

zu händeln. Das hab ich mir aufgeschrieben. Dann, genau in der API wird ja diese URL als AD

Identifier genutzt, da könnte ich mir, da ja auch noch der API Token und alles mögliche dranhängt,

da überlege ich ob es nicht möglich wäre nur eine AD Id als Identifier in den Tabellen zu benutzen,

was wahrscheinlich die Dateigröße auch nochmal etwas reduzieren würde. Vielleicht ist es auch nicht

möglich und ich habe mir die URL Struktur nicht genau genug angesehen um zu sehen dass es doch

keine eindeutige Ad id gibt

[00:41:31.010] - Cedric Mensah: Ich bin von der Dokumentation ausgegangen die eben die URL

als Identifier nent aber theoretisch müsste ja dort irgendeine Zeichenfolge drin sein die das machbar

macht. Stimmt dann könnte man noch ein paar weitere Infos rausnehmen. Ich hatte ja bspw. die Post

Id hinzugefügt damit man sieht wie viele Posts sind da quasi drin, dann könnte man das natürlich

weglassen und einfach auf die Anzahl Zeilen gucken

[00:42:10.160] - Marcel Pauly: Ja genau ich glaube auch dass die Spalte mit dem rein numerischen

Identifier eines jeden Datensatz so verzichtbar ist sondern es geht ja eher um die Id des Postings, der

Anzeige. Ich glaube das würde dann reichen und dann hätten wir ja einen Datensatz in dem jede

ID auch nur einmal vorkommt. Also mit den ganzen Metadaten einer Anzeige eben noch nicht die

Zielgruppen. Ich glaube dass es auch in dem diesen Datensatz, das ist dann exportposts glaube ich,

das da dieser Data insert Timestamp ausreichen würde, den brauche ich dann nicht nochmal in allen

Datensätzen. Ich gehe mal davon aus dass ist ja dannn ein API Aufruf bei dem für eine Anzeige

sowohl die Metadaten als auch die demografische Verteilung mitgenommen werden. Oder sind das

mehrere Aufrufe?

[00:43:12.260] - Cedric Mensah: Das ist ein Aufruf, aber dann in meiner Datenbank quasi zwei

Schreibvorgänge. Das wird sich nie um Minuten unterscheiden, war für mich aber ganz interessant

um zu sehen ob hier im Downloadprozess irgendwas schief läuft, wird es dann trotzdem richtig in die

Datenbank eingeschrieben? Aber ist für den Nutzer wahrscheinlich nicht so relevant.

[00:43:38.060] - Marcel Pauly: Also das wäre dann glaube ich verzichtbar wobei ich gerade noch

überlege ob es vielleicht doch spannend oder wichtig wäre. Also zumindest der Zeitpunkt wann das aus
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der API abgerufen wurde. Wenn man zu mehreren Zeitpunkten so eine Abfrage fährt und dann sich

Anteile verändert haben, das man das auch nachvollziehen kann wann da welcher Stand vorgeherrscht

hat. Dafür wäre es dann doch interessant.

[00:44:15.540] - Cedric Mensah: Also wenn man es quasi in einem Downloadportal anbietet, kann

man es so lösen das man sagt dass ist der Datensatz Stand 30. Oktober 12 Uhr und dann eben

auswählen kann ob man den 25. Oktober 14 Uhr lieber hätte als den, dann müsste man es nicht Zeile

für Zeile machen.

[00:44:37.600] - Marcel Pauly: Genau das waren die Punkte die ich mir notiert.

[00:44:43.620] - Cedric Mensah: Konnten Sie den Vergleich ziehen zu dem Datensatz der für den

Artikel genutzt wurde? Waren da große Unterschiede in der Präsentation der Daten oder war das

relativ ähnlich?

[00:44:57.500] - Marcel Pauly: Also ich habe jetzt nicht abgeglich ob ich wenn ich ihren Datensatz als

als Quelle genutzt benutze ob ich dann noch auf die gleichen Werte hinten raus quasi komme das habe

ich jetzt nicht überprüft. Aber vom Aufbau der Daten ist das was Sie mir jetzt zur Verfügung gestellt

haben auf jeden Fall noch detaillierter aufgeschlüsselt als das was wir damals von den österreichischen

Kollegen genutzt haben. Ich glaube da hatten wir einen Datensatz mit einer Tabelle. Eine Zeile steht

für eine Anzeige und dann hatten wir eben auch ziemlich viele Spalten mit den demographischen

Angaben und wenn ich das richtig in Erinnerung habe haben die Kollegen damals etwas vereinfacht

und hatten die Verteilung nach Geschlecht und die Verteilung nach Altersgruppen hatten aber nicht die

Verteilung nach Geschlecht und Altersgruppen, was aber durchaus relevant ist. Deswegen finde ich es

schon wichtig das drin zu haben dass man sich das auch in beiden Dimensionen gleichzeitig anschauen

kann. Das war ein Unterschied der mir aufgefallen war. Klar wenn man das in diesem Detailgrad

abbildet dann ist es auch irgendwann zu viel für eine Tabelle und man muss das aufbrachen, aber das

finde ich auch legitim. Ich weiß ja nicht, es kommt vielleicht auch auf die Nutzergruppe an die Ihnen

vorschwebt ob man dann vielleicht eine simplifizierte Version anbietet und dann noch eine mit allen

aufgeschlüsselten Demographiegruppen oder so, da könnte man vielleicht drüber nachdenken. Aber

grundsätzlich sind die Informationen die Sie mir geschickt haben, das ist eigentlich was man braucht.

[00:46:59.900] - Cedric Mensah: Was für mich dann noch relevant wäre, bei der Veröffentlichung

des Artikels gab es da eine Rücksprache oder Austausch mit Facebook was die Berechtigung zur

Veröffentlichung angeht? Das hatten Sie ja schon in ihrer E-Mail geschrieben. Das ist so der letzte

Punkt an dem ich an der Machbarkeit des Portals sozusagen zweifle, weil ich hatte schon auf ver-
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schiedenen Wegen versucht von Facebook eine Rückmeldung zu bekommen ob das quasi. nicht nur

gewünscht sondern auch erlaubt ist die Daten in der Form weiter zu veröffentlichen habe aber noch

kein Rückmeldung bekommen leider.

[00:47:39.180] - Marcel Pauly: Wir hatten damals keinen Kontakt zu Facebook und naja dieses

Portal richtet sich ja an eine interessierte Öffentlichkeit und auch an Forscher und Journalisten. Und

das was wir gemacht haben sind ja aggregierte Daten zu veröffentlichen. Wir haben die Rohdaten

von Facebook genutzt haben sie analysiert und haben das Ergebnis und daraus aggregierte Daten

veröffentlicht wir haben keine Daten direkt aus dem Datensatz veröffentlicht so wie wir ihn von

Facebook erhalten haben. Ob das möglich wäre kann ich nicht beurteilen. Aber wenn ich auf die

Hürden schaue die Facebook aufgebaut hat um an diesen Datensatz zu kommen die ich ja vorhin auch

beschrieben habe habe ich den Eindruck dass Facebook kein großes Interesse daran hat dass diese

Daten hinter einem einfachen Download Button liegen. Da kann ich mich aber auch irren. Meine

Vermutung wäre aber schon dass wenn Facebook das wollte das sie auch in der Lage wären das so

anzubieten wie es andere auch anbieten. Das ist eine juristische Frage die man klären müsste wenn

man so einen Datensatz einfach zum Download anbieten möchte oder jedenfalls ein alternativ Tool

sozusagen anbieten möchte. Ich kenne jetzt nicht die Nutzungsbedingungen, sie haben einen API

Schlüssel.

[00:49:27.750] - Cedric Mensah: Es gibt einen etwas kryptischen Abschnitt in dieser API Dokumen-

tation die quasi besagt dass die Daten ausdrücklich zu Forschungs und journalistischen Zwecken weiter

genutzt werden dürfen. Aber es muss sichergestellt werden dass der Zugang zu den Daten nur Leuten

gewährt wird die eben diesen Verifikationsprozess durchlaufen haben. Im Sinne von jemand hat seinen

Personalausweis oder Reisepass oder was auch immer an Facebook geschickt und verifizieren lassen.

Und es ist quasi explizit verboten, auch nicht wirklich implizit verboten aber es ist auch nicht explizit

oder implizit erlaubt in diesem Text Rohdaten weiter zu geben. Deswegen wäre es super von Facebook

eine Stellungnahme zu bekommen aber am Ende ist es wahrscheinlich eine weitere versteckte Hürde

die man überspringen muss.

[00:50:34.180] - Marcel Pauly: Das klingt ja fast so als dürften Sie nur Menschen diese Daten

zur Verfügung stellen die vorher bei Facebook diesen Verifikationsprozess mitgemacht haben und das

sozusagen zu überprüfen ist ja auch gar nicht so einfach. Facebook scheint da nicht so gewillt zu sein

dass der Datensatz frei verfügbar im Netz rumliegt.

[00:51:08.870] - Cedric Mensah: Es ginge im Grunde nur über eine freiwillige Selbstauskunft. Das
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man eben eine Box macht: Hiermit bestätige ich dass ich diesen Prozess einmal durchlaufen habe.

Ohne das eben wirklich nachprüfen zu können. Oder man muss es halt auf Formularbasis machen und

dann die Leute auffordern dass sie den Beleg dafür schicken dass sie den Prozess durchlaufen haben.

[00:51:39.480] - Marcel Pauly: Wobei man ja auch argumentieren kann diese Informationen sind

alle öffentlich zugänglich für jeden auch ohne Anmeldung aber eben nur extrem umständlich über die

Online-Oberfläche.

[00:51:55.540] - Cedric Mensah: Da bin ich nicht Jurist genug.

[00:52:02.620] - Marcel Pauly: Ich auch nicht.

[00:52:03.070] - Cedric Mensah: Das wären meine Fragen eigentlich soweit gewesen. Vielen Dank

dass Sie sich die Zeit genommen haben. Ich weiß nicht ob sie meine Daten regelmäßig gebrauchen

können oder weiter Verwendung hierzu haben.

[00:52:26.650] - Marcel Pauly: Jetzt gerade aktuell nicht, so vor der nächsten größeren Wahl vielle-

icht. Vieleicht haben wir nächstes Jahr schon wieder Bundestagswahl. Dann würde das natürlich

natürlich interessant werden. Wenn ich jetzt so auf Landtagswahlen gucke da haben wir nächstes

Jahr im Februar Hamburg was jetzt nicht so mega groß ist. Da gucke ich auch immer mal wieder so

über die Weboberfläche rein aber ich habe mir da bisher noch nicht die Mühe gemacht für eine Land-

tagswahl da auch jetzt nochmal in die API nochmal reinzugehen und eine größere Analyse zu fahren.

Grundsätzlich bin ich interessiert daran was bei Ihnen daraus wird. Ich finde das otal spannend.

[00:53:30.930] - Cedric Mensah: Wenn es nicht extrem viel Mehraufwand erfordert würde ich auch

gerne nochmal Daten bereitstellen und schicke Ihnen die Arbeit dann am Ende zu und sollte sich

Facebook melden auch gerne da die Stellungnahme. Vielen Dank

[00:53:55.160] - Marcel Pauly: Ja dann viel Erfolg.

A.8 Interview R1

[00:00:00.880] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah. Maybe I should probably introduce myself. But then when

the research is about so messy I’m Cedric. I’m doing my masters at CBS at the moment in Information

Systems and e-business and yet the topic of the mass of feces came about a little bit by something I

did in the first semester which was looking at fake news on Facebook and that kind of progressed to

now looking at political advertising and the ad library. I’m not sure you know you’ve heard of before.

It’s basically a page where Facebook says you can look into every post that is flagged as political for
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a given number of countries basically and you can export data for analysis. And what I figured is

basically it’s a nice tool if you want to get kind of a first glance but it’s not ideal for further analysis.

If you’re a researcher for example literate. Yeah. And yeah. Which is why I wanted to talk to a range

of researchers that have done a bit of research in the fields. And yeah it would be great if you could

maybe start by introducing yourself and your research.

[00:01:13.440] - Sine Nørholm Just: Yeah. Given what you said on your question do I know the Ad

Library? I was tempted, to just tell you I’m not doing enough of this research I wouldn’t be relevant

but then I thought I would really like to do more of this research. So a good tool would be really

helpful so I thought if if in any way I can help with that. So I’m Cena now I’m used then and I’m

a Professor of Strategic Communication Strategic Communication of course can be many different

things and I’ve studied mostly public opinion formation in the past focusing on various cases cases

sort of in a sometimes in the very grand scale like the debate on the future of Europe. Can you even

call this a case? And then sometimes much more specific incidents of so it could be like a book or a

speech or the reception of a book or a speech or. And then in later years I’ve worked more and more

with with digital cultures and online debate. I get some stuff done on Gamergate. The GamerGate

controversy

[00:02:29.190] - Cedric Mensah: That was a couple of years back on Twitter I think.

[00:02:33.500] - Sine Nørholm Just: Yeah yeah. And then it flowed into into all the various little

niches of Facebook cause it was the controversy about gaming culture and so of course a lot of people

who had a stake in that debate would be quite well versed in using online communication in different

ways.

[00:02:57.540] - Cedric Mensah: So if I remember correctly was a female programmer that got

harassed

[00:03:01.800] - Sine Nørholm Just: Yeah. As a she was sort of... So she was accused of of collusion

of actually sort of physically bedding. So not just being in bed with as a matter of fact but with.

somebody who did reviews. I was just looking for the term, for the reviews of games. And so the

point is if people who was a pro GamerGate who used that hashtag said that there’s this culture in

gaming of uh sort of over overly progressive culture that is threatening the original culture of games

and then those people who were sort of using GamerGate were pro Gamergate and the people who

were against them said you’re only saying this because the culture that you want to protect is one of

misogyny and keeping women out of gaming and so on. And then from there it just spiraled into well.
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Yeah. Harassment. Yeah. But actually on both sides. But. But it started with this particular case of

the one woman being accused and then when she said I didn’t do this and actually the collusion is all

your accusation of my collusion is the harassment and I’ve read about the entire culture. Yeah. And

then it took off into threats and both physical and psychological injury to a lot of casualties but so

kind of for me studying that controversy was the first time I sort of realized the ways in which digital

cultures are changing and and the sort of formats of online debate are changing how mean information

happens. So it’s in that sense I mean. It’s like one particular case but it’s it’s a quite significant case.

And so that’s sort of where I am. I’m I’m a very qualitative scholar myself like you all the stuff that

I’ve mentioned is like examples of texts or you know maybe I’ve done a few qualitative interviews and

so on but sort of realizing that there is this massive also Well there’s this massive amount of data but

also an opportunity to perhaps use it in interesting ways. And I was sort of getting in to it like I took

a course on digital methods for researchers and then this whole thing about the IPA API is and how

they will close down and all that happened. And so I haven’t really followed since then in a sort of

Oh I thought I could do this and now you tell me I can’t. So I’m sort of stuck with my old. That’s

yeah. From then on. Mm hmm. Yeah okay yeah.

[00:06:01.210] - Cedric Mensah: I’m the kind of split that the questions into three areas and the

specific ad library would be kind of the the final section of it all but um maybe to begin with when

you say your a qualitative research is that specific to you would you say that’s common in your field

of research.

[00:06:20.800] - Sine Nørholm Just: I think my field of research is very varied. So strategic com-

munication as an overall field is very varied. The people that I tend to work with and the research

that I mostly read is is primarily qualitative but I think there is a drive towards quantification both

because it’s becoming so obvious and that it is becoming possible and it’s becoming so obvious that

if you want to say anything in more general terms about online debate or online communication you

should try and back your claims with these methods. But also just that people think that it’s exciting

that you know digital and digital methods are out there. And I think a lot of people in my field would

cite Richard Rogers as their main inspiration on the digital methods front.

[00:07:27.100] - Cedric Mensah: What’s his kind of work.

[00:07:30.700] - Sine Nørholm Just: So he does because it’s so he he he developed a tool called

issues crawler.

[00:07:37.630] - Cedric Mensah: Oh yeah you mentioned that. Mm hmm. Or I saw it in one of the
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papers I think you wrote. Yeah. The Novo Nordisk one.

[00:07:44.460] - Sine Nørholm Just: Oh yeah. Okay yeah. So uh. So Richard Rodgers is sort of

he invented that tool and he may have a.. I think it’s a center on um digital methods in Amsterdam.

Mm hmm. And I think also because he he would try and combine qualitative and quantitative stuff

so I think that’s also again for myself and for many other people like me is we wouldn’t want to give

up the qualitative parts we would say that explain explanations often become stronger if they’re in

depth and then when you answer them so is that’s the kind of combination if you’re going to have

a quantitative overview and especially if there’s now suddenly tools that can help you do that and

maybe even automate some of that that would be great.

[00:08:41.220] - Cedric Mensah: Okay. And would you say there’s generally a lot of technical

knowledge already in the field so do people generally know how to extract data.

[00:08:51.950] - Sine Nørholm Just: No I think that barriers of course and and we’ll be sure to like

I’ll give you some names of my colleagues. And so we have one person who’s now also becoming the

expert in digital methods and we of course knows knows more. But I think there’s a general feel it

isn’t. Yeah. This is important. And I should probably get to work on this. But but we’ve especially

people like myself who are a bit older given that that was not part of our initial initial training then

it was like Ah no I have to go back to school now.

[00:09:30.380] - Cedric Mensah: Fair enough. And how do you then usually collect data. Do you

interview people?

[00:09:36.790] - Sine Nørholm Just: I interview people I collect, so kind of depending on on the

project as I said I could also be studying one particular book or even a speech. So it’s like finding

finding central texts you might say and also so if if I they give off if I go all the way back to my my

pitch D because I think that might give you a sort of a and a nice like for for that but for that project

given of course it was a PHC project. I wanted to collect more data and so I set up sort of and this

was on the on the debate on the future of of the EU. So so sort of finding Okay now there’s a summit

or a big meeting and looking at the places and this was way back in I started my PDC in 2001. So

of course there were a few online forums but public debate was still mostly carried out in newspapers

and and sort of traditional news media. So sort of finding ways of saying OK let me collect all the

stories about the EU in these newspapers at these times and I’m sort of trying to find ways of course

already . Then if you were a qualitative scholar there are massive amounts of data right. And so how

do you how do you argue that say I think I ended up analysing like 500 news stories. How do you
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argue that these stories are representative and are 500 already is a lot. If you want to read through

them. So how do I say that I’ve read through them and I’ve coded them and I’ve done those and then

at the end of the day maybe only studying say sort of 10 in depth or doing you know these sorts of.

So yeah. A lot of document analysis of that sort. But then of course that question of how to argue

for the selection of the documents is this a big issue as well.

[00:11:48.050] - Cedric Mensah: Because I guess you can you can never. Well we can never really

guarantee that you’re not excluding important information or you can you can only have a subset.

[00:11:56.880] - Sine Nørholm Just: So you always have to look for patterns. And I suppose that

this is one of the things that can now be automated is the sort of. And also now you can go through

all not that you don’t have to do the selection. You can actually go through everything and sort of

say. But but then of course who decides what is a pattern and how to look like how to recognize a

pattern when you see one. So those are the sorts of sorts of issues.

[00:12:31.280] - Cedric Mensah: And then the that what you call it the coding in the text analysis

do you how did you do that you kind of recognize a pattern and then write them down or was it did

you already use and report break breakdown.

[00:12:43.670] - Sine Nørholm Just: Not now. Back then I didn’t use them. I must also say that

I’ve been been sort of consistently disappointed and then Deveau in the sense that and maybe again

this has to do with technical skills I don’t know. But I did actually take like a fool you know become

an and b though not pro but but you know competent user and and I feel like yes it looks better but

it doesn’t really do anything that I couldn’t have done with just word in terms of qualitative analysis.

So those is like once you’ve coded there are some like extraction and things like that and you can

maybe do a bit easier. But in terms of what it what it does for me it doesn’t do much more than I

already do in Word.

[00:13:37.280] - Cedric Mensah: So basically once you have once you have data that is kind of the

key to getting the right dataset?

[00:13:43.310] - Sine Nørholm Just: Yeah and yeah of course coding it and then you can say

yesterday I would always code in in vivo but it doesn’t add it it adds a kind of structure to the to the

analysis you might say and it makes some things easier but it doesn’t add anything in terms of like the

strength of the analysis like I’m saying I used for one paper I used to like it with text linguistic tool I

think it might have been called wordsmith and it was like a colleague of mine is very old. I think it’s

become obsolete now and then people can do some of the same things so like looked for frequency like
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care you give it a m you give it a caucus and text a text corpus and then and then you can look for a

frequency and you can look for a co existence and so on and so that helps you in a sort of. And but

again what I ended up doing with that is sort of it made it easier to find nice examples for the for the

qualitative analysis like. Because like if you know OK I want to study you for instance and places in

which Europe and Denmark are related so then you can sort of set the limit for a say like Europe and

Denmark has to co occur in the same sentence within five words or something. And again of course

that doesn’t mean you’ve got everything that might have been of relevance but you get a lot of things

that will be relevant.

[00:15:31.870] - Cedric Mensah: But I guess he could have also you could also do the same by

reading it. It would just take a lot more time to do it.

[00:15:38.510] - Sine Nørholm Just: True, and I think so so. So there is that sense like once you’ve

go go digital you can maybe process more data. But then of course what happens is if I only did let

me get the CO occurrences of Denmark and the EU then I might be some interesting examples in

which Denmark and the EU occurred but may say put 10 words distance.

[00:16:07.700] - Cedric Mensah: How do you filter kind of. Yeah yeah.

[00:16:09.810] - Sine Nørholm Just: And so, So when but then of course when I was reading

everything or when I am reading everything the problem becomes. Some things slip my attention

because I’ve been reading 200 pages and I’m getting tired or so. So there’s always that in that

respect.

[00:16:32.440] - Cedric Mensah: Now I think it gives me a good idea about kind of how data is

handled maybe. But I hope it’s not too technical. But do you have a preferred data source. Or is it

books or is it a special file format or do you have something that you think is easiest to work with.

[00:16:52.200] - Sine Nørholm Just: I think that depends on the project like as I said I now do

Hughes and Vevo so once you’ve imported into in vivo then that becomes the format. The wise word.

Yeah yeah yeah kind of depends. I think so. So when I took this um this introduction to digital

methods and we we did some exercises in in harvesting from Twitter and sort of seeing those tweets

in excel just made it really confusing for me. And maybe that’s also because I am greatly dependent

on the on the like what is actually said in the tweet as part of my at my research. So looking at you

know if let’s let’s say I’m interested in what caused people to really get upset and comment a lot and

I’m like sparked a big conflict then for me the interesting part would of course have to to realize oh

it’s this tweet that did it. And here are similar tweet oh here are other examples of tweets that did
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the same. But then I would have to look at the actual tweet to see what did they say that created this

this tension that know that encouraged people to become so engaged and so on and so I don’t I think

there’s something about like on the one hand exporting to excel would help me locate the tweets to

look at. But then I have to sort of actually see the tweet and perhaps also see it in its natural context.

So go back and see it on Twitter.

[00:18:54.090] - Cedric Mensah: So it’s not so much kind of the numbers based the tweet occurs

and then a lot of other tweets occur because of it it’s more that what is the content of tweet and then

what is the content.

[00:19:03.370] - Sine Nørholm Just: Yeah because a lot of tweets occur because of the one tweet.

But then what is it about the one tweet that makes that happen. And of course they need to identify

the one tweet in order to then be able to study it. So that’s a that’s that’s why I’m sort of saying that

that what I’m hoping to become better at is to use quantitative data and quantitative methods as a

basis for my qualitative research. So to actually have that sort of confirmation that this is unimportant

tweet and now I’ll try and understand why it why it had.

[00:19:42.420] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah because you mentioned Twitter. How did you extract the

data there?.

[00:19:47.710] - Sine Nørholm Just: This was like the course. And I haven’t actually used this in

research. I just took the course and this was with t-cat

[00:19:59.660] - Cedric Mensah: cat like the cat.

[00:20:00.590] - Sine Nørholm Just: Yes. And I think that’s also a tool of these Richard Rogers

people. . I’m not entirely certain but I think there are quite a few so there’s also one called story grab

or. But I think you know if you if you like if you haven’t already done the sort of um what’s out there

the mapping of of existing tools. But I think you have these sorts of issues crawlers and and I’m not

sure it’s called story. I’m sort of yeah but big something. I think something would clash or anyway.

But there are a number of tools and I think some of them are more commercial and others in the

sense that of course more and more companies are also monitoring their own social media presence.

And so as a researcher you might be able to use the same tools because it’s sort of you know it is even

similar purposes. Because you’re you’re wanting to know what is being said about various issues you

know. But.

[00:21:26.510] - Sine Nørholm Just: But some of these monitoring tools are expensive.

[00:21:32.810] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah I was going to say I know from from a former work experience
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I know a couple of the commercial tools and I know they’re fairly expensive so I was wondering

if I hadn’t heard about this many kind of research oriented tools would just be interesting if the

commercial ones are they used or would you say that generally too expensive.

[00:21:52.280] - Sine Nørholm Just: Yeah yeah. It might depend on on the specific university and

and well also whether the tool in question has like a specific account for researchers like can you get

an organization on a log in. Yeah. And I think CBS is maybe actually quite interestingly the CBS

library seems to be better at this than even the royal library which Roskilde University sort of uses

so. So I think that’s really helpful. If you can get an organization account and it’s located with the

library and then you can use that um starting with the databases so actually access to the stores of

newspapers for instance. But of course once you want to work with them with not news media but

social media then there isn’t a like a hat and a catalogue of central catalogue kind of. But then you

need other tools. But like CBS now has a tool for transcribing like that will actually recognize what

I say now. Newsman scribe directly automatically points just the top to it.

[00:23:22.200] - Cedric Mensah: And I use the different one for prior interviews but I’ll look into

it. Okay. And then maybe talking a bit more about Facebook data specifically I found a paper that I

think you co-authored that was called collaboratively constructed contradictory accounts which looked

at Novo Nordisk I think and how it was discussed on among other channels Facebook. I couldn’t find

out how the data was collected there. Can you talk about that?

[00:23:52.650] - Sine Nørholm Just: Yes. So I think this my co-author for that paper is actually

one of the people and where I think you should talk to him. He’s now at at Roskilde University as

well. And this paper was based on his Phd. So he had collected all the information or all mentions

of Novo Nordisk on on five platforms Facebook being one of them. Um I think he had just logged it

and again because this was back in 0 it is finished its pitch. But maybe also the team is about to say

that he started it at least so maybe 10 is like a decade ago. Let’s just say that um. And I don’t think

that he knew about scraping or any any um like automated tools for gathering data. So I think he

just went back and like so literally literally sort of feed and yeah or had set up like from the beginning

of his speech. He knew that this was the data that he was going to use and then sort of set up times.

So every week I will do this. And the same with Wikipedia as we also had catalogues of all changes

made to the Wikipedia page

[00:25:20.160] - Cedric Mensah: That sounds like that was a very cumbersome process kind of.

[00:25:24.050] - Sine Nørholm Just: And then you had that stored and he and he coded everything
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in an Excel sheet. Mm hmm. And that sheet should have became his real data. You might say no

I don’t think he went back to the fall all the way down. I don’t think it was that crazy many but

let’s say just five hundred versions of the Wikipedia page and I think is a bit but. And then of course

again this being primarily qualitative you sort of have your the few good examples that sort of keep

but but he actually really tried to sort of create a quantitative quantitative base the basis for arguing

that these are the the main trends right.

[00:26:12.330] - Cedric Mensah: Mm hmm. And would you say that’s still done today that people

kind of manually go through feeds and gather data like that?

[00:26:19.910] - Sine Nørholm Just: I think when people try to do stuff like what Ib did for his

PGD they would probably take the time to learn about a tool and use that. But I don’t know whether

it’s well they would still be possible with the with Facebook.I’m

[00:26:42.280] - Cedric Mensah: I’m not sure if tools offer it but you can probably do with the API.

[00:26:49.390] - Sine Nørholm Just: Has it opened a bit again though? How does it work?

[00:26:52.120] - Cedric Mensah: So it’s. If you’re talking about the whole controversy about people

extracting way too much data and also personal data they definitely closed that down a fair amount

but if you want to look at public pages you can still go back. I think even to their beginning and get

it out there.

[00:27:09.100] - Sine Nørholm Just: But I think the the problem with Facebook then is that you

have to look at one particular page so you look at one page at a time right.

[00:27:19.000] - Cedric Mensah: Exactly. That’s actually something I’m trying to solve. Yeah.

[00:27:22.300] - Sine Nørholm Just: Because with Twitter you can look at a hashtag and you can

bet and you can but then it sort of becomes you can follow a topic or you can follow a person. And

then of course it’s quite easy to sort of see it. Does the person and how what is the relationship

between the person and the topic. And I think an other thing that I would really like to see more is is

studies that go across platforms and also try and follow follow an issue from one platform to another

or how is what is the relationship between. That’s what I tried to do it a little bit with the game I.

I just say all of the places in which I get started on Twitter. But that’s not where it is. And then

a lot of what went on happened on Reddit and it became as it grew it also became more publicly

known. And then suddenly you have the New York Times commenting upon it and so on. That’s how

I found out because know certainly it wasn’t in mainstream media but how do you how do you do

that as more than a sort of this is my personal story of the places in which I encountered it and my
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journey through it. And I think we also maybe not in the collaboratively constructed but like even I

had I have had many discussions about how like however you slice it it becomes one particular slice.

And so if we are doing all the data and all the platforms that would never be one user like no other

one person would have experienced the debate in that same way. But if I did this is my this is the

way I experience the debate then it becomes particularly in a different way. So that sort of you know

tension between various ways in which these studies can become unrepresentative like even covering

everything would in a sense be unrepresentative of the individual user experience.

[00:29:41.160] - Cedric Mensah: I’ve never actually thought about it that way. Yeah. You would

have to create kind of a typical Internet use or in a typical user or follower of the debate and then not

say I want to see everything I want to see what that user would typically see. Right.

[00:29:56.540] - Sine Nørholm Just: Yeah yeah. If. But of course you could say if you were interested

in actual reception rather than in the sort of potential but there is a problem with the like that if you

study everything. Does that mean you do you become more representative or not. Given that other

people don’t actually see everything. Mm hmm. But of course it’s also a question of what you want

to know. So you want to know what is out there. Then of course you have to study everything. But

if you want to know what is important then of course you have to find a way of figuring out what is

important.

[00:30:43.960] - Sine Nørholm Just: So something about the dynamics I think is interesting like

how do these things travel and both on individual platforms of course. Like how does something

become the most liked tweet or the most liked Facebook page post or whatever but also but also sort

of between them.

[00:31:05.750] - Cedric Mensah: Just: because you mentioned that kind of traveling across channels

and we’ve talked about tools and going to the service directly and kind of kind of scrolling through

the feed. Would you say that data is generally available or would you say that like accessibility of the

data is difficult still.

[00:31:25.610] - Sine Nørholm Just: Yeah I don’t. I have no idea of how to do this. Like if you

want to look at how things travel from one platform to another. And and I’ve I’ve because because

this is something that I’ve actually wanted to do for some time and I haven’t seen studies that do

it. Um I don’t think that our collaboratively constructed contradictory accounts. I don’t think that

paper does is it because it just does the silos. Yeah. And here’s one platform. Here’s an other. So if

you wanted to do that sort of this issue started here among these people then became picked up and
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then it was commented upon at the same time on different. Like would it be possible. Um.

[00:32:19.400] - Cedric Mensah: I mean just off the top of my head you could try to follow links

because every time you share something somewhere there must be a link to it somehow. Right. Yeah.

And that way you would maybe even able to follow a particular user. But I haven’t seen it done

either.

[00:32:36.890] - Sine Nørholm Just: So that’s one issue that that’s what issue crawler does. It

follows links between...

[00:32:42.770] - Cedric Mensah: Web sites sort of thing right.

[00:32:46.890] - Cedric Mensah: Blogs I think actually. I think you would be able to do the same

with social media and we would have to look a bit more into the mechanism kind of but

[00:32:52.820] - Sine Nørholm Just: because that’s what I thought would be with issues Crowley is

actually not issues that it follows. It’s you know does that blog I linked to this blogger. Yeah. And

I wanted to network. But a network of actors rather than topic off topic and so of issues right. So I

want to know how did that issue that you were involved with with other people over there. How did

that suddenly into my network and became something that we talked about.

[00:33:21.220] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah. Okay. Um yeah. But that’s also an interesting way to go.

Yeah. I would have to look more into it. It was very interesting. Um and then with that accessibility

for the individual platform so if you if you look at Facebook for example would you say that is easy

to do to get data out of.

[00:33:45.820] - Sine Nørholm Just: Well to the extent that I’ve tried. And for the purposes that

I’ve done I’ve sort of that I have I would say Yeah um but then as I said I haven’t really done much.

And I took that course and then this it over the closing down the API. And so I haven’t really tried

after that because I was told no you can’t. Yeah. Um but like I think sometimes what you also need

is you kind of need to know like in a year this thing happens. Mm hmm. And I want to know what is

the process. So like you know I’d say let’s say the elections right. Mm hmm. So we knew that there

would be elections we didn’t know the specific date in Denmark but we knew there would be elections

within this year. Mm hmm. And so if if I wanted to study that I could set up. Um I think that would

be t-cat for instance or so. But then of course again ah that would have to say I want to study these

particular websites or these particular Facebook sites. Mm hmm. I want to follow these hashtags on

Twitter and then I can harvest data. Um. S as it emerges right. Yeah. And I’ve also been told that

it can be complicated to do that backwards. So if I sort of realize because something happened that
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it would would have been interesting to know what came before that you know it can be difficult to

to extract data about things that happened in the past.

[00:35:25.820] - Cedric Mensah: Right. But for those timelines it’s always relevant to have kind of

the entire data set or would it also be good to kind of just snapshots for me snapshots are fine.

[00:35:39.040] - Sine Nørholm Just: But of course again I would kind of depend on also your

particular scholarly audience and discipline. Um so. So some people are really upset that with

Twitter you only get one 10 percent.

[00:35:54.500] - Cedric Mensah: It depends. I think one way I want to 10 percent is something

unless you have the firehose access and you don’t even have to pay for it yes. Yeah. But that’s a

good thing. It’s good segway into kind of the specific um data that I’m trying to work with. Maybe

first of all do you think. Or what do you think currently about kind of transparency and in political

advertising because you mentioned the elections in Denmark for example. Yeah.

[00:36:24.670] - Cedric Mensah: Do you think you have social media platforms for example are

transparent enough about who advertises on them and who are kind of influencers?

[00:36:35.140] - Sine Nørholm Just: But are you talking about at the time saying that specifically

mark like the stuff that appears. Here’s an ad like if we are on Facebook right. So yeah all the posts

my friends are writing staff and there’s also sponsored posts in between that. But then there’s this

stuff that is called an advertising an advert basically.

[00:36:59.190] - Cedric Mensah: So I mean those sponsored posts are sponsored posts are also also

adverts but basically all the Web based based on the data that they provide I would say all the

information that appears in your feed basically not the stuff around it. All right.

[00:37:14.960] - Sine Nørholm Just: Good because I think there’s stuff around my feet. Of course

this is quite clear that this isn’t an advert sponsored posts but this is more like my personal experi-

ence. I think yes because anything that doesn’t you know doesn’t have the name of my friend or an

organization that I know that I’ve liked you know that would be sponsored right. Um so I think in

terms of the concerns and also the debates it’s more the stuff that you don’t realize is is politically

motivated or has been well I guess the discussions are also around fake news and trolls and so on. So

later who. So if something is from a specific party and you can see the name of the party and then

that’s a you know trying to persuade you to vote for that party. Well that’s one thing and that’s

totally fine. That’s the same as whatever Neto asking me to come and buy their fancy products or

they’re not so fancy products but. Whatever. There’s a bargain here. Come and buy that. But when
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you think that this is that this is a private person making an argument and it turns out it’s not in

whichever of the various ways whether it’s because this is actually some bought it in Russia or it’s

because somebody is is not being sincere and just wants to know is doing it for the love rather than

for sincere wanting to participate in the public debate.

[00:39:12.630] - Sine Nørholm Just: And so I think that’s more complicated and also sort of

potentially more interesting. I think in the Danish elections it turned out that it wasn’t actually as

as big as much of a problem nuts as people had feared. But currently there is some discussion around

influences on how many influencers boost their accounts with fake followers. So that becomes sort of

an interesting. Oh so now the company is using influencers to try and get you to buy the product

without knowing that they’re actually behind it. So you’re not being cheated by the influence anymore

because you’ve now become used to. If somebody you follow suddenly talk about how great Nike shoes

are and oh but it’s more like oh and Nike thought that that person was followed by 10 times more

people than than they actually were.

[00:40:15.240] - Cedric Mensah: You know when you say kind of politically questionable influence

wasn’t as big of a factor as people kind of feared. What do you base that on?

[00:40:28.980] - Sine Nørholm Just: Because no big scandals emerged. And of course that could

just show you how effective it was. But there was no kind of fringe party that you would expect to

engage in something like that that got a lot of votes? But I think of the whole Rasmus Paludan thing.

But he was like an internet meme in himself. So like my son who’s 11 had heard of him before I had

because he was sort of on YouTube and was being shared by kids and they were talking about him

way before mainstream media sort of got up. But I don’t think that that’s the same because that was

the one person using those media for his campaign. And I mean of course my own political views is

like thank God he didn’t get elected but he wasn’t coaxing or he wasn’t.

[00:41:27.390] - Cedric Mensah: It’s not that I know of spending a lot of money and I was an organic

organic drums so organically shared by people.

[00:41:34.690] - Sine Nørholm Just: But I think so. I mean it hasn’t been revealed otherwise. Might

it would be nice if somebody were to say all of this was just in whatever click once.

[00:41:49.040] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah. OK. Interesting. Yeah. And then maybe to to go into the

last section. Because you said you’ve never kind of really looked into the Ad library, maybe we can

take a quick look. You can give me your kind of quick opinion on it,

[00:42:04.280] - Sine Nørholm Just: that would be great.
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[00:42:07.020] - Cedric Mensah: Let’s just open it up. So basically if you go back to the first page

of it. This would be the page that Facebook has at the moment.

[00:42:17.340] - Sine Nørholm Just: And this is available to anybody?

[00:42:19.530] - Cedric Mensah: This is available to anybody if you want to kind of get deeper data

insights out of it. You have to kind of register and send of your ID and everything and kind of show

that you’re an actual person but this is available to anyone. And basically you have it for a range of

countries I think all European countries, the US Denmark is one of them. So if you kind of want to

look into a topic or something if you have something in mind that of the top of your head would be

intersting for you.

[00:42:50.030] - Sine Nørholm Just: Mm hmm. So Uh can I. So can I search on topics as well.

[00:42:57.940] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah you can search for topics or organizations names of people

places any keywords.

[00:43:06.590] - Sine Nørholm Just: Let me just do an organization I guess the kind that would be

the the like the the the royal the meat industry. So what’s the biggest sort of slaughter.

[00:43:27.260] - Sine Nørholm Just: Can you call that slaughter. Yeah but literary

[00:43:32.560] - Cedric Mensah: kind of industrial butchery. Yeah yeah. So this was basically I think

going back to what I want see last year’s summer. is what it goes back to. So for this particularly it

found a result in this case and unfortunately my Danish is not good enough to understand the content

of what’s here.

[00:43:59.580] - Cedric Mensah: Basically the way it works is they every every

[00:44:03.370] - Sine Nørholm Just: but is this then sponsored by Danish Crown?

[00:44:06.330] - Cedric Mensah: not necessarily so and the way it works is you have to if your post

is political in nature you have to kind of flag it as that more Facebook will flag it and then it will be

it will kind of show up in the ad library and if it contains the keyword.

[00:44:25.050] - Sine Nørholm Just: So it’s not because that’s what I thought in terms of. So so. So

it’s. It doesn’t distinguish whether Danish Crown is an organization and then it only looks for posts

by that organization.

[00:44:40.200] - Cedric Mensah: It looks for everything every mention of of. And then I think you

can. Yeah okay. Yes you can filter known to Danish Crown and then you go down to this one results.

Then it goes against Facebook advertising policies. I got taken down. Yeah but that’s basically

basically how it works. You get these kind of tiles of posts. And obviously if you go very common
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result would be if you look for Donald Trump in the United States Library you would get probably

two hundred thousand of those tiles that you have go through.

[00:45:17.520] - Sine Nørholm Just: I was I was tempted to do that but I went because we do we

have a project right now. And Ib and and the calls are from CBS as well in which we look at sort

of anti Trump advertising. But so these are adverts that usually don’t say. We are against Donald

Trump. But they’ve been commented upon by other people as being anti Trump. So for instance after

the inauguration and Ben and Jerry’s had a sort of feeling down today advert and then it was say

something like Yeah we get you here are you stuff you can do what you could do is you could eat ice

cream. Yeah. But but then other people said oh Ben and Jerry’s celebrate inauguration with this and

Trump advert. So we would need that. That’s how we did in terms of methods fought for that project

is we needed somebody else to say here’s an example like that somebody else being another medium or

a blogger or so that there would be like a recognition in on the Internet that this is this is anti Trump

advertising. And then we look at it explicitly being it can be like I mean the year Ben and Jerry’s

is a pretty good example of. Some things I think I’m feeling down today. OK. So that means you’re

not happy with what has happened. Patagonia has been quite explicit like suing Trump. Yeah. And

Trump acts right. But a lot of times it’s something like. So there was um. Like a shampoo or hair

product company and came up with a slogan like we’re in for four years of bad hair like oftentimes

they’re funny are designed to be funny or they are. These are the more interesting ones in which it’s

adverts that have like a positive message but that message is then interpreted as being against Trump

because it’s sort of it stands for something else then he does. So when Coca-Cola relaunched its like

the land of the free uh song being sung in many different languages there was such a nice diversity

multicultural thing. And then because of Trump it gets reinterpreted as being the fact that they’re

relaunching that is being seen as a statement against him. Right. So it would be difficult to find the

older ones we wondered. With this with this ad library but I’m seeing that it could have potentials.

[00:48:08.390] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah yeah. And certainly after the show yes that that is kind of

the the the per post if you want to put it that way of your rhythm then they have something called

the ad library report which is kind of more aggregated information. So if you look at Denmark for

example it tells you the number of ads that are in the library and how much money was spent on

them. Again in a set time frame kind of. And then you can say okay for all dates who spend the

most money and put up the most ads in the library. But what you don’t get is kind of a gap that this

scraped information. So if you wanted to code this for example you would have to go scroll through
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the entire library copy that takes out of every one of the posts and um but at least it would give you

like the way to follow in this like in the example of Danish Crown.

[00:49:11.900] - Sine Nørholm Just: So now you’re not stuck on Danish crowns Facebook page.

[00:49:16.010] - Cedric Mensah: Exactly.

[00:49:16.620] - Cedric Mensah: It would have a more aggregated or high level view

[00:49:19.460] - Sine Nørholm Just: It gives you the opportunity to follow an issue or a topic rather

than stay with no one page.

[00:49:29.850] - Cedric Mensah: So from a first impression you I can kind of gather you see that it’s

that it’s already a helpful tool kind of +

[00:49:37.820] - Sine Nørholm Just: you know with the kind of limitations which was like my my

long rant about our anti Trump now is is again is. How do you know when something is like in the

case of a.. TRUMP I couldn’t put in a.. Trump. No. I have to like it. It still has to have that specific

mention of.

[00:50:00.060] - Cedric Mensah: And and you’re limited to kind of. You can only search for some-

thing you already know kind of. You can only look for a place for

[00:50:09.100] - Sine Nørholm Just: things that I’m interested in. Yeah. So sort of following

following up on our anti Trump and we’ve just become interested in how.

[00:50:20.780] - Sine Nørholm Just: CEOs like political statements on Twitter. So now we’ve

decided let’s study these CEOs to see how they communicate on Twitter. So that’s an example of.

Now from that point in time looking forward we can get all the tweets from these people who’ve we’ve

sort of noticed as being being more active. But again how do you figure that out. Where does this

sort of knowledge that this could be interesting. Where does that come from. Yeah. And what is the

right such word. I guess.

[00:51:01.300] - Cedric Mensah: And then would it be. Mm hmm. Would you say would be an issue

that the data is kind of how do I put it kind of stuck in the browser so to speak that you would have

to kind of. Once you have a big enough data set you have to go through all the data

[00:51:15.520] - Sine Nørholm Just: and it would be really nice if let’s say um now I know that

venstre is the biggest spender. If I could just click on them and then I would get all the ads that

they’re talking about. Yeah. Um yeah sure. In that sort of. I think maybe what I was going to say

is is that data is sort of descriptive like that’s the nature of it. But it doesn’t like that question of

what does that describe. But I in a sense maybe that’s also nice because it gives me something to do
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still. Yeah. As a um but then also knowing what is the most relevant set of data. Again isn’t it back

to the researcher. And maybe that’s also where it should stay. Mm hmm. But I think that’s a really

interesting discussion and this sort of like how do we know which tools we need before we’ve got the

tools. Yeah. If we’re trying to define so to to to define this new tool.

[00:52:34.900] - Sine Nørholm Just: What are. What could it be what what are the possibilities

right now. Um.

[00:52:43.540] - Cedric Mensah: Um but yeah I’m also mentioning kind of clicking on one of the

actors and then getting all of their posts.

[00:52:51.130] - Sine Nørholm Just: If if you if you just saw another we’re interested in, venstre,

can we just do that.

[00:52:57.300] - Cedric Mensah: And then you get. Yeah. It says about 2800 results.

[00:53:01.640] - Sine Nørholm Just: And what do we do with that information then. Can I get all

those posts.

[00:53:06.390] - Cedric Mensah: So exactly. So you you get all those posts by kind of now scrolling

down. And this will end up in all the posts technically but you would have to go through them all.

Uh yeah.

[00:53:22.900] - Sine Nørholm Just: But then there’s like my experience with them with the t-caat

and how that’s exported into Excel which isn’t like for me doesn’t do anything better than this. So I

think it’s.

[00:53:40.260] - Cedric Mensah: So. But would it have to be exported to to make it better.

[00:53:44.090] - Sine Nørholm Just: Hmm hmm hmm hmm hmm hmm hmm.Hmm. Well I guess

the problem with like anything stable like it could be a PD if the problem with this is now the browser

has to stay open. Right. Yeah. Um.

[00:53:59.470] - Cedric Mensah: So for you it would be to have had this one to one snapshot of this

kind of. Yeah well you wouldn’t want to lose any of the of the visual information.

[00:54:10.600] - Sine Nørholm Just: But I guess what I get from keeping it here is I can actually

click on it right. Likes Can I go to the guys in a. I can’t go to the. Oh yeah I can see why it was so

this was on the fence just.

[00:54:30.930] - Cedric Mensah: Maybe if you see it click on to see add details.

[00:54:39.130] - Sine Nørholm Just: Oh that’s interesting but then I would have to do that for every

one of them.
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[00:54:45.610] - Cedric Mensah: Uh um yeah. Yeah. So what you can do is kind of click on the

ad and then be transferred to it so we can also look at the compensation for example. Yeah I can

do that. I think you can’t. No you can’t. There’s no way you can. It just goes to the page but not

specific post.

[00:55:13.710] - Sine Nørholm Just: But then again it’s really a question of what you want because

doing that if it was able to first show me the overview and now there’s two thousand nine and two

thousand eight hundred or approximately right. And then if I would have if if what I wanted is to find

out the sort of conversations and then I would have to click on every one of them which I can’t now

but even if I could link the amount of time that would take that would take. So we’re back to the sort

of of course we could do. Like I could do this plus I could scrape all the Minister’s own Facebook page

and then I could combine those two. Mm hmm. And I like it. I’ve read all their ads and I read what

that was what happened on that page. Yeah but I wouldn’t be able to read everything that happened

underneath all the ads.

[00:56:12.870] - Cedric Mensah: That is true. Yeah.

[00:56:14.860] - Sine Nørholm Just: But but still that would be sorry if I was able to get the

information of everything that happened under all the ads that would also be a massive amount of

information.

[00:56:32.890] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah I mean it would be two thousand eight hundred times but

whatever whatever the amount of comments and likes

[00:56:38.630] - Sine Nørholm Just: and so I guess in terms of if we were to go further with a tool

it would also like I would also have to. Ask more quantifiable questions which I’m not. Again maybe

that might be easier in Twitter. I don’t know what is really relevant and possible on Facebook. But

so what I’ve seen people do with Twitter data is for instance like who’s connected to whom and these

like these really network graphs and network graphs of of the relationships and how they’re you know

how they gather and there are these beautiful ones. Well of political debates where you see oh and

all the people who think something about one party that are down here and on the other ones up

here and then there’s like a really strong connection between these two men. And all of that. And so

of course that’s sort of a matter of of knowing that that is possible but also asking a question like a

research question in which that information would be relevant. So so could you do the same.

[00:57:53.940] - Cedric Mensah: Like who who is connected to who again knows at the moment

would exceed a bit it what I’m trying to do but I think you could go through the API by looking at
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who who liked what kind of what I would have to look a bit more into it.

[00:58:13.230] - Sine Nørholm Just: So yeah it’s it’s kind of interesting that those network analysis

have primarily been done with Twitter data and not so much with Facebook.

[00:58:20.650] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah there are a lot more open about what they kind of expose in

terms of network information. And then maybe finally for the section. Would you say that having

the raw data behind this would be helpful. What is so raw data meaning it would get. I know you

mentioned a couple of times except it’s not your not your favorite format but you would get kind of a

file it would have all of these posts in rows you would have all of the texts all of the links all of them

all of the information that’s basically scrolling but here would be in one file so you have to kind of.

[00:58:58.170] - Sine Nørholm Just: But then I think what would be really nice is OK so good.

Good Excel stuff that I’ve seen. But I think students in this like from master’s thesis when students

work with this but I think they’ve mostly done it. They probably haven’t done it manually but maybe

with the API where you get the sort of posts most and who gets the most likes and who gets the most

comments and so on. And I think that works very well in an excel because it is numbers since you

are quantifiable. But what I would like to add to that is the sort of well how do you get back to the

text. So could you.

[00:59:45.670] - Sine Nørholm Just: Have enlivening back the text or back to the original post.

Yeah. Yeah. Or have a document like her. I’m wondering how much is that in terms. So it’s kind of

like when you’ve identified oh here’s a one post that got a lot of a lot of likes.

[01:00:04.840] - Sine Nørholm Just: So how do you find that post again.

[01:00:09.250] - Cedric Mensah: I find it again. as in how do I find it in Facebook too or in my

dataset.

[01:00:14.960] - Sine Nørholm Just: Uh yeah I can. Is it a PDF file with the actual posts and then

we get our associate.

[01:00:21.670] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah I can see. Yeah I’ll see you. So you have kind of like a clipping

of all the posts and then you have an excel file that analysis analysis and now analyzed and I’ll analyze

it. Exactly. But then you don’t have the connection from one to the other kind of. So what you’re

saying.

[01:00:40.000] - Sine Nørholm Just: I don’t know if you have that I would like to have. Okay. Okay.

So as to be able to use the like two so as to be able to use the excel sheet as an actual overview and

help me get faster to to the to what is most interesting. Yeah okay. I think again it’s it’s because my
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interest is usually so qualitative Yeah. So I’m like Okay. So that is the most whatever Lars Lokke is

the most liked politician of Facebook. What did he do that made him so liked. Mm hmm.

[01:01:17.080] - Cedric Mensah: So going in from the quantitative to the qualitative

[01:01:19.630] - Sine Nørholm Just: the fact that he is the most liked doesn’t tell me much. In and

of itself. So I want more.

[01:01:29.230] - Cedric Mensah: Right. Yeah I see. Yeah that makes sense. Okay then for the final

step kind of um again you mentioned a couple of times Excel is not your favorite format.

[01:01:40.690] - Sine Nørholm Just: I’m pulling back on that a little bit. If it’s a nice excel sheet

it is.

[01:01:46.170] - Cedric Mensah: So kind of for starters I haven’t pulled the Danish data set yet

because I’m from Germany so I figured Germany would be a natural start.

[01:01:55.930] - Sine Nørholm Just: Then you may be seen like when I was thinking of the nice

Twitter ones it would have a sort of AFD.

[01:02:01.660] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah you would definitely have that.

[01:02:03.700] - Sine Nørholm Just: Oh yeah. No they were quite like this very very I think it was.

I think it was financial times when you had somebody do this and it was really nice graph and it just

showed how all the other parties were connected. And then the alternative for Deutschland was just

a very big chunk. Yeah but very unconnected with all the other debates.

[01:02:26.750] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah. Yeah. They’re also very special in that they almost never

pay. So they have a very very few promoted posts but they have almost always the highest engagement.

So they’re the people that follow them are very very you could say political I guess to frame it in a

positive way. And they’re very very engaged in the debate. But um basically what I did is I get the

scrolling feed that you saw basically as you said it’s only a topical search right. What I did is I gave

the API all page I.D. that I know are in the in the database which should technically be all. Pages.

And then I said could give me every post from every page from in this case Germany. And so this is

a data set of ninety thousand posts I think from all pages that have ever posted something political

in nature from Germany and then it gives you the name of the page the entity that paid for the post

the impressions and kind of a band then the Post got the spending that was done on the post a link

to the post the currency it was paid for in. So was it paid for in Euro pounds or whatever. And then

I think still we have. Yeah. Then obviously what the actual post said.

[01:03:57.300] - Sine Nørholm Just: Mm hmm. But that’s that’s why I’m saying this of course is
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already something in terms of of textual analysis but it’s this bit that is interesting so I can actually

go back and see. OK. Was there an image. What was there.

[01:04:13.690] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah. So I mean this doesn’t always work because they have

sometimes they take down the post and then obviously can’t access many Yeah exactly. But you

technically could go for every post that is still kind of publicly available.

[01:04:33.620] - Sine Nørholm Just: You can go back and but that’s why actually saving the post

when it is available would be interesting as well too. Yeah and that’s why I’m sort of rather than

having the links to Facebook which may be broken or it may be taken down. So I actually have a link

to your own data warehouse with where you saw it.

[01:05:01.780] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah yeah. Yeah. Then yeah. Then technically I guess you would

have to life life scrap it so kind of again every one as soon as it appears right. But this is hard

[01:05:10.560] - Sine Nørholm Just: How do you define political here.

[01:05:13.300] - Cedric Mensah: So I just follow the Facebook definition. So basically all I do is get

everything out of the database that they have stored. So obviously if if there is posts that fall out of

their definition of political it it’s not gonna show up here.

[01:05:30.920] - Sine Nørholm Just: So the ad library is actually full only for political adverts only

for political and so what they what they deem to be political and social issues. So not any is whatever

if zalando is telling me to buy at the same shoe that I bought yesterday.

[01:05:49.420] - Cedric Mensah: No it would probably not show up in there

[01:05:51.890] - Sine Nørholm Just: although not anything that has been paid for as an ad. Oh

no the ads. Exactly.Exactly. Interesting is that because they think that.Sort of normal commercially

oriented advertising is just so ingrained that it shouldn’t be tracked.

[01:06:12.740] - Cedric Mensah: So my hunch is that they have a business interest to protect those

advertisers

[01:06:18.590] - Sine Nørholm Just: But they would also like us as was shown before.Like the

political parties also pay for these adverts. So how come they’re not protected.

[01:06:31.610] - Cedric Mensah: I guess because they’re political, right? So it’s different it’s a

different category of transparency or if.

[01:06:40.180] - Sine Nørholm Just: And that actually means that my anti Trump adverts would

never show up because the advertisers are Coca-Cola for instance. So when Coca-Cola doesn’t advert

[01:06:50.170] - Cedric Mensah: so there it gets tricky all the lines get blurred a little bit because
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if you take a look here or I’m not sure if it’s a data quality issue on Facebook site but you have so

TripAdvisor for example shows up in this desert. Sometimes companies that show up

[01:07:07.630] - Sine Nørholm Just: so that would actually be like one thing you could do is then

look at all the ones that aren’t political parties to see you. What did or that I identify as commercial

company exactly to see what did they do to qualify as a political.

[01:07:25.430] - Cedric Mensah: It could be that it just got flagged wrongly but it could also be

that. Yeah let’s say my muesli for example that’s a that’s a granola company that might do something

about. We do the most sustainable know to protect the rainforest so to speak and then that could be

flag this political.

[01:07:43.350] - Sine Nørholm Just: And who does the flagging?

[01:07:45.630] - Cedric Mensah: It’s a face Facebook looks algorithms. And then if you were a

official political party or a social actor you have to do it yourself. You have to kind of say okay I’m

posting from a political account so it needs to be flagged as political.

[01:07:59.070] - Sine Nørholm Just: Yeah. Do you know what the Facebook algorithm looks for.

[01:08:05.160] - Cedric Mensah: Um not specifically. That’s kind of yeah. That’s I hope it is hidden

in the documentation somewhere but I’m afraid that or worried that it’s just the typical Facebook

algorithm does this without specification.

[01:08:20.850] - Sine Nørholm Just: But is it. Do you think it’s a word like a word search algorithm

or those particular words as you are saying.

[01:08:28.530] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah I was going for social or I would think that at some some

things along the lines of that.

[01:08:34.340] - Sine Nørholm Just: Yeah you could that also explains why Danish Crown didn’t

because that’s just a commercial. So all the adverts of you know get nice social channels for your

summer barbecue.

[01:08:47.330] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah that’s not gonna show up. Exactly.

[01:08:49.220] - Sine Nørholm Just: I think I thought it was weird that there were only 8 when we

did that trial search. Yeah. No I understand. I think a bit more. Yeah. Yeah.

[01:08:57.850] - Cedric Mensah: They’re not. I think they’re not very strong when it comes to two

contexts kind of especially when it’s in foreign languages. So yeah that might be why

[01:09:06.440] - Sine Nørholm Just: it’s always always easier to work in English. Yeah exactly

what. Yeah right. The but that I think is already.
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[01:09:16.760] - Sine Nørholm Just: Very interesting you have just kind of

[01:09:21.930] - Cedric Mensah: if you just want to do like a high level analysis you could for

example looking at okay I’m looking at political advertising in Germany why am I seeing posts paid

for in pounds dollars Russian rubles to be kind of very obvious but um yeah you could look at kind

of foreign influence you can look at topical analysis you can just kind of I haven’t done it yet but it’s

something I would like to do is to kind of give or add to the data set. Keyword analysis that you

already see OK out of those 90000 posts. You have kind of a word cloud and whatever immigration is

kind of the most discussed topic for the economy is the most discussed topic and what I would also like

to add is sentiment analysis. So say the post is kind of negative positive neutral and interesting kind

of also link whatever a right wing coated party communicates mostly negative or no environmental

organization communicates mostly positive or something like that. Who is your supervisor. Um shush.

Professor show. Yeah. She does though she’s not really she’s not kind of in the field of communication.

[01:10:45.390] - Sine Nørholm Just: I’m just kind of just good. I’m just. It’s just that you are

saying. So there are some people at the Department who’s like who really put it at the Department

of digitalization. Or at least they used to be who’ve done a lot of this stuff already.

[01:11:04.030] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah I know Abid did a lot of this. I think they’ve even come up

with their own SODATO tool

[01:11:11.420] - Sine Nørholm Just: Yes I guess that’s what I was thinking of

[01:11:13.030] - Cedric Mensah: . Yeah exactly. Which have reached out to them to kind of get

access to it but I haven’t heard back yet. I think it’s a different level of analysis but

[01:11:21.910] - Sine Nørholm Just: this is not available?

[01:11:24.080] - Cedric Mensah: I couldn’t find it online. Um. But um yeah this is kind of the initial

data set that I came up with and I want to. Expand it to different countries and then the idea is to be

able to um yeah just create a website where you can just say OK I want to country this downloaded

and then get the entire data set as opposed to having to scroll the ad library.

[01:11:51.590] - Sine Nørholm Just: Yeah. So that you can kind of yeah. Yeah. Cause I was sort of

wondering like why are you talking to me rather than doing the analysis of this. Yeah that’s because

you want me to be doing the analysis. Exactly. Exactly.

[01:12:03.760] - Cedric Mensah: So just providing. Yeah. So my my interest in this is obviously I’m

also interested in the kind of political implications and stuff. But for me it was more into the technical

challenge of getting the data out storing it. Yeah. Yeah and obviously creating something useful.
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[01:12:21.230] - Sine Nørholm Just: And I think so. So do you think it would be plausible to not

only get the data but also get the posts because if you could have a store of thing as I was saying and

excel on the PD F and they would be linked so I would know. Oh that one looks interesting. Let me

go and see who it is.

[01:12:42.350] - Cedric Mensah: I think it’s a bit two sided so yes it’s technically possible at least

for if you do it kind of live if you as soon as you see a post comes in you go to the site and take it

take it where it gets difficult is if you do it in hindsight because as you can see if you click on the link

the post is gone.

[01:12:58.770] - Sine Nørholm Just: Yes no but that’s kind of like with my now that we know

we’re interested in these CEOs and Twitter. Then we have somebody at Roskilde University who just

collects all those names for us but if I today wanted to know what had happened for the past year it

would be really difficult.

[01:13:18.510] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah. Which this gives you the opportunity to do it right. You

can look into the past year with kind of limited availability.

[01:13:29.880] - Sine Nørholm Just: I can’t always depends on what is provided obviously and it

does it also have like likes and comments and shares and engagement.

[01:13:37.820] - Cedric Mensah: It does not have that because the library doesn’t provide it as such.

It’s I want to look into it because it’s a bit more of an engineering kind of challenge because you would

have to kind of grab the actual posts and then look into another API. If the post is there what it does

have is what Facebook provides is how many people approximately looked at it and how much was

paid for was between now and then who paid for it once.

[01:14:13.190] - Sine Nørholm Just: Well that is cool. Should I maybe tell you who else you might

have to. That would be perfect because I saw you had my profile. Just: go to Roskilde University. So

he is the the colleague who I think is most specialized or the one that I go to for for this and he.

[01:14:56.410] - Cedric Mensah: I Might have already reached out to him.m. Oh and you didn’t

come back. Oh yeah thank you. Let me see. Sure. So I’ve reached out to you. There is. OK I call

that meeting. I think in two weeks.

[01:15:13.680] - Sine Nørholm Just: Yeah right. And then I think um I think Peters is also

interesting. He has with Kim’s call um like a research project that tries to look at because because

they some of these people are very interested in reception. Mm hmm. And traditionally worked with

reception from a very qualitative perspective and sort of you know now that you’ve seen this movie
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what do you think of it. And and and the finding ways of using digitization and deification in a in

kind of some of the things that I’ve been talking about. So how do you use some of this without losing

losing the new ones. Um yeah I don’t know but my and my closest colleague I’m not sure if you would

say many of the same things as I say or if you would say anything different. But just to is this like I

know it’s a lot of the stuff that we we do is is similar. Good. How would you know if you just want

another perspective.

[01:16:57.460] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah. That’s always always good.

[01:17:00.600] - Sine Nørholm Just: If he’s saying exactly the same thing I’d say he can step up

the fight with you but um. And then I think there are more people in journalism as well. Uh um uh.

Who. Who work with us. Uh. And I guess that would be relevant for you.

[01:17:19.500] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah. If you have more contacts I think I’ve looked at Roskilde

University Copenhagen University as well but I’m not. It’s always good if you have someone that

tells.

[01:17:30.140] - Sine Nørholm Just: you not CBS

[01:17:31.390] - Cedric Mensah: and CBS as well. Yeah um it always helps if you have someone

that tells you you kind of what the people actually working with because games you can always look

at papers.

[01:17:42.520] - Sine Nørholm Just: But yeah. So he’s like I’m like Sander he’s involved in this.

They call it digital the media lab or something. So he’s known to be or in our organization one of

the experts right now. Mm hmm. Maybe I also work closely with him and he just has most probably

knows a bit more about these things than I do but he’s sort of intermediate Yeah like with Sander

being the expert and then me being complete lovers. I never would. He would sort of. He’s he’s done

more of like trying to use t cat and I’m done with this work. But but not like a whole lot.

[01:18:41.500] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah. How does that actually work. I’m kind of in a department

would THERE typically be people as you said experts are not experts with the non experts say to

doctors. Go get me this data. Or would it typically be everyone does their own research and you

know

[01:18:56.590] - Sine Nørholm Just: you can’t really ask somebody to get a colleague. I can’t go

to somebody and tell them do that for me. But we have that digital media lab so that some places

have designated as a place to go if you want some data or if you want help with not just setting up

the searches and the and the collections but but also how can I analyze this and things like that. So
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with that with I suppose it would be more like all his work together.

[01:19:26.380] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah.

[01:19:26.950] - Sine Nørholm Just: Oh you do the data

[01:19:28.710] - Cedric Mensah: Fair enough

[01:19:30.900] - Sine Nørholm Just: But I think that would be but there’s a completely different

your project but it would be really nice to have more people who are you know there as you know I

can actually go and ask that person I’m not a technical advisor or technical advisor or or a research

assistant who knows how to do this these things and so I can actually ask that person you know to

do searches and things like that but you got like there isn’t land enough resources for that on a daily

basis that’s something if I were to write like an external funding application I would put money for

such a person into the application.

[01:20:17.810] - Cedric Mensah: Thankyou very much. That was very very insightful and more than

an hour so Thank you for your time.

A.9 Interview R2

[00:00:00.090] - Cedric Mensah: I don’t get the information out yet and I figured if that’s the

case for me who is a little bit technical it would be even harder for people that are kind of in the

communications or political science fields.

[00:00:13.340] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: Sure but there’s no business aspect to this like financial

something none of there’s no there’s no business that more like studied for a research. Yeah. Yeah.

[00:00:22.390] - Cedric Mensah: So it’s for me personally to better understand how the FBI works

how databases work and then to provide a solution for researchers.

[00:00:29.610] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: I think if you’re writing a thesis on it I really think the

whole API process is really changing right now. So if Facebook had a public API until a few months

ago that it just. Shut down or eBay started shutting it down during the last few years but they’ve

been incrementally shutting it down. So within that research what we feel is that we used to be able

to access these API is a little bit of technological knowledge. People would usually have somebody

out of university that would develop a tool that will make it easy for people to access this data. To

communicate with these API is because it’s as you say it’s too technical for many companies but.

But now they’re starting to shut down this API is anything like within research. We are starting to
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question how much you should even rely on these API IDs because commercial companies that are

from one day to the other can just decide to shut it down. So I think people are positive about the

ad opening from Facebook but I think they’re also skeptical in the sense that this is really something

that they will provide as a decent service that is available.And I think so far I haven’t read much up

on it but I know that a lot of researchers has been complaining with the API that it’s not. Giving

them the results they want or reliability issues something that kind of maybe even validity issues and

I think so. I think there’s many things to it. This is just like the overall frame. But just to say

things like if you really want to get into that I really think you should. Read up on the whole API

battle between the company and the researchers. Perhaps this has been going on for life. Yes since

social media started basically and until now. Right. So API also created that you know for developers

to produce third party applications. Not really to to to get information out of the system as such,

to analyze, right? More like to produce something that creates a value to Facebook basically which

is not necessarily research but then on the other hand they are also starting to still sort of make

some systems that makes things transparent that didn’t just as he has been. So it’s a little bit of a

given take right now but I will be interested in seeing how well this works. Like well the thing I’m

doing is the technical aspect I’m pretty sure that we can fix that because that’s probably much more

important. I would be curious to see how well it works. You encounter issues that you shouldn’t

wonder around or technically yes. Based on the fact that Facebook is not providing the information

that they’re supposed to. Maybe there’s no limitations to rate limits and all these things add up to

introspection and maybe inconsistent. I don’t know and the whole categorization of what is political

and I think the ads are only about things at a glance. So I don’t think it covers things that are. I

don’t know that I would I would think that there’s probably a huge gray area between semi political

ads and non political ads on TV. So. Yeah so so. So that’s all these issues. But I don’t think this

should deter you from doing this broadcast. But I think marketing a party project would probably

also be critical on the whole thing because I think that’s impossible right now.

[00:04:16.590] - Cedric Mensah: It’s easy to be critical of the whole thing when you kind of work

with it because although issues you mentioned you kind of encounter along the way of programming

the access to it as well.

[00:04:27.210] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: But I think that’s also falls to you for your project.

I just saying that you should really include that because I think what is going on on a larger level

which is maybe not your core. But it will affect you is like the political and economical landscape of
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who owns access to data basically. And I think that is going on on a mass scale right now it’s really

changing it’s always been changing but it’s just within the last two years many things as dramatically

changed. So in that sense I think it will affect the technological possibilities and have all these the

absence of intertwined with this trend. Yeah that being said let me know what you get.

[00:05:08.640] So basically what I try to do is kind of do well I guess need to separate the interview

into three areas. One is kind of the general interest in researchers in the data. The second being

specifically interest in Facebook or in social media data. The second being Facebook specifically and

then the third kind of showing what I’ve got so far if that’s kind of along the lines of what you would

expect as a researcher. There’s more more demand for it. Yeah but I was wondering, are we limited

to the 30 minutes or do you have more time?

[00:05:41.620] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: Yeah. No I think it’s okay as long as we don’t get past

twelve.

[00:05:48.730] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah so the first one would just be can you maybe introduce your

field of research a little bit?

[00:05:54.790] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: So my phD to you was about social media and politics

political communication. So I basically studied the scientific value of social media data. So it was

both about studying what politicians and citizen did. But it was also about studying what you could

do with this type of data. So I mean that’s what my work was. I’m not a coder and a programmer did

but never at the time we had sufficient methods that I could sort of without hard core coding abilities I

could use the tools. At the time particularly at the University of Amsterdam. They have this initiative

called the United methods initiative where they develop methods to study digital material and they

develop a program called netvis which until like a month ago were getting data from public Facebook

pages for instance. So mostly Facebook but I’m starting to look more more into Twitter because

Facebook API is closing down right now. So that’s what I’ve been studying. Recording describing

analysing political activity on social media mostly on Facebook mostly from PLOS politics political

Peter’s party and party leaders go on Twitter more broadly has Texas stuff like that and we have

a tool that is ongoing collecting data. So we opened a digital methods or there is a media lab at

my institution which is about. Discussing and studying digital data. And we have a server and are

collecting and communicating with the Twitter API. So we’ve done a lot during the last election as

well. And I looked a little bit into the whole because there’s an interface for the ads as well so you

can’t also with our programming ability go in and have a visual look I’ll get some of this data not even
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that I get big aggregated sense but but so I’ve been using that a little bit especially to sort of find out

how much the various politicians would how much money they would use on ads the simulation stuff

like that. Yeah I mean the tools there are not great. So I would be curious to see whether the API

would sort of allow you to do like more granular options of the options on the interfaces is a little bit

general. Yep yep.

[00:08:34.800] - Cedric Mensah: So what you say basically is you use what so when you work with

Facebook data that you go through a tool netvision that you use?

[00:08:41.900] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: Netvis, yeah. And you would be like did they create

like a particular interface where you can select certain things that are basically just using whatever

programming language and API tools that are now to put this on translating that into an interface

where you can do dropdown menus and say from this date to this date I want to get all the posts

from this politician’s speech or from the comments on on these pages and the various types of data

as possible and then after that what kind of export material do you want it as a csv file or excel file.

[00:09:19.140] - Cedric Mensah: And do you, kind of when you when you look at the data do you

go by. I want to look at a specific person or do you can you also tell the tool to kind of give you.A

topical overview?

[00:09:31.910] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: No, only each page. You have to know the page. so

you do it on every page that you want.

[00:09:39.450] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah. And then you get raw data out of it can you export stuff or

is it also a visual.

[00:09:45.850] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: Well you get the data. I mean I think raw data is is

debatable but you get data for like user you find something that you can analyze afterwards. Right.

So that’s basically I mean like so he will do on a reader who has done these things in Amsterdam.

He sort of he’s good at sort of knowing how researchers want to analyze this data. So he’s good at

putting things neatly in columns ready for an analysis right. Yeah. So for instance the API would give

you I think three different types of of time scales or time formats. And I think like he knew that you

needed the sql time format because that’s the only thing that really works with Excel for instance. So

the two other type formats are useless to the average researcher. So in that sense he would interpret

it but it is raw in the sense that it’s basically just what Facebook would allow you to. But he has sort

of he translated into a neat csv file that works well for analysis. And. He. Takes away some of the

things that that that that’s not that useful so he’s sort of he’s selecting curating all that. But you
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could say that it’s raw to some extent

[00:11:01.640] - Cedric Mensah: and kind of the granularity of the data is it down to kind of

engagement with post as well?

[00:11:08.560] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: No I mean I can show you how the data looks if you

will. Because. Because I have a course on digital methods right now that I’m teaching and so I’m

struggling a little bit with the Facebook data because usually I would let them do this netvis tool

and collect their own data. I can’t. Now so I’m using data that I collected during the election this

summer. Right. So this for instance would be one of the politicians. And you have this is the header.

[00:11:41.410] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: Sorry.

[00:11:44.290] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: So you can see the header. What kind of data is this.

I mean he’s not I don’t think he’s he’s not adding anything he’s only using the data so so but he’s

not I he is. So you have to type of posts. So what kind of data is it photo status video. But that is

something that Facebook gives you, it is not something that he creates.

[00:12:04.960] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: And who is posting it what is the page name Coast

I.D.. Post link so you can access the link. I think this is really important. Usually I mostly will use this

for instance the text and then combine that with sort of engagement metrics here. But. Oftentimes

you want the context of it like the actual picture with the text together. So I think it’s really useful

that you have to post link that if you want it you can always go to the original file and find out how

it turned out. And I use that like every now and then and need to go in and find the context for them

sometimes I can just use the text and then say OK it’s back this. So sometimes I can copy them. So

then you have the Post published. So actually I deleted a few columns because we’re not using them.

[00:12:56.200] - Cedric Mensah: So this is the publication date kind of?

[00:12:58.450] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: Yeah. So this is as well. I think this is also just

Facebook the output gap. And then you have the amount of likes comments reactions which is light

likes and the rest. So Wow haha I only think of one shared engagement. Love how all this. OK. So

that’s I mean I’m sure that the API will allow you to have much more information but that I mean

this allows me to study other posts based on content versus engagement rates and activity rates and

I have the time date and this is this is I use most of this information and I think like he’s good at sort

of giving you too much news that business what we need to study posts for instance

[00:13:51.850] - Cedric Mensah: In terms of data points is there anything you miss. That you think

should be in there that would be interesting to look at.
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[00:13:58.720] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: Well I guess it’s different with the the the ad so I’m

not sure how that even looks. So I mean with that you would have commercial the economic aspect

would be the core. Right? It’s actually the most important in that sense sort of thing. The economic

part coupled with the with the with the date is really important. So you can see how much money

they spend each week or month or something like. The rest really depends on what’s what’s available

I guess like what kind of information. So I don’t have like the full list of what the API would allow me

to get. But I don’t know how much more I can imagine that it would be maybe something about the

target group I guess would also be there. So who was this targeted to maybe like a separate columns

that was just about age six something like that. All the different things that you went into that you

could see whether they or not they would be focused on women or something for a week or something

like that. That would definitely be really interesting is that and I think that data is available because

it is in the in the library. So I’m sure that the game would give that information as well. I think that

then that’s the complicated issue that one ad has different versions of ads. So one ad can have like four

versions. That are I guess marketed at different times but also sometimes curricula but depending

on the target group. So yeah but it’s still connected to that ad. So I’m like so that’s a new if you

compare that to this studio. How would you put that like how would you make an output of that but

doesn’t come too confusing. Sometimes I think the ads can have like 10 different versions so mostly

they only have one or two. But I think a lot of the time they use one ad to. Experiment with different

target groups. So that’s sort of a layer of complexity that I’m not sure how one would make an output

for. And it also depends on how the ad the API does that. So would you have like one general and

then sub versions or are they all on the same level the sub versions. I don’t know how that would

work. So I guess that would be an open question. So far like what to do about the different versions

of one ad. Depending on how I would go about analyzing it because I would just prefer one road for

AD. Out because that would be the easiest. But then if you have four different versions of the one

ad. Would you like what. How would you do that. I’m not sure like that would be up for debate I

guess depending on what the what the API does with that. So that’s a challenge I think the different

versions of ads. What more? Well I mean you also get here. I don’t use that much but you get a link

or you get a link for the picture only. I would imagine that maybe the ad archive does the same. I

would usually just use the post links. So I think that’s the most important if I can get a link to go

exactly to the post. But you know maybe the picture might be interesting because then you could it’s

disappeared a time where I would just want to collect all the pictures just something for some kind of
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analysis right.Yes. It’s not that important but if it’s there I think it it is an interesting feature that

I could use. So here they have linked domains. So if you put a link in there where is it linking to

siblings just to Facebook. If the picture is on Facebook boys linking to an article in a newspaper or

something.

[00:17:45.190] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: You know I think that can actually sometimes be very

useful. So they have one for just what are what is the link then they have what is the domain of the

link. I mean I guess that just the links is OK but it’s actually very interesting to see if they are linking

to something. What are they linking to. Probably though on the campaign Web site or something but

maybe some folks will answer No no. With Edwards also who obviously is is doing this. So. I think

it’s a little bit complex because so a party leader might publish an ad but people paying for that that

might be the party behind it and that’s the correct kind of complexity is also visible. So that would

be interesting to see like the difference between the page name should of course be there but also who

is behind that. If that is information available in the API but I think it is ready to go and get you get

the entity that so the entity that owns the ad can basically it’s shown and yeah which is a which is

really important information because then they can. And then the question would be would I be able

to with the API just go to the main person. The party for it and see how they have you know used.

Ads different now two different parties. OK. Is that possible though it would be really interesting and

if it’s possible to be able to go in and see all. That comes from the Liberal Party or something like

that Captain.

[00:19:21.320] - Cedric Mensah: You get you get the page name basically and you also get the entity

of the year the owner of the account that paid for the ad. So if it was on sabbatical to events so for

example that. But then a company would pay for the ad then you would see the difference there.

[00:19:38.410] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: Yeah. Yeah. So. So I think this is also probably gonna

be a little bit back and forward like what is possible. How would we want those.

[00:19:50.590] - Cedric Mensah: But would you generally say kind of those those needs are unique

to you or is it something that’s in the in your field of research kind of generally demanded.

[00:20:00.250] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: I definitely think there is a demand for it. I think for

instance if you take Netvis. It it is it has been insanely popular it’s been creating so many research

projects over the time. And I think Amsterdam University as a university has really. Marketed, maybe

marketed is the wrong word but but they’ve become very visible because they are creating tools that

are very helpful so one way that you can be visible is of course that you can. Interesting I cannot
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access the library for some reason. That is interesting. I don’t think there’s anything wrong with my

internet connection, its like the library is down.

[00:20:53.570] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: Actually it’s interesting. I. So I mean this is where we

are. I guess So We cannot even have a look at it but um yeah no I think there’s a that’s a big market

a big group of people that really wants this.

[00:21:11.180] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: But Coding ability is one thing. The other thing is a

statistical ability and some people have statistical ability conduct coding ability. So they will benefit

greatly from this but also a lot of people don’t have either. So I mean I’ve sort of tried to upgrade

my statistical ability but it’s also sometimes an issue that you also need to take the statistical part to

actually really create value from this data. OK.

[00:21:42.740] - Cedric Mensah: So generally people would benefit already from having access to

the data but there’s a second level where a kind of a descriptive First Analysis would also help them.

[00:21:53.840] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: And I think the more complex the output is the more

difficult it is to use it. Because most people can kind can get a file like this and say okay okay

this is the text, I can use that. But then again to actually find something valuable in the whole

combination of quantitative data. That’s more complicated I think. But still valuable. I mean even

from a quantitative standpoint this could be something that people can use.

[00:22:25.550] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah I think that that already kind of covers everything I had for

the first one as you also mentioned a csv file is it’s kind of ok for you to work with.

[00:22:32.600] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: Yeah I think that’s fine. I mean for most of us I think

some people would prefer the excel file but it’s such a minor step and honestly that if that holds you

back I don’t think you’re gonna get far. So it’s there are people I used to see through files at this point

and if they’re not I don’t think they should be out this field. Really. Yeah. Yeah. Okay. But I mean

if it’s if it was like very easy for you to do and if should definitely do it. So for instance Facebook’s

inside. May allow you to do outputs and excel and your three and they obviously do that because it’s

easier. Yeah.

[00:23:11.550] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah. That covers kind of the first section and the second would

be specific to Facebook. Yeah. Can you talk a little bit about what you think of their kind of recent

transparency efforts. Because you mentioned they’re shutting down the public API but then they’re

opening the ad library.

[00:23:25.820] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: They are opening the library and then they’re continu-
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ing with a collaboration called Source social science one. So social science one is an American research

facility aimed at specifically building bridges between commercial corporations and researchers to do

research collaborations. And I think like Facebook wanna go more into that part where they know

who is doing research on their platform and they even selected instead of just having open platforms

that can just you know flow data out everywhere. But on the same side at same time I think they

also opening up realizing that they shouldn’t if they’re too limited on this. You know it’s also very

difficult for research to to do research on it. So. I mean the good example is is this is Twitter which

is they’ve been having a more or less consistent API over the last two years and it has limitations. It

doesn’t give you old data. But I think. The limitations are consistent and consider to be relatively

reliable which is just really important. And as long as it’s more or less reliable and you know there’s

limitations but only to a certain level. But you know exactly what the limitations are.

[00:24:44.700] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: The gap start to say OK that’s a scientific tool with

possibilities limitations but that consisted of right. So we know what we’re not getting. But with

Facebook AP UPI process so much more messy also because they’re working with private and public

data. So Facebook is really changing their whole approach to this. And I think they’re trying to work

like social science what is is the main output right now and really negotiating with Facebook and I

think that’s positive in the sense that now at least there is an institution that is communicate directly

with them. Before that it was just individuals complaining to Facebook now which is has no power at

all. So what they’re doing right now is that they they have this commercial tool called Crowdtangle

to do it.

[00:25:33.140] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah a social media analytics tool.

[00:25:35.830] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: Yeah but it’s it’s it’s it’s more than that now. dI think

that’s the primary it’s the primary tool that Facebook is using now to output data to commercial

partners but they’re also opening up to giving this crowd tech tools to to its scientific partners. Right

now it’s only if you do political science so you cannot do it for commercial reasons or anything else

actually. But if you have a political issue then you can get access for a limited amount of time I

think for practical which basically works exactly like MIT was used to do and can give you the same

template of some more data and also data from Instagram and thus all the other platforms.

[00:26:20.630] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: So crowdtangle I think the trends of face more into

that and I think they’re sort of working with. Collaboration with researchers would get like very small

very particular data that only a very small group of people get. And then they have like the crowd
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table which is basically anybody can get access pays for it or who has a good sense of project that

will then get free access to it. OK so two different tracks but if you look at social science one that’s

many tracks right now going all at the same time. So they have a lot of different. Approaches to this.

That I think is promising in many ways. But what you generally say accessing Facebook data is kind

of easy one where it’s completely shut down and the Seattle Public instance. Anymore. So it’s not

easy at all. But so what Facebook did two years ago is that they say we’re doing social science fun

collaborations but it’s only so limited. It may be 10 projects or something that’s just been good for

collaboration in the world which is in low. Yes it is such a small group of people who actually get

access but then after that they started to say OK. We also have the crowd time build thing. There

is actually something that we sell. In any case to people want access so I guess you can get access as

researchers as well. And that is much more open. In theory you should be able to get access within a

few weeks if you have a good project. I haven’t tried to do it yet but I’m gonna apply for that one.

So I don’t know how easy that is and how many is getting access to that but that should work. And

I know people who use it and I also have data from it from colleagues. So I have collaborated with

people who have access to them in Norway and so that in that sense they’re working in different fields

right but it’s new that they’re having the more open approach. Before that they only had the very

very small bottleneck data access issue which I thought was highly problematic. Really give like a

small group of people access that the American institutions should decide on Facebook and all these.

and then there’s the whole commercial aspect that Facebook gets to decide at the end of the day.

[00:28:36.930] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: But that is what social science what is trying to I think

mitigate a little bit by saying we are a research institution now we are trying to make the decisions

instead of Facebook and Facebook is trying to let them to some extent saying okay you can be the

you can be totally autonomous. We’re not allowed to decide what kind of studies but you decide. So

they are like the middleman Social scientist gap between the commercial and the research which I

think I think is a good approach. But if you read some of the articles for instance Axel Bruns, he’s a

researcher from Australia. Queensland University of Technology.

[00:29:26.010] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: So if you read he wrote this article called The API

apocalypse where he like very critical about Facebook shutting out and then after that person a

persona called Cornelius Pushman wrote a response article saying well maybe researchers has had

unlimited access for too long. So maybe that’s actually a purpose with it so it’s much more positive

about the commercial collaborations. That the Adler library which is actually like a third lake in the
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sense that that is accessible by anyone right now. So far the only public API that I know of that you

can get access to.

[00:30:10.150] - Cedric Mensah: But so generally do you think kind of Facebook with the ad library

is transparent enough with regards to who has for research political influence on the platform.

[00:30:21.220] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: Well I think there’s many issues with that and Library

Reference to that it only gives you access of political ads. And I think like what how does that work

then. How do we know that that’s all the political ads. What if you don’t categorize this as political

ad how do to get out of Facebook discover this. I think there’s so many issues to that so I’m sure

that there’s a lot of political ads that are not in that ad library but I don’t have much experience

with the platform. So I don’t know really how many issues there are with it but I can just already

see that. Facebook is already. I mean it’s not like full access to all ads it’s already making decisions

about something. But I think the main issue is is is that it’s not if it’s not reliable because then that

then you cannot use it for research. So again Twitter the Twitter public Twitter API is is very limited

but it’s reliable. That’s why we will use it. Because they know exactly what they’re going to get.

And I think the biggest threat to the API and API of Facebook is if you cannot rely on the data that

you’re getting within the limitations that it has and at the criticism that I’ve heard and I think that’s

a really issue because then at the end of the day you will be able to publish if you cannot argue for

what you’re getting and what you’re not getting.

[00:31:39.680] - Cedric Mensah: And when you talk about reliability is that kind of relating to it

has its technical quirks but you can work around them or you you know what they ask you about that

or is it more you know that the data is consistent that you’re getting out of a

[00:31:53.510] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: Consistency. So there will always be limitations obvi-

ously but you need to know exactly what you’re getting and what you’re not getting. And if you don’t

know that then you don’t know what you want to get. But as long as for instance the Twitter API

only gives you up to 1 percent of all the tweets at that moment in time in the world right. So if I collect

data from Denmark usually I don’t go with though over the rate limit of 1 percent. So I’ll be fine if

I go the rate level of 1 percent they will serve me randomly selected material that represents what

I’m looking at within the frame of these 1 percent. And the importance here is that it is randomly

selected. We don’t know for sure that it is but to resist that and we believe that we choose to believe

that. But at least this is the limitation that we know.

[00:32:48.760] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: And it might be wrong but I don’t know of any research
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that shows that this is not wrong. It’s not like that is true and you’d like that works. So there is a

rate limit and sometimes you don’t get all the data but I think Twitter has solved it in a way that you

know that at least it’s randomized when you get over what you said then you can say well represents

the data that I would have I’m getting and it’s randomly selected so it’s not like it’s only when I get

hit that 1 1 percent that I only get well I don’t know the most tweeted for something that is then

and also all of a sudden it starts to mess up the data. And so there is so like how do you solve the

inevitable rate limit that these reports will have. That’s an important question. But the limitations

is not only the problem of slowness you can read about this is how the EPA works. This is what you

can’t get this can get. This is the red limits. If you do if you make more than 10 queries in a minute or

something then then you’re shut down for half an hour. You can only do this and that. I don’t know.

All these things. What are the limitations. But then it’s important that within those limitations then

it’s important that what you get is completely reliable that you get that data within that limitation.

[00:34:10.810] - Cedric Mensah: So it’s about the consistency of the data as much as also a well

documented API document.

[00:34:17.180] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: Yeah and then technically consistent. So for instance

with the Twitter API I’m not aware that Twitter is the service has big issues like shutting down or

not giving you the correct data. I know that I might have issues with my server that shuts down and

has issues or coding issues. The only thing that happens all the time but that’s a park fault on my

end and that issue but something that I am responsible for I’m not aware that there are issues with

twitter servers it seems like twitter servers are relatively stable and that’s very important because if

I collect data and there’s if there’s an issue it should be on my part and I can be I and I need to

be responsible but I can also fix it right now. If Twitter has issues then I don’t know. I cannot do

anything I can.

[00:35:14.200] - Cedric Mensah: And then since you mentioned you already use the add library a

little bit apart from. That already apart from better what we’re kind of the biggest issues you found

so far with it.

[00:35:26.050] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: Yeah I’m not. I haven’t looked much into it but I

remember one thing like so if I remember correctly is I wanted to see how many money that the

different parties use during the election time but I wasn’t able to randomly select a particular time so

I couldn’t select the exact amount of time of the election. So I was forced to say within the last three

months for instance which now is two months back and then the election. But that’s of course very
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messy data because that I have two extra months so I don’t know specifically whether or not they

use that money during the election or after the election. I can so surmise that probably most of that

money is being spent during the election because it’s a holiday and stuff like that. But these are the

choices that are really important. I want to be able to select the exact date that that day that they

spend this money if possible. And if I can’t do that then I have some issues with the precision of my

analysis. So I thought that was really annoying. Apart from that there’s a whole issue of different

versions of the ad which just come it makes it a little complex to see how much money is spent on

this ad. If they spend less on that and isn’t disclosing who’s in that version is that a total. Is there

any way I can get like a total amount now for that ad. Maybe I would be honestly mostly interested

in that. Even though it it’s interesting about the granularity of of each groups and stuff like that but

I would probably be more interested in that in the main. The main level of like how many ads in

general how much money in general right now. But then of course if they had different target groups

and change takes a little bit it becomes really messy and that I need to find out how to. Do a trailing

treat everything is one and a different and afterward treat it as one single and I think I will probably

do either. Or like I would just say well is I will consider that to be separate ads every time we change

something.

[00:37:39.880] - Cedric Mensah: And then generally the the grid view of the ad library is that

something you think is good to work with. Or would you rather have kind of the netvis version of

having a csv file?

[00:37:49.570] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: Well I mean they have the other thing, they have the

grid view. So I guess that’s okay. I’ve been fine with just the raw data the output. And then together

with the link for the actual app. I think that is enough for me. Yeah that’s that’s what I need.

[00:38:09.960] - Cedric Mensah: And how did you use that subject to kind of. Did you look up kind

of in the ad library. Who. The relevant people and then took that page and put it into networks or

did you do it all in the ad library.

[00:38:22.690] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: No I didn’t. I didn’t do anything else just go to the

person’s. I mean I had data from the post so I had the activity that they’re doing in terms of creating

content and then I wanted to see how much they paid for ads or posted there. That’s true or false. So

I just combine that but I was basically just seeing screenshots of the ad library at that point. Yeah

because I mean I was busy but also because I knew you had to export data.

[00:38:50.570] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah. Okay. And then maybe finally I can give you. So I don’t
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have a prototype of the web interface yet that I can show you the data I’ve downloaded and cannot

explain all but how I got to it and then maybe you can tell me a little bit of what you think about

it. So I don’t know how much you’ve read about. The Mozilla Foundation. They also tried to access

the data and they wrote a piece about it couldn’t really get a consistent dataset because they used

keywords. I think they put together words and then the list of words was supposed to be big enough

that it would cover every ad and I took a little different approach is that I was there’s a csv file that

you can download that gives you all the page ids of pages that have actually posted political ads,

right. And then I took that list and passed it to the API kind of working around. Everything you

mentioned with the right limitations because if you download too much data at once it will block you.

So you have to kind of work around that if you get put into many pages at the same time it will also

block you said to work around that a little bit. Yeah but what I’ve done so far as I took I think was

4000 page ids for Germany for some Germans so that was kind of a natural thing to read with and I

queried the API for that and managed to get every German post out of it that’s consistent with the

total number that you see in the ad library.

[00:40:10.810] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: You don’t have much of a German accent.

[00:40:13.250] - Cedric Mensah: Thank you.

[00:40:14.410] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: No usually you with Germans you get this very thick

German accent.

[00:40:15.780] - Cedric Mensah: I’ve downloaded everything. Not. Downloaded everything into.

The database. Which. I hope the internet works. Otherwise.

[00:40:39.830] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: Yeah I think edurom should work.

[00:40:57.810] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah I basically downloaded everything into an escrow database

which then after that allows you to do csv exports. And just to see if my server crashed. My IP

address changed. Just take a minute. So I am connecting from a new network to the database, just

got to add the address actor. Yes that’s.

[00:41:52.820] - Cedric Mensah: Right. Yeah. So what the database includes is basically every

data point you can get out of the FBI which interestingly is different to what the public API provides

because you can in your data you can see the engagements of the comments like shares and stuff which

the ad library doesn’t provide you. Right. But what you get is basically. You get the link to the post

you get the text over the course you get the title was posted you get the time. The entity that paid

for it started to promote it and when they stopped promoting it you get the. Impressions or it can
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reach later in a range unfortunately so they don’t give you a precise number but they say like zero to

five hundred people saw it or five hundred to five thousand.

[00:42:42.440] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: So that’s still really valuable

[00:42:45.270] - Cedric Mensah: And you get also the amount of money that was invested in it.

Also in a range unfortunately.

[00:42:50.650] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: But can I ask because I actually don’t know this is the

difference between whether it’s an actual ad or a booster post or is that considered the same thing.

[00:43:00.790] - Cedric Mensah: So we’ll give you every I think to be honest it doesn’t even have

to be an ad so it can also be posts that that have kind of zero. Pounds or euros or whatever behind

it but they are political in nature. So. So whenever you mentioned a social topic or a protecting the

rainforest or something like that it will end up in the database.

[00:43:22.660] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: So you can they will collect posts that are not even

commercially Boosted.

[00:43:30.110] - Cedric Mensah: Yes that will also be in there.

[00:43:32.410] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: That’s interesting.

[00:43:33.380] - Cedric Mensah: But then as you mentioned kind of consistent documentation I

haven’t found anywhere that describes what their criteria are.

[00:43:40.690] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: So you say it’s not necessarily even an ad

[00:43:44.300] - Cedric Mensah: Not the way I understand it.

[00:43:45.370] - Cedric Mensah: So you know there was a kind of a blog post by Facebook that says

we have all posts of political or social nature or in there but you can’t really find the criteria for what

is political what it says in the nation.

[00:43:55.790] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: But there are there are posts that will have several.

It’s really weird. How does it work?

[00:44:04.990] - Cedric Mensah: I can only imagine they have some algorithm that looks for words

in the post here

[00:44:09.410] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: but then is it even an ad, you know? If there is no

financial Background. OK

[00:44:17.590] - Cedric Mensah: So again some for Germany for example the first data center

downloaded is about 90000 posts from. I Think mid 2018 to basically thinking down to the end of

August this year. So about a year. And just kind of the data output then would be you get the name
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of the page. The id of the page whoever paid for the post. So it could be that the page names as you

mentioned is not the same as the person that paid for it like a politician and then the party.

[00:44:54.040] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: So what does null mean then. I mean it’s an empty

cell but what does that mean in that sense?

[00:44:58.420] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: Funding entity? So for this one specifically that’s a

data consistency issue. So sometimes the data points you get out they just don’t include any data.

Right. So then I just we actually don’t know whether. That was supposed to be something in there.

Exactly. So interesting. No that’s just one of the issues. Yeah it’s one of the issues that Europe has.

Right. You get the you know like I said the rich balance you see okay. At least it reached this one

for example a thousand people at most 5000 people. It was paid for with in between zero and ninety

nine in this case pounds. Yeah. You get the currency as well. Yeah. And I thought that might be

interesting as well when you see OK why is there political ads in Germany that are paid for in pounds

or dollars or yes or Russian rubles or whatever.

[00:45:48.770] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: Also like the funding entity like how would you look

that up if you just say for reasons of us I don’t know Avaaz is but that’s actually also the peace being.

But seeing that process if you just settle named John or something like How would you know which

John it was.

[00:46:06.160] - Cedric Mensah: I think for the funding entities these you have to register with

Facebook right. It would always be a legal entity or name.

[00:46:14.740] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: Sure. So that would be the actual name of a page or

a profile?

[00:46:19.750] - Cedric Mensah: So it can either be the page or it can also be a name.

[00:46:23.050] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: So I’m just wondering for instance what do you do if

an entity name is something that has several names like that on Facebook. Right. So for instance

what do you do.if Avaaz has like three names. How would you know which of them it is?

[00:46:35.610] - Cedric Mensah: That would make it difficult that you wouldn’t be able to kind of.

a unique person.

[00:46:40.960] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: So maybe I mean I’m just asking questions maybe it’s

not maybe you it’s not a problem but if it was possible to get a link for the the person.

[00:46:53.860] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: So the page that is referring to the entity that is

referring to that would be useful as some some kind of unique identifier. Yeah that is not a name
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because that’s not unique. You know even like code or something. As long as it works. Yeah. You

look that up on Facebook so that you actually would be able to track that I think for like 90 percent

of the time it wouldn’t be a problem. But then there would be 10 percent where you would not know

which Avaaz.

[00:47:22.960] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: But I mean all these things are just nice to have you

know you can do it without them.

[00:47:29.500] - Cedric Mensah: Often you don’t need it but then the next one will be the adult

snapshot url which is the url to the post with you also had on yours right side and yours. Which

gets tricky actually with ads because they can be I guess you would call them dark posts. Right. So

they. Put up an ad but they as soon as they stop paying for it it’s not going to be accessible anymore.

Right. So what can happen is as you click on the link and then Facebook will just tell you this ad is

not available anymore.

[00:47:57.050] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: That’s crazy because then you would then you wouldn’t

know because the good thing about this link is that I would be able to if it worked I would be able to

go to the link and then I could actually you know find out which Avaaz it is because that would be

probably linked.

[00:48:14.500] - Cedric Mensah: So I think so for this one for example it’s a perfect example. As

soon as the people start paying for it you don’t have access to the actual posting anymore

[00:48:22.840] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: But that’s weird because if you go into the library you

can get that information right. I can get in to it.

[00:48:29.930] - Cedric Mensah: You can get the title but I think as soon as you click on the titles

and go to the actual page on Facebook then you would get lost as well.

[00:48:36.890] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: But if I go to like. A public page of a politician I can go

into that person’s ad library and then they can see what kind of ads did he post during those forever

ago. So it’s weird because that data is actually accessible but. But in this case its not, which is really

weird. This is just one of the examples of that said that inconsistency doesn’t make any sense now

because it is available. If I went to a Avaaz web page I would be able to go in and point and click.

[00:49:09.190] - Cedric Mensah: For this one you wouldn’t actually. So you would if you go to the

page and it wasn’t paid for post right then. You wouldn’t see if it was.

[00:49:18.050] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: Let me show you an example.

[00:49:19.690] - Cedric Mensah: It gets a bit technical
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[00:49:20.680] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: but maybe maybe you’re right I’m not a complete

expert on this but I the way I see it I can see any. Ads coming from that page. So if I go here and

see what you mean I mean it doesn’t matter it’s just one of the criticisms. Again we should just do

a page just do what it can but there is actually this page transparencies if you go in here. Yeah the

web was really slow but in theory if I go in here to the peace transparency I should be able to actually

get a complete list of all the ads that this person has paid for. Yeah. So I think the data is available.

I can see ads that I’m not working through that but not through the ad library probably. Which is

crazy. Yeah.

[00:50:18.540] - Cedric Mensah: I’ll look at it. Okay. And then. Yeah. What you also get is the.

When was the ad created. As in when was the. Copy written and stuff. You get the. content the

content in terms of what is the text of the ad. You get the link. If there is a link included in the ad

if there is a Description of the link. If there’s an image or something in there you get the right title

to that and then you get. When. When did the promotion start. And then when did the promotion

end. But perfect. And then in addition to that you get. Where was the ad targeted at so you can see.

[00:51:03.370] - Cedric Mensah: It’s not as nice a table at the moment but you can also go for.

Okay so was with the money that was paid for the ad was a targeted ad so this is a German states

basically and a percentage of. Reach from that state. Think you could go and say okay this ad was

targeted at people in Copenhagen or it was right. All Danes or a

[00:51:27.190] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: So what percentage of all the active Facebook people

in Copenhagen saw it. Would that be the interpretation?.

[00:51:32.390] - Cedric Mensah: No it would be out of all the people that saw it. How many. How

big is the percentage from Copenhagen. Okay so let’s say five thousand people saw it. 500 came from

Copenhagen so 10 percent is fucking opening and you also get the. Demographic data for it so you

can see OK of the people that saw it. How many were male female in the age of 18 to 24

[00:52:01.100] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: But can you see what they decided on likes for what

they paid for. Whether they are women or something that’s actually something I mean. You can

deduce of course that it was probably women. If there’s like 90 percent but I think it’s actually more

important for me strategically what they actually did. Target.

[00:52:22.340] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: So I’m more so strategically I would be more interested

in the fact that they chose this region with this gender whether or not that worked well. It’s interesting

but maybe a granularity that wouldn’t we’d be more interested in the strategic decisions with which
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with dog advertising to choose to say I would want our advertising to this very specific group and one

completely different to this. I only spent money on women during the entire election

[00:52:53.910] - Cedric Mensah: and you wouldn’t kind of assume that because the percentage of

people that saw it was very high. It was also targeted

[00:53:00.280] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: yes but it would just be more complicated for me to

make that conclusion right sometimes. Maybe this for a variety of reasons. It’s not as clear but the

demographic that the person chose to do that it’s very clear. It’s very simple. But what who actually

saw that will probably be very messy in the sense that it will be like collaborating with all these

different. So. And like if I were to criticize a political campaign or something. Or I would be more

interesting to criticize them for their intention in full than for one Facebook chose to show them.

[00:53:35.130] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: Yeah I think that would probably be another. Study

by you know what they want to see and what they got but but not a study I think with political

science necessarily that is as interesting depending on what your subject study is. Because you want

to try to find out whether or not they’re trying to position themselves differently to what’s different.

So I’m also trying to guess what I’m also trying to say is that sometimes the more simple data is

better data. There’s so much much granularity here in different age groups but sometimes it would

be better to just have.

[00:54:07.470] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: Like more not buggery but but but but more simple.

Yeah. In that sense it’s not necessarily a problem that that. That for instance it says like a range of

money that’s been spent on an ad because I’m not necessarily interested in the exact number. Okay.

At least if you don’t know it then that’s you know it’s okay that it’s a category. Category of one to

one hundred or 5 500 something like that. So that is usually how I would proceed at the end of the

day in any case. Yeah I would I would prefer the granular option but sometimes it’s okay to just have

simple options.

[00:54:43.900] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: I can find of because it’s easy to analyze.

[00:54:46.010] - Cedric Mensah: That’s good to know.

[00:54:47.660] - Cedric Mensah: And then finally kind of as an added value. What I’m trying to do

is using in this case Microsoft’s AI but you can use any services really to one at sentiment analysis to

it’s to know is it positive or negative.

[00:55:02.630] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: Right.

[00:55:03.470] - Cedric Mensah: And then analyze the keywords so what are the key is that this is
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the entities that I kind of named on a regular basis and stuff like that so you can create a word cloud

or whatever you want to however you want to visualize it in the end. Yeah for every post that’s kind

of in the database. Yeah. Yeah. And then to try to get that on a rolling basis.

[00:55:24.220] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: And then that that is Microsoft sentiment analysis?

What do they call it?

[00:55:27.930] - Cedric Mensah: So it’s Microsoft Azure cognitive services right. Text analytics I

think is what it’s called.

[00:55:38.300] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: So I would be curious about how good it is with Danish

language for instance and I would bet that it’s probably pretty bad. So it probably works well with

English for instance. Yeah so but just to say in my part I would think like Denmark is usually a

problem within these automatic sentiment analysis and I’m not even sure that I can use that. I mean

it’s great that it’s there and I’m sure that there’s tons of applications for it but it’s an interesting

issue in the case. Yeah.

[00:56:06.750] - Cedric Mensah: That’s that’s good to know. I’ve also realized like for German

there’s sometimes posts where it gets confused. Yeah.

[00:56:13.040] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: And for English aswell but I’m sure the German will

be better because they have more experience so much better nothing to be afraid of the data set is

suspect.

[00:56:25.670] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: I would like to work together with you on projects

about sentiment analysis with the as though been think because we have a ll this Twitter data. I

would love to do some sentiment analysis with that. But that’s another project.

[00:56:39.020] - Cedric Mensah: But generally speaking kind of what you saw is a data set is that

would you say that is relevant interesting.

[00:56:44.990] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: Very very relevant. I mean I think in order to give you

really good feedback I would have to sit and work with it for a while and then say like oh this is for

the Republican is this is that possible. So I think like all these things sounds really good but the I

think it also to you good feedback on it. I would probably have to try to sit with it for like an hour

and say this I would probably like it to be like this. But I mean a lot of this data you know if if you

give me the output that you’re giving me that I can always try to change you. Yeah some of it is also

like nice to have you know because it’s a little bit easier. Yeah but I can always change it myself as

well so whatever data you could give is good.
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[00:57:31.130] - Cedric Mensah: So and then in terms of would you be interested more in English

speaking stuff English stuff or in Danish in a Danish dataset. Because the issue is always of Germany.

It was already tricky because ninety thousand posts but then if you go to the US I think it’s in the

range of a couple of million that’s in the database.

[00:57:47.580] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: I am mostly interested in the Danish. But yeah the

US could be interested in working together with a good researcher at the moment so it would be

competing directly but do. But I’m more interested in the Danish stuff because I think there’s a lot

of people doing the American stuff in any case.

[00:58:06.860] - Cedric Mensah: That’s good to know because. Yes the American is a bit more of a

technical challenge. Denmark should be doable

[00:58:12.010] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: I think the Danish is much more unique and interesting

outside because nobody is doing that. So yeah but that erodes. This is really promising. I’m really

looking forward to seeing how that works but if so will you do an actual interface that you can work

with on the fly. Or is this more about giving me a large amount of data.

[00:58:34.340] - Cedric Mensah: So the goal is to provide the unlike the raw data I give you or I

give the researcher who sees me data sets they can then I realize that because it’s kind of for me the

approach is because I’m not a I’m not a communications political science major, right? writer was

more to the technical challenge to get the data out right provided in a way that’s useful to be right.

I’m kind of running analysis on it. That would be then for the next person I think.

[00:59:00.290] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: So I think like the goal for now would be to say hey

looking at advertising political advertising from the beginning of 2019 and then up until the election

time which is this summer right That would a different Interesting phase ending on. June the 5th. And

particularly from May 7 to June the 5th which is the election time I that that would be interesting.

Any kind, all the data that you can get from that amount of time would be really interesting.

[00:59:34.940] - Cedric Mensah: Okay. Yeah sure. So the good thing is first of all Denmark is not

that big, so the data set it’s gonna be smaller than Germany and then once the code is up and running

which is always a bit of fiddling you get it for the entire time that’s in the database so I can give you.

I’m not sure what the starting point for Denmark would be but I can give you either the entire range

and you filter it out for yourself or I can filter it down to this range

[00:59:57.640] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: Yeah I think like we can start out with just try this

because sometimes the less data is more data or better data downloads it’s easier for me to you so we
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can start out with that and I’m sure that if that works you could just extend that just to 2019 but

I think that just the most important day. So if you want to just provide me with a finished sample

which I think is actually fine then I think we should work with sort of optimizing that point because

that would be something that he was interested in it and just to make that as good as possible would

be really valuable.

[01:00:34.390] - Cedric Mensah: That’s good to hear. I can’t kind of in terms of a timeline just that

the whole thesis I want to be done with by Christmas but I’m not sure how quickly I can kind of get

the data out. Yeah but yeah it would be great to continue kind of working on it.

[01:00:47.310] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: Definitely. I mean this would be a great help if you can

provide this how would you actually get the data would you give it on keywords or what you would

do would you just get of political ads data from that so it works again. Or would I have to provide

you with like a list of

[01:01:03.160] - Cedric Mensah: so what I did for Germany is. It’s it’s not available but basically for

Germany if you have the ad library in mind that there is a page or there is a csv you can download it

says for every party. What did they spend right like a total amount. Yes what I did is I took because

supposedly that’s every. Party that is like or every entity that’s reflected in the database. I took all

the page ids from that and I passed it to the to the API. So you have Germany was 4000 but four

for Denmark it will probably be a couple of hundred pages that are that have ads that are in the ad

library right. So political parties politicians put only a handful good. Oh I would have guessed that

around those but I would I would think so.

[01:01:56.140] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: OK. So so they so they register political actors. And

you don’t get anything else and what they register. So it’s not like they will register a post that is

political debate. they register the actors as political?

[01:02:10.270] - Cedric Mensah: Yes. I think it’s two sided so they register political actors. All you

have to register as a political actor and then the same time they look at contents. Right. But as soon

as they look at content they will put the page the page id into the excel sheet because they might say

so as that does.

[01:02:26.740] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: So if you do something a political ad then you can

become a political actor. Yeah. By what ever AI would identify those things

[01:02:35.080] - Cedric Mensah: And then you end up in this file. I took the file and then every

music gives you the page. I took every page he wrote pass it to the API and then gave me back all
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the posts as opposed to looking for keywords which can always be a bit random.

[01:02:48.440] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: Yeah completely. I think that sounds very promising.

But then the question is always How does that work. Like how well does it work to identify political

actors. But do you have a you know that’s the limitation of the library that so far I think that the

library would look it up on the library interface. I think it does provide. I mean I would most would

be interested in the very deliberate political actors. But it would of course be interesting to see

[01:03:17.090] - Cedric Mensah: my kind of validation metric was it gives you a total number of

assets in the library. Right. It says like for Denmark we have. 30000 ads stored maybe. And the

number of ads that I got out of the API matched the number that was kind of posted there off by a

number of 10 ads. So it was pretty pretty accurate.

[01:03:38.350] - Sander Andreas Schwartz: No this sounds really promising news crews to them to

see this.

[01:03:44.680] - Cedric Mensah: So that kind of concludes the information I needed.Thank you very

much for your time.

A.10 Interview R3

[00:00:01.950] - Cedric Mensah: Yes. What I’ve done so far is basically always just introduced

myself and the project and then let the researcher talk a little bit about what they do and what their

focus is at the moment. So basically I’m writing my Master’s thesis at the moment at CBS and I’m

working under the assumption that I don’t know if you know the Facebook ad library that came out

in March of this year.

[00:00:23.120] - Sille Obelitz Søe: No I haven’t looked into it.

[00:00:25.980] - Cedric Mensah: It is basically a tool that Facebook says gives people the ability to

look into political advertising on the platform. So you have to register kind of as a political advertiser

and then all the posts that you put up on the platform you can look into there. And I’m working

under the assumption that while it’s kind of a nice first step and a nice tool it is a bit too technical

for a regular researcher to work with because basically if you want to see all posts that are available

you have to query an API you have to write a little program to kind of understand what’s going on.

Yeah and my assumption is that typical research and maybe even journalists is not really capable of

doing that because the idea from Facebook was that it was a tool for researchers to look into political
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advertising on their platform or what was the idea about the tool on Facebook.

[00:01:18.390] - Cedric Mensah: So the intention is not 100 percent clear as to what the target

group is what they say in kind of their press releases. It’s a tool to understand political advertising on

the. So if there is aDanish political party they advertise during the election all of the posts that they

put out basically are stored in a database and then you can look into it as a researcher. And what I

did then is to build a tool that lets you download the data as a regular CSV or Excel file so that you

can basically look into all the data without having any technical prior knowledge. And based on that

the interview is kind of structured in three parts The first being kind of your day to day experience

with working with social media and social media data. The second specifically to Facebook what you

experience there and then the third more specifically to the ad library and the tool that I built and

think it could be something interesting. So it would be great if you can start by kind of introducing

you to working with me and my work. Yeah well as I wrote to you in the email.

[00:02:27.100] - Sille Obelitz Søe: I haven’t worked with social media or Facebook on a technical

level I haven’t withdrawn data from any social media platforms the using API or anything like that I

work more on the theoretical and conceptual level. And my main point has been misleading this and

the How misleading is it. Right. So I’ve been working a lot around the notions of information and

misinformation and disinformation and I’ve been working with those three notions on the conceptual

level. I have a background in philosophy. I’m originally a philosopher. I still am doing philosophy of

information. So I’ve been working with these three notions information misinformation and disinfor-

mation and how they are interconnected on a conceptual level and philosophical level and how we can

understand those three notions in relation to one another because what I realized when working with

the notion of information I read originally intended to look at the distinction between information and

knowledge. But the more I worked with the concept or the notion of information the more misinfor-

mation and disinformation popped up as some concepts which were related in some sense. But it was

not clear how they were related to information most often they were just mentioned as that false stuff

over there which we don’t really want to look into because information is the truthful part and that’s

what we’re interested in was kind of the assumption going on. But then when you look at the various

accounts of information and misinformation and disinformation. What I realized was that well it’s

not just a question of truth and falsity it’s actually much more complicated than that. Basically it’s a

question about misleading this and not misleading this into a question about intentions. What are the

intentions or the intentionality behind doing something creating some content or whatever it might be.
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So I arrived at a model for information misinformation and disinformation where information is the

intentionally non misleading part of some content where misinformation is unintended and misleading

and disinformation is the intentionally misleading content. And those distinctions or my work on those

concepts have brought me to look into the concept of fake news which has been quite huge not least

with regard to political campaigns and the American election of Trump as president. Where the paper

is not out yet but I’ve recently argued together with my colleague Jack Anderson that fake news is ac-

tually a kind of communicative action. It’s part of communication and we can’t just fact check it that

way we can’t just or flagged or tagged because it’s part of a conversation which we in some somehow

need to get going. If we want to say that we have a democracy in a democracy we can’t just silence

those voices that we are not interested in hearing. At least it’s a dangerous path to take. And then we

argue that well fake news is just it’s such a broad concept covering anything from misinformation to

disinformation to lying to deceiving to propaganda to purity theories to fictions that it’s actually not

that great a concept because what is it that we are fighting off a fictional story and downright lying is

two quite different things. And it takes different means to fight it. If that’s even what we want to do

because do you really want to fight fiction or should there be a place for that as well. And I’ve also

argued that we need to be aware that when talking about misleading there’s a non misleading yes,

but there are also other categories of irony and satire and jokes which if we just distinguish between

information and misinformation and disinformation in terms of truth and falsity then irony and satire

would fall in the category of misinformation and disinformation but it’s not actually misleading. Not

irony and satire are most often non misleading because we have some cues which tells us that this is

irony satire so we can work with it and might actually tell us something true about our world. So

yeah so that’s me. And then I’ve I’ve discussed these concepts in relation to algorithms because the

outset of of my work on information misinformation and disinformation was a desire not from me but

from other researchers to automatically detect misinformation and disinformation online too. And

the underlying assumption was that because then we could flag it or get rid of it or somehow. Do

you fear of misinformation and disinformation and only get the good information that we could work

with. And I think that those kinds of assumptions are misguided and won’t work.

[00:08:40.300] - Cedric Mensah: I was going to ask you I mean based on my experience with

algorithms you kind of in order for them to work you have to kind of get to the core of what is it that

you’re trying to find them. The way you described it it seems very difficult to you to kind of put that

into a set of rules so the logarithm could follow.
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[00:08:58.940] - Sille Obelitz Søe: Yeah and that’s also what I argue and what I’m in one of

my papers saying well OK if we assume that we want to automatically detect misinformation and

disinformation and thereby also information then we at least need to know what it is that we are

looking for. What is it that the algorithms should detect as misinformation and disinformation and

information and then we need to know how to define these notions. And that’s where I realized that

truth and falsity are not the defining features of information or of misinformation and disinformation

because if you just detect for truth and falsity then as I said irony and satire would fall into false

part of your pile so to speak. But it’s not actually misleading. So what. So what I argue is that

the defining features information versus misinformation and disinformation. This non misleading this

for information and misleading this for misinformation and disinformation. And then the distinction

between misinformation and disinformation that is whether or not the misleading this is intentional or

not. And then the question is Well how do you build that into an algorithm. How should you detect

for misleading this. Because whether or not something is misleading depends on both the one sending

the message so to speak the one creating the content and and how it’s created. But it also depends

on the one receiving it whether they actually misled or not for misinformation and disinformation. It

doesn’t make a difference whether someone is actually misled it can still be misleading it’s it’s not

suck it’s not a so-called success term so it means that it can be misleading although no one is misled.

But it’s different for a deception for instance deception is a success term so it can only be deception if

someone is actually deceived. So then you would have to detect for that as well. And the question is

whether that’s possible and whether it’s possible to detect for the intention with which some content

is created. Is it possible to detect whether this campaign is intentionally misleading or not. So that’s

the questions I raise with in relation to two algorithms and automation. But can algorithms actually

do and what would they have to do in order to detect these notions.

[00:11:57.580] - Cedric Mensah: This goes way a little bit from my original question but do you think

that is because the kind of there is no such thing as objective truth in information because I mean I

think from what if I was Facebook for example my approach would be to look for what is objectively

true and what people write and then everything else. I kind of would count this disinformation or

misinformation.

[00:12:23.050] - Sille Obelitz Søe: But that that’s also a tricky question because then you get to the

question what is truth and what do we do that’s something like objective truth actually exist. And

who get to define that because of course we can talk about facts. At what temperature does water
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boil or something like that. But when we are talking about especially political campaigning pains and

much of what is going on on Facebook it’s much more complicated and there is not necessarily one

fixed truth which we can detect. Sometimes it’s a matter of degree or something might be true to

someone but not to others because when we talk about politics it’s much a question about ideology.

And and then what we argue in the paper about fake news and flat fact checking is that sometimes

what Facebook actually realized in putting flags or tags on news stories which they detected as fake

news was that those people who actually believed those stories were most often although those who

had conflicting ideologies with the mainstream. So they were. So when putting a flag on a specific

story they actually reinforced the belief by those people that it was always a conspiracy for instance.

So by seeing the flag these people were like yeah you can see now they flag it as fake news but we

know it’s true and they are just trying to con us in different ways. So so by flagging these stories

they actually reinforced the beliefs of some people. And also what happened was that then especially

younger people started to believe that if a story wasn’t flagged or attacked then it was a default

marker that it was true. But often what was the case was that it just hadn’t been checked yet or

because there’s so much going on in our platform and now you’re asking about truth because well I’m

a philosopher. So truth and what is true also depend on which theory of truth you adhere to. What

you mean by truth. And that’s a complicated story and I’ll spare you. But it’s just to say that it’s

not it’s not that easy to decide. Because in the end it will be a decision.

[00:15:23.380] - Cedric Mensah: That makes sense. So basically what would be interesting for

me is when you kind of approach those projects as a kind of a I guess you would say like a top

down or bottom up approach. Some ideas do you kind of define for yourself what is disinformation

misinformation and deception for example and then you look at Facebook posts for example and then

you categorize or do you look at Facebook posts and then you see OK this might be information that

is missing information.

[00:15:59.350] - Sille Obelitz Søe: I actually haven’t done that exercise because what I did when

looking at the concepts or notions of information misinformation and disinformation was to look at

other philosophers accounts of these notions how do they define them. And looking at their arguments

and then discuss those accounts against accounts of misinformation and disinformation because no

one had actually discussed those notions in relation to one another. So so what I did was I identified

and analyzed where meaning truth and intention how those three concepts played into the various

accounts of information misinformation and disinformation because I realized that the three concepts
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meaning truth and intention all played into to the account in some way. Then I analyzed how they

played into the various accounts of information misinformation and disinformation and discussed it

against one another drawing out the similarities and the differences and then in the end trying to

synthesize it all and redefine the notions of information misinformation and disinformation in relation

to in connection to one another in order to make a coherent framework for all three notions. But

it was of course based on some accounts by other philosophers. And the interesting part was that

in philosophy of information it’s a concept of the notion of information which has received the most

attention and there is this prevalent idea that information is defined by truth. If it’s not true it’s not

information and then misinformation and disinformation is that which is false either unintentionally or

intentionally but then when you look at those cops which are they are on specifically misinformation

and disinformation. Then you realize that those two concepts are defined in terms of information

so they are defined as misleading information. But that doesn’t add up because you can’t define

misinformation or disinformation in terms of information. If the information that has to be true. All

right because so so the accounts of misinformation and disinformation define those concepts. Those

kinds of information. Whereas the kinds of information said that well it’s two completely different

things. And what I realized was that the accounts of misinformation and disinformation took its origin

in the literature on lying and misleading and deceiving which concerned which work with a concept of

information of something which can be misleading and can be false. So that’s why I came to argue that

it’s not about who’s on fault cheap when we have to because otherwise you can’t you can’t combine

the notions and you would you would end up in a situation where you could have some content which

was literally true and thereby would fall in the information part but which was misleading nonetheless

and therefore should have been defined as misinformation and dissent or disinformation.

[00:19:52.450] - Cedric Mensah: So that will be something that is true but kind of packaged in a

way that it’s still pointing to the wrong conclusion.

[00:19:59.810] - Sille Obelitz Søe: It’s based on the concept of implicature from the language philoso-

pher Paul Grice. He has this concept of implicature where when you’re aware when you say something

you can imply something more or something else than what you’re literally saying. And this feature.

What it does is that you can say something which is literally true but you can imply something which

makes it your statement misleading or downright false. And then a philosopher Don Fallows has

taken that taking that example or the mechanism of picture and argues in favor of what he calls True

disinformation and the standard example is that Joe is hiding in your basement and someone wants
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to kill Joe. They come to your door knock on your door and ask Do you know where Joe is. You do

know where Joe is he’s in your basement but you don’t want to tell it because you don’t want them to

kill Joe. So you say truthfully Joe hangs around the Nevada a lot, the Nevada being the local diner.

That is true because he does do that a lot. But by answering Joe hangs round the Nevada lot you

are also implying that he might be there now which is misleading because you know he’s not. But

what you said is true. So that would be a case of true disinformation and and an example like that

would end up in the information category. If you distinguish solely in terms of truth and false as you

because it’s true what you’re saying but you intentionally mislead by saying no. Wherefore it should

be categorized as disinformation.

[00:22:00.840] - Cedric Mensah: But then given those complexities do you see any chance for a kind

of an algorithmic solution to the problem?

[00:22:06.740] - Sille Obelitz Søe: To disinformation or misinformation? No, No I don’t. I should

be honest and say that my technical insight and algorithms are somewhat limited. I I understand the

most of the conceptual workings of algorithm but I wouldn’t be able to to read the mathematics or

the code and figure out how it works. And I wouldn’t be able to write an algorithm myself. But given

what I do know about algorithms and given what I know about those concepts and their complexity

I can’t see how you could make it work. I can’t see because what it would take for an algorithm to

work out an implant are true for instance there’s that because in Blink pitchers are context sensors

sensitive. So it depends on the context whether what you say or what you do is misleading or not. And

it depends on what you actually say and what you imply and what you imply by saying something it

can shift from context to context. So it would take an algorithm which could work with pragmatics

and that is extremely difficult even now. And it would take an algorithm who could take context

into account. But but what I’ve also argued is that within social media platforms you typically don’t

have all the context. So most of us understand what is going on what our friends post and we are to

understand whether what they post is posted with an ironic intent or because they agree with what

they post or whether it’s a how to get this it’s so stupid. But we know that not because they said

within the platform but because we know them and know their preferences but those preferences and

intentions and outside the platform. So the algorithm wouldn’t have access to that kind of context.

At least that’s how I see it.

[00:24:53.200] - Cedric Mensah: It seems like you would have to like the algorithm would have to

have some constructed context almost where it’s just accepted that kind of those edge. Mm hmm.
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I don’t even think they’re edge cases. Probably it’s most of communication that happens like that

where it’s kind of ambivalent that it just ignores those and just goes for the very clear cut examples.

[00:25:17.090] - Sille Obelitz Søe: Yeah. And what I’ve also argued is that well when for instance

I post something on Facebook that I post this story let’s say this collected as data in relation to me

and feed it into the digital profile the platform or the company is building about me. But there is

nothing in my posting a specific story which tells the algorithm why I did it. It can only see that I

did it then it can make inferences based on assumptions built into the systems around why I post this

story because I also did this and dissenters. But but me posting a specific story doesn’t tell why I

did it unless I actually write why I posted the story. But most people don’t. We just post and then

we post maybe up with a comment. But that comment might not cite anything about why we posted

the story. It might be something else. It doesn’t tell whether we actually like the story we might

posted for different reasons. So so algorithms can know that or I say know but they can detect that

something is the case but they can’t detect why it’s the case. And you need the why in order to be

able to to work out implicatures and stuff like that.

[00:27:00.680] - Cedric Mensah: At least I wouldn’t be able to detect a point when you call it like

changing why it seems you can tell them whatever if it was another Facebook example if this page

is a Russian and they talk about Hillary Clinton then flag it as probably false. Yeah you couldn’t

for a private individual for example you couldn’t follow them along that kind of history of what they

posted and then come to a conclusion that’s true.

[00:27:26.720] - Sille Obelitz Søe: And the interesting part about that is also that that is based

on this assumption that whatever comes out of Russia is false and that’s a pretty heavy assumption

to make as a Western company. Of course it has some grounding in our experience with Russia but

whom are we to say that everything that Russia does is just false and it was quite interesting one of

my colleagues. For us opening up a center here at the University based at the data science department

and there there was a representative from Google working on some of these issues around fake news

and how to to help users decide whether something was legitimate or not. And her example as a page

which they categorized as probably not true was the official homepage of the Russian government and

that’s it might be that they are right. I can’t tell that but but it’s also very interesting to see that

an American company find themselves in a position to to decide that that the official home page of

another government is this fake right or is false or illegitimate in some some way. So that’s also part

of the issues going going into this who who are in a position to actually decide what is legitimate and
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what is not what is true what is false because I preach. I’m pretty sure that the Russians would think

otherwise.

[00:29:20.600] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah, but do you see that because it’s obviously very much talked

about at the moment with Facebook on digital platforms. Do you see it as a new phenomenon. And if

yes why. Because like historically I guess you would get your news and information through television

newspapers. Yeah. And kind of peer to peer. And at least it feels like there hasn’t been this much of

a discussion about what is actually true on those channels.

[00:29:53.510] - Sille Obelitz Søe: No I think that it is you in a situation in in terms of scope and

reach and amount because a lot of the underlying issues such as who get to the side upon what is true

or not what what is legitimate or not is actually all discussions. It goes back to. It is a ship. Who.

Who is the editor of a newspaper what gets in what doesn’t get into the newspaper. And all these

underground movements. Publishing their own literature their own magazines opposing governments

and stuff like that. So in that sense there’s nothing new but what is new is the reach on these platforms

like Facebook and others. You have the ability to reach a lot of your audience. You can’t really see

what you’re not seeing you. We know that you will only get a limited amount of what is actually

present within the platform but it’s really opaque. What is what it is that you don’t see. You don’t in

a news paper you somehow can see how many pages are there how many stories and then you decide

what to read and not what not to read but you still have some kind of sense of what you are skipping.

You can’t see that in Facebook in the same way.

[00:31:39.870] - Cedric Mensah: And so it’s more of an analogy of for example a Facebook page

would be a newspaper. But Facebook itself would be all the news in the world. So if you read a

newspaper and you know there’s still a million other newspapers out there then of course you behave

differently.

[00:31:55.900] - Sille Obelitz Søe: Yeah that might be. And and and because your news feed is

personalized in different way than a newspaper and print great newspaper and print is the same for

everybody who buys it. Right. But but in Facebook even though it’s the same platform your a news

feed on my news feed are quite different. So that is also something which is different. And then the

whole thing about bots. So all these fake profiles just spitting out false content or fake news misleading

this in some way it’s also different because they can be that can be quite many of them and we can’t

necessarily see whether who we’re interacting with as a bond or a person. So that’s also different

from before. So yeah and maybe I’m not sure but maybe because when the world opens in some sense
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it’s also easier to pick what you believe and just ignore the rest. So it might be easier to just create

these bubbles or limited world views where you only interact with those who are like yourself. Well

and when we are all flying we do have to interact at some point with people who are not necessarily

like ourselves. But I’m I’m not sure whether that house shoots are different. It makes use of quite

different on whether social media platforms and the Internet in general reinforce bubbles or actually

you can also to solve them because you are confronted with your own views but can also be confronted

with all of you as well. So if you live in a small town it will also be some kind of bubble but you

don’t necessarily see what’s upside. So people don’t really agree on whether social media create more

bubbles or actually to solve them.

[00:34:36.010] - Cedric Mensah: And then going back to kind of my original lineup you mentioned

that your research was based a lot of accounts of piece of information on social media. Is there any

interaction with the platforms themselves? So do you speak to Facebook for example or do you speak

to Twitter.

[00:34:58.480] - Sille Obelitz Søe: It’s you don’t actually speak to Facebook. No one does. And the

accounts of information and misinformation and disinformation. I’ve been working with have been

philosophical accounts not necessarily feeling but platforms. The projects where I took my point of

departure. The projects trying to build algorithms for automatic detection of misinformation and

disinformation dug with platforms such as Twitter and Facebook analyzing stories and how they

spread. So I’ve dealt with it. In that sense not collecting data myself but reading accounts of what

is going on when trying to develop these algorithms. And then in the paper I wrote with Jack. Big

news is communicative actions. We regret the policies that Facebook has published. They have to

have this newsroom where they publish newsroom announcements about what they are doing and

they published a lot of announcements regarding their actions towards fighting fake news. So what

did they do. Explained in plain language not going into the algorithms themselves but explaining how

we tweak the algorithm in this way such that this kind of content will go up higher in your news feed

based on these criteria. And so on and they published some reports. On combating fake news and

misinformation and so so we read those kind of documents. So what does Facebook themselves say in

public around these issues and then analyzing what does that mean. And how will it work.

[00:37:02.770] - Cedric Mensah: Ok, and in the field of kind of information philosophy in general is

a do you think it is important now will become more important in the future to kind of get access to

the to the actual data coming coming out of Facebook or is it. Is it enough to look at kind of press
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communications and the philosophical context.

[00:37:25.560] - Sille Obelitz Søe: That’s a difficult question I think because they closed down the

access for scraping Facebook data with APIs also for researchers due to the GDPR I guess. So it’s

really difficult to do that. And I think it’s a different kind of study but it actually tells something

interesting what they say in public themselves. Because Facebook is a very calculated company in

the sense that them very much aware of what they say and what they don’t say. And a lot of stuff

is only implied or this is never set out outline but you outright but by analyzing what they actually

say you can also throw out the assumption that go into what they are doing. And then what we did

was that we analyzed these various newsroom announcements chronologically. Because they realized

themselves during the process that what they did didn’t work. So they had to do something else and

they actually wrote about that and wrote about well now we realized together with researchers that

this is actually that flagging and tagging is counterproductive to what we thought. So now we are

trying to do this. And I think that has been a very good way to to try to to understand what they

are actually doing because as long as it can’t hurt them they’re quite open about what they do.

[00:39:24.950] - Cedric Mensah: And then are those efforts kind of separate from what they do with

content moderation for example because they do have yeah or sometimes feel like things like the fake

news product that’s what they try to solve algorithmically and then you have content moderation

where people actually look at violence yes stuff like that.

[00:39:50.370] - Sille Obelitz Søe: Content moderation is also interesting because that is a bit more in

the dark. What they actually do and how they do it that’s been written somewhat about it. Townsend

& Gillespie have written the custodians of the Internet about content moderation and can no Sarah

Roberts. Sarah T. Roberts who was actually the first one to to investigate content moderation in

Facebook and she has recently published a book about it as well. And then not so outspoken as to

what they do but content moderation. And it’s a tricky question because some of what they moderate

they moderate because they have to because the content is illegal so they may need to have some sort

of content moderation. But but the trouble they are in by actually moderating that platform is that

then they are also taking on some kind of editorial responsibility but they keep denying that they are

a media company because they actually don’t want editorial responsibility day what don’t want to

be responsible for what people post on their platform. But they realize that they do need to remove

the illegal stuff because otherwise people wouldn’t use that platform. So it’s kind of a dilemma for

them but they do actually need to moderate but they don’t really want to take on that responsibility
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at least not openly admit it and then they’ve created their own Codex or their own rules as to what

should be allowed in the platform. And some of it has been leaked to the public and that’s also what

Tyler and Gillespie base sources upon. But we don’t know all about the decisions they make and what

we do know is that it is some of it might be filtered algorithmically. But then in the end it’s actually

human beings who have to make the decision as to what to remove and when to let it stay. And they

don’t have that much time to do it. They only have 5 15 seconds to make the decision. Which means

that sometimes they’ve taken the wrong decision and remove something which shouldn’t have been

removed. And that’s most often when we get to hear about it like when they ban the famous picture

of the naked boy from the Vietnam War um because it was nakedness. And that’s not allowed. Um

but but we never get to hear about all of the right things they remove um and we don’t hear that

much about how hard a job it actually is because those people sitting in the Philippines and other

places like that looking at this content all day they see some very hopeful things. So that’s part of

what Sarah Roberts is looking into.

[00:43:23.820] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah I’ve read a couple of newspaper articles about how basically

what they do is they look at everything from beheadings to child pornography all day and they have

maybe a psychological counselor there but it’s not always available. That will last like three months

and then they quit basically. Mm hmm. Okay but then there’s kind of a clear separation between

form not a clear separation put a separation between the whole kind of political I guess fate news is

always kind of has a connotation of being political. And then you have at least what Facebook calls

legal which is not necessarily illegal in a in a legal sense but illegal in that it’s against Facebook policy

some. OK. And do you. Do you feel like you get no warning if you don’t speak to them directly but

do you feel like there is enough information available for you to work with. I want to be in a kind of

a dream scenario. What kind of information would be available for example for reception.

[00:44:30.950] - Sille Obelitz Søe: That’s a difficult question and it is because I’m also working in

privacy and the right to privacy. And I have the sense that sometimes free searches are a bit. What

it’s called that sometimes they think that rules don’t apply to us. You can say it like that. So on the

one hand we are researching and pushing for privacy and have these stories about Facebook being a

terrible place in terms of privacy because they collect all this information about the users and they sell

access to use of profiles for at a time Osmond and all these others things. And it’s just that company

and we don’t like it. But on the same hand when a part of being due to be compliant or at least that’s

what Facebook said they closed down the access to their data for researchers. There was this outcry
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that they couldn’t do that and it was just not fair. And we need access to all this data. And I’m

like why do we have a special right to people’s personal information just because we are researchers.

If we actually truly believe that privacy helps a value and that people’s status should be their own

then it applies to us as well. And then we need to figure out other ways of doing research. Then we

have to ask for the information just as everybody else. And and because I work mostly theoretically

in philosophy so quickly it hasn’t been a problem for me. I’m I’m just asking different questions and

looking at what is available. The policy documents because scepter also tells a very interesting stories.

Yeah. Yeah.

[00:46:55.580] - Cedric Mensah: That’s interesting because so far both the researchers and the

journalists I’ve talked to date ever. Yeah definitely a more negative view of the situation where they

say OK Facebook is because Facebook is effectively publishing new tools to help people. I guess what

they say at least to help people combat or look into look into political advertising on the platform for

example what they said is that while they’re doing this they shut down basically access to ninety eight

percent or 99 percent of the information that was previously available but they didn’t have that kind

of privacy concern. They would wouldn’t what kind of like you said saying that this is information

that’s valuable for research.

[00:47:37.320] - Sille Obelitz Søe: Sure. But it’s also valuable for Facebook. So what’s the difference.

So is the difference that they made money off it. And we want to do something else but I guess in

the end for the person who gave up this information doesn’t really make that much of a difference

whether it’s Facebook making money off it or some research or doing something with it it’s still their

information being used by others and themselves. And I think that we as researchers have to respect

that as well that those rules applies to us as well. And I’m sure Facebook did close down the access

to this information as part of their GDPR compliance. Also as a provocation because maybe they

thought that well we don’t like this to be out but we have to do it. So this is also a way of punishing

someone searchers. But but but that’s just something I read into it or that you could read into it. But

but it doesn’t change the fact that this is people’s information. And when they sign up for Facebook

they make an agreement with Facebook around their personal data. We can agree up on that. Most

people don’t read the privacy statement and the terms of conditions but that’s another story. But

they go into an agreement with Facebook. They don’t go into any agreement with any researchers so

why should researchers and journalists have privileged access to this information without asking first.

And and users made a binding agreement with Facebook is saying yes to Facebook owning this data.
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So of course it’s Facebook. Who decides if researchers and journalists can get access and it’s not that

I say that I’m saying that the Facebook books business model isn’t problematic but because it is.But

I also think that researchers and journalists should be aware of what they’re actually asking of people.

[00:49:56.000] - Cedric Mensah: It makes sense. I mean their argument will probably be okay. Yes

they may like a user makes a direct run with Facebook but then Facebook also gives the data to

advertising companies and sell it to a place they sell it to companies. So why can’t they give other

people access as well. But then I see the whole shutting down of the API for example as a very

multifaceted thing as well because I don’t think GDPR is kind of the or maybe that was kind of the

trigger which allowed him to kind of finally shut it down. But from if you look at their business model

it never made sense to or it made sense in the beginning to have this data public because people

could use it to build apps on it and invent. But it was stupid games and whatever and now their

business model is selling advertising right. So the data is what is the most valuable to them. So it

doesn’t. From a business perspective it doesn’t make any sense to have basically any kind of data

public because that’s stuff to them cancel.

[00:50:53.450] - Sille Obelitz Søe: And that’s also what Facebook mean about privacy. When you

read what when Facebook talked about user privacy it’s privacy between from user to user and from

privacy from the outside. The only one you don’t have privacy from in Facebook is Facebook itself

because they gather everything. So for them privacy is privacy between users. So you decide whom

within the platform can see what you post and and who else. So the platform can see what you post.

Um so. So that’s also why they shut down the access to the API. Because that’s part of their privacy

policy that you decide whom within and outside the platform get to see what you post. Hmm. The

only one you can’t make decisions against is Facebook itself because they own all the data.

[00:51:55.100] - Cedric Mensah: I think it went a bit away from that kind of thing but that’s okay.

What the original intention was but usually what I do at this point is to kind of show what the truth

does although I’m not sure how helpful it is to you. You really what we’re practically but if you

want to take a look maybe at the ad library and then what the toolbox is basically um the ad library

at library gives you basically a search field where you can look for information so if you have for

example.Yeah, Do you have a politicians name for me?

[00:52:52.180] - Sille Obelitz Søe: How about Mette Frederiksen?

[00:52:52.330] - Sille Obelitz Søe: Then you can look them up within the library see what they

posted.
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[00:52:56.050] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah and see what you get is kind of a scroll the this view with the

post as titles and then you can click through them individually okay. And then what. Yeah. Again

my hypothesis if you want to run a real analysis that’s not really helpful because you can’t really.

Let’s say there’s five thousand posts you can’t copy paste them individually and then look at them.

And so what the tool will basically go up already does is it gives you a file like this where you have all

posts in this case for Denmark and you can look into who posted it how many people that the course

reach. How much was spent for it in what currency. What’s the content of the posts. Was there a

picture and so forth.

[00:53:41.600] - Sille Obelitz Søe: OK. So it might be interesting to someone but but it’s difficult

to work with in the formats you get it.

[00:53:52.750] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah it’s like you said the idea is basically because let’s say you

want to look into do parties like that advertise more ahead of an election to understand okay. Which

party for example benefited more of their campaigns on social media than in the ad library version.

You would have to go in and like literally go through thousands and thousands of posts manually and

then look at it when what they posted. How much money was spent on and so forth. So it would

be just a lot of human hours wasted on browsing the web. And here you can see if you know how to

use Excel you can just basically make a simple formula and get it pretty quickly so it’s just trying to

make that type of research easier but then obviously if you’re not working directly with the data it’s

not that something valuable but it’s still interesting to see.

[00:54:51.280] - Sille Obelitz Søe: Thanks. No.

[00:54:53.420] - Cedric Mensah: Um yeah. Again usually now the question would be about com-

menting on the usefulness but well for me this would.

[00:55:01.500] - Sille Obelitz Søe: This would be so um oh whelming and that I wouldn’t know

where to start. And uh that is only because I don’t normally work with that kind of data.

[00:55:13.680] - Cedric Mensah: So do you kind of ever ever work with data files or data sets.

[00:55:20.690] - Sille Obelitz Søe: No no no. I’m very conceptually.

[00:55:25.670] - Cedric Mensah: Yeah. Is that it. Is that a common thing kind of your in your field

of research or is it.

[00:55:30.570] - Sille Obelitz Søe: Uh no I guess it’s very much dependent on what you want to

research and what’s your background. And as I said I’m a philosopher. So I have a background

in philosophy so. So what I usually find interesting is question about questions about underlying
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assumptions. What are the assumptions built into this and that you typically draw out from reading

text by reading and analyzing. So it’s it’s more textual analysis.

[00:56:08.980] - Cedric Mensah: So it’s more an analysis of the why and not so much the what.

Yeah. But what. Because again this is I guess this is and we only talked about this is does this

the limitation of the data is that yes you can see every post by every party. That’s kind of officially

registered but you don’t know the intention but it gives you a picture of that.

[00:56:29.710] - Sille Obelitz Søe: So they pay for making these advertisements. Right. Yes. So. So

the amount spent is it because of the the reach or is it a fixed amount?. Because the one sayings zero

here say ninety nine here. So is that kind of the basic fee and then you pay for reach.

[00:56:53.790] - Cedric Mensah: So so the issue is that obviously this is kind of business information

from Facebook so they don’t give you specific value. They just give you a range so they don’t say

this party spent 50 kroner. They say that they spend them between zero and ninety nine kronor

eighteen thousand four thousand nine hundred ninety nine. And then that post reached between ten

thousand and forty nine thousand nine hundred ninety nine people. Yeah OK. But it could be that

although these days it’s difficult that you post something you don’t spend anything and absorb which

is ten 10000 people which is what makes this research so difficult I think because of. So these are all

officially registered or tagged or registered political advertisers but then the whole area of fake news

obviously those people were never on there would be very stupid if they said officially they said OK

I’m a political actor and I’m posting this information.

[00:57:49.650] - Sille Obelitz Søe: Yeah. Or when politicians just write from their own accounts and

this still reaches people. Would that be counted as well?

[00:57:59.260] - Cedric Mensah: Well that would be kind of. So there’s a lot of politicians in there

that promote their post with money as well. But then if they have free posts they would also show up.

OK but what what’s also interesting guess for example there are studies that show that your typical

kind of what you would think of his right wing fake news posts. It works very well organically. So you

don’t have to pay for it to reach a lot of people because those people are very engaged and they’re

not in the way they view the world. Whereas if you post something more left leaning or something

more positive then that will not reach as many people automatically. So yeah it’s I think it’s a very

hard issue to solve. Yeah it does. Just with technical solutions.

[00:58:46.300] - Sille Obelitz Søe: Yeah. That’s actually also what we argue in the text about it says

communicative actions that there’s no technical fix to these issues because it’s part of a democratic
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conversation that we just can’t deal with. Technically yes. It’s different.

[00:59:07.100] - Cedric Mensah: But then maybe as a final question do you see it as something that

should be in the hands of a private organization like Facebook or Google or is it something that needs

to be regulated.

[00:59:18.220] - Sille Obelitz Søe: I think it needs to be regulated. I think that Facebook and

Google has way too much power and can influence states and democracies and people in ways that a

private company shouldn’t be able to. I think they have a huge impact on how we do things. And

I don’t think that they are able to actually take that responsibility. And so I do think that we need

regulation. Okay.

[00:59:56.200] - Cedric Mensah: Thank you very much.

[00:59:57.120] - Sille Obelitz Søe: Thank you. You’re welcome. I hope that you can use it in your

project.
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